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"'-"' An abstract of thesis submitted for a Ph.D. degree by A.L. Lucas. 

I - A system for the acquisition and processing of seismic data 

for refraction studies of the Earth's crust. 

/ 

/ 

The use of arrays of seismometers for seismic refraction measurements 

of crustal structure using explosions is reviewed, and the general factors 

to be considered in the design of equipment for the acquisition and 

processing of such data are discussed. The design and construction of a 

particular system using digital magnetic tape recording are described in 

detail. The three main modes of operation are the recording of ten channels 

of seismic illformation in the field, the replay in the laboratory af these 

ten channels to a multi-channel galvanometer oscillograph, and the transfer 

of the digital information to punched paper tape for input to a general 

purpose digital computer. The programmes that have been developed for 

handling this data on an Elliott 803 computer are described. 

The system was used during a crustal experiment using depth charges 

in September, 1965. The perf'ormance during this test is evaluated. 

II - Stress systema in an inhomogeneous crust. 

The plane strain stress in an elastic half-space in which there a.r~ 

discrete variations in density over rectangular areas of the cross section 

is calculated by the double integration ot-..the result for a point force 

acting within an homogeneous elastic half-space. The resulting stress 

system is shown to be a valid solution of the equations of elasticit,y, and 

analytical results are derived for several special cases. The application 

of the theory of elasticity to crustal processes is reviewed, and numerical 

results are used to discuss the stress systems associated with isostatic 

compensation and with a crust of varying density. 
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Summary 

I A system for the acquisition and processing of seismic data 

for refraction studies of the Earth's crust. 

The use of arrays of seismometers for seismic refraction measurements 

of crustal structure using explosions is reviewed, and the general 

factors to be considered in the design of equipment fer the a.cquisi tion 

and processing of such data are discussed. The design and construction 

of a particular system using digital magnetic tape recording are described 

in detail. The three ma.in modes ef operation are the recording of ten 

channels of seismic informatien in the field, the replay in the laboratory 

of these ten channels to a multi-channel galvanometer oscillograph, and 

the transfer of the digital information to punched paper tape for input 

to a general purpose digital computer. The programmes that have been 

developed for handling this data on an Elliott 803 computer are described. 

The system was used during a crustal experiment using depth charges 

in September, 1965. The performance during this test is evaluated. 

n - Stress systems in an inhomogeneous crust. 

The plane strain stress in an elastic half-space in which there are 

discrete variations in density over rectangular areas of the cross section 

is calculated by the double integration of the result for a point force 

acting within an homogeneous elastic half-space. The resulting stress 

system is shown to be a valid solution of the equations of elasticity, 

and analytical results are derived for several special cases. The applica

tion of the theo~ of elasticity to crustal processes is reviewed, and 



numerical results are used to discuss the stress systems associated 

with isostatic compensation and with a crust af varying densit,y. 
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Preface 

This thesis describes work performed during the five years 

commencing October, 1961. During the first two years the 

theoretical problem described in the second part of this thesis 

was solved and a design study and equipment survey were carried 

out on a system for investigating granite batholiths and other 

local variations in crustal. structure by seismic refraction methods. 

Consequently, when a contract was signed between the University of 

Durham and the European office of Aerospace Research, U.S.A.F., 

for the construction and use of such equipment, it was possible to 

place orders for components immediately. This system, which was 

first tested in the field in September, 1965, is described in the 

first part of this thesis. 
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CH.A.PTER I 

THE SPECH'ICATION OF A · SYSTEM FOR THE ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING 

OF SEISMIC DATA FOR REJ?RACTION STUDIES OF THE EARTH'S CRUST 

(1) Introduction 

Seismic methods ~or determining the variations o~ the elastic 

properties within the Earth give the most direct and least ambiguous 

techniques ~or studying the crust and upper mantle. In particular, 

gravity surveying is unable to resolve the structure in the lower crust 

~granite batholiths (Batt, Day and Masson-Smith, 1958). In 1961 the 

author began to consider how the techniques o~ seismology could be 

applied to the solution o~ this problem. The outcome o~ this stu~ was 

the design o~ a multi-channel recording and data processing system ~or 

use in crustal re~raction experiments with explosive sources. In July, 

1963, the University o~ Durham was awarded a contract under the 

VELA-IDITFORM programme o~ the Advanced Research Projects Agency to con-

struct this system and "to investigate the relatively local but :fiunda-

mental variations in continental crustal structure down to and includ-

ing the Mohorovicic discontinuity with particular re~erence in the ~irst 

instance to granite batholiths, and the e~~ects o~ such variations on 

seismic propagation paths". The ~irst hall o~ this thesis describes 

the design, construction and use o~ this system. The second half presents 

the results of a theoretical elastostatic problem that was solved in the 

period be~ore the award o~ the VELA-IDiTB'QRM contract. 

Re~raction experiments using controlled explosions have emerged as 

the most e~~ective technique ~or studying the structure o~ the crust. The 

method was discussed in detail by Steinhart and Meyer (1961). The 



advantages of this method over earthquake studies are the elimination of 

the three unknown spacial co-ordinates and the unknown time of the seurce, 

and the simpler nature of the source function. Experiments using quarry 

blasts are clearly not so versatile with respect to the shot point 

location as, for example shots fired at sea, and suffer from the facts that 

quarry blasts are inteDded to generate a minimum of seismic energy and that 

the source function is often complicated by the effects of ripple firing 

(Willis, 1963; Frantti, 1963). 

Two refraction travel time curves for arrivaJ.s in opposite directions 

along the same line may b.e interpreted in terms of homogeneous layers 

bounded by planes. Such interpretations should be accompanied by amplitude 

studies and considerations of the possible occurrence of reflections 

(Steinhart and Meyer, 1961). Surveys. conducted over an area are generally 

interpreted by assuming the travel time associated with a particular marker 

horiaon to be influenced by "delay times" which are characteristic of the 

shot point and the recording location. The most important expression of 

this concept is the time term theory (Scheidegger and Willmore, 1957; 

Willmore and Bancroft, 1960). The tra.vel time, tij' is given by 

Aij 
~ + bj + v ' 

where ai and bj are "time terms" characteristic of the shot point and 

recording location respectively, D. . . is the range, and v is the velocity 
l.J 

of the refracting layer. An experiment with n shot points and m recording 

stations involves (n + m) unknowns apart from v, and yields (n + m) normal 

equations which do not have a unique sal.ution Ullless one time term is known 

or two time terms are known to be equal. The second paper (1960) discusses 

the significance of this theory in planning refraction experiments. Smith, 



Steinhart and Aldrich (1966) have extended the theory to the case where 

v = 

This dependence of the velocity on the range is associated with a vertical 

velocity gradient in the refracting medium. Another method of interpreting 

seismic refraction sections is the "plus-minus" method (Hagedoorn, 1959). 

This technique is a development of the ·work of Thornburgh (1930) in which 

wave fronts are constructed by using the fact that all points on the minimum 

trajectory between two locations are points where the sum of the travel 

times from the nvo locations is constanto The 'reciprocal' method of 

Hawkins (1961) is similar. These methods of interpreting refraction data 

are reviewed by Willmore, Herrin and Meyer (1963). 

The present work is concerned mainly with the application of seis

mometer arrays to the study of refracted arrivals a.nd with techniques of 

data processing and instrumentation. In recent years methods have advanced 

through the increased usage of magnetic tape recording, of seismometer arrays 

which improve the effective signal-to-noise ratio and allow measurements of 

apparent phase velocities, and of digital data processing techniques which 

are more versatile and potentially faster than analogue methods. The report

ing of the present work is complicated by the f'act that while it has been 

proceeding, the technologies involved have undergone great advances. For 

example, motivated by the political need to distinguish between earthquakes 

and clandestine underground nuclear explosions, array systems have progressed 

from the temporary, experimental installation on Salisbury Plain (1'Vh.i teway, 

1961) to the array currently under construction in Montana which has over 

five hundred buried seismometers in 21 clusters and an aperture of 200 

kilometres (Frosh and Green, 1966). Similarly, changes have occurred in the 



electronic modules available in the United J(ingdom ~or the construction 

o~ data processing systems. For example, the provisional data sheets 

~or the 2 megacycle-per-second digital logic modules, which are described 

in Chapter 2, appeared in 1963, and the f'u11 design data was published in 

1964. Now, in 1966, integrated circuits would be used instead o~ these 

modules, and the equipment would be much smaller and dissipate less 

power. 

In this first chapter the use of' multi-channel systems in seismology 

is summarized with emphasis on their use in explosion studies of crustal 

structure, and the basic specification of a data processing system for 

such studies is drawn up. In subsequent chapters the implementation of' 

this system is described in detail using block diagrams. Because of' the 

large amount of hardware involved in the system, no attempt is made to 

present the complete circuit diagrams here. 

(ii) Multi-channel systems in seismology 

The directional properties of' groups of geophones have been used in 

exploration seismology ~or marrs years, and ingeneous analogue devices have 

been devised for picking out events which correlate across the spread 

(Reiber, 1936; Tullos and Cummings, 1961; Jackson, 1965; Anstey and 

Lerwill, 1966). The use of' groups of geophones also increases the effective 

signal-to-noise ratio. The signal-to-noise improvement for apparently 

random noise is reduced by any coherence (Denham, 1963), and for coherent 

noise may be increased by a correctly designed spread o~ geophones (Hales 

and Edwards, 1955; Smith, 1956) and by weighting the signals from a line 

array and. summing (Holzman, 1963). A comparison between additive and 

multiplicative compounding was made by Dyk (1956). With the advances in 

data processing methods, magnetic delay line and digital filtering 

4 



techniques have been used (Jones et al, 1955; Smith, 1958; Robinson and 

Treitel, 1964). These methods can duplicate the operation of conventional 

rilters, and, because both past and future values of the traces may be 

used, new functions may be introduced. In particular, filters without 

phase distortion may be designed. The types of filtering that have been 

developed for use with these two techniques may be broadly divided into 

three categories. Firstly, the velocity filtering and cross-correlation 

process is only a particular fom of filtering (Jones and Morrison, 1954); 

Melton and Bailey, 1957). Combination by multiplication is, of course, 

not a linear process. Secondly, if the effects of the propagation paths 

may be represented by a linear filter, then the records may be clarified 

by the application of an inverse linear filter (Backus, 1959; Lindsey, 

1960; Goupillaud, 1961; Rice, 1962; Watson, 1965). Thirdly, a number 

of filters have been designed by applying the Wiener optimum linear filter 

theor.y to multitrace seismic data processing (Wiener, 1949). According 

to this theory each trace is individually filtered in such a way as to 

miP~mize the root-mean-square of the difference between the summed output 

and the required signal which, together with the noise, makes up the input. 

Optimum systems for ghost suppression have been discussed by Schneider, 

Lamer, Burg and Backus (1964), for the attenuation of multiple reflections 

by Schneider, Prince and Giles (1965), and for velocity filtering by Fail 

and Grau (1963) and Embree, Burg and Backus (1963). The design of such 

optimum filters is a function or the statistical properties of the signal 

and of the coherent and incoherent noise, and the resulting filters are 

difficult and costly to construct. Foster, Sengbush and Watson (1964) 

considered the design of sub-optimum filters to perform the functions of 

ghost suppression and velocity filtering using more practical filters. 



They simplified the optimum thea~ by letting the amplitude of one of the 

two types of noise tend to infinity, and then applying an inverse filter 

to reduce the distortion of the signal due to the effect of this 

approximation. 

The problem of detecting underground nuclear explosions has promoted 

a rapid development in the use of arrays of seismometers to study tele

seismic signals. Many of. the principles of groups o:f geophones used in 

prospecting methods are equally applicable to this problem, although the 

values of the parameters of the signals and therefore of the arrays are 

ve~ different. In the United Kingdom arrays of seismometers with dimensions 

comparable to the largest apparent wavelength of the signal have been used 

to study the structure of teleseismic signals and to separate and identify 

seismic phases by a process of velocity filtering using correlation methods 

(Vlliiteway, 1961; Willmore, 1962; Thirlaway, 1963; Truscott, 1964; 

Carpenter, 1965; Birtill and Vfuiteway; 1965; Thirlaway, 1966). Birtill 

and Vihi:teway (1965) discuss in detail the ability of azimuth and velocity 

filtering methods- to separate sinusoidal signal components, and consider 

all the facets of the technology of such array systems and the results of 

their application to teleseismic events. Somers and Manchee (1966) simply 

consider the response of the particular geomet~ of the Yellowknife array 

for a lc/s sinusoidal signal. 

The crustal structure in the vicinity of an array influences the 

noise characteristics at the site and also the waveforms and timing of 

arrivals. For this reason a crustal refraction experiment using depth 

charges at sea was carried out to st~dy the crust in the neighbourhood of 

the Eskdalemuir ai'ray station (Agger and Carpenter, 1964). Whiteway (1966) 



has considered the application of' arrays to earthquake seismology, and 

the Eskdalemuir array has been used for near earthquake studies (Key, 

Marshall and McDowall, 1964; Agger and Key, 1965). 

Initial work in the United States on the application of multi-channel 

systems to the detection problem tended to concentrate on optimum Wiener 

systems designed to greatly reduce the efi'ective ambient noise level and 

thus relatively enhance the teleseismic signal. Studies have considered 

both experimental and theoretical noise distributions and both horizontal 

and vertical distributions of seismometers (Burg, 1964; Backus, Burg, 

Baldwin and Bryan, 1964; Roden, 1965; Backus, 1966). The dimensions 

of the horizontal clusters of seismometers are small compared to the 

apparent wavelength of the signal, but are sufficient to discriminate 

against coherent microseismic noise. Recently work has started in Montana 

on a'large aperture seismic array' which, it is hoped, will take advantage 

of all the developments in array technology (Frosh and Green, 1966). This 

array is made up of :twenty-one sub-arrays and has an aperture of 200 

kilometres. Each sub-array consists of a cluster of twenty-five geophones 

and each geophone is located in a cased borehole. An elaborate data 

processing system with digital telemetry is proposed with the intention of 

making it possible to apply an over all inverse filter to remove the effects 

on propagation of the crust in the vicinity of the array. 

Explosion studies of crustal structure before 1961 are reviewed by 

Steinhart and! Meyer (1961). In 1961 it seemed that the array methods, which 

·were being developed through the research on the detection problem, could 

be applied vdth advantage to these studies. This has proved to be so. The 

United States Geological Survey has conducted experiments using spreads of 

7 



2i kilometres (Warrick et al, 1961; ~' 1964) with both conventional 

explosives (Eaton, 1963; Healy, 1963; Jackson, Stewart and Pakiser, 1963; 

Roller and Healy, 1963) and nuclear explosives (Stewart and Pakiser, 1962; 

Pakiser and Hill, 1963; ~all and Stewart, 1963). Eaton (1963) and Roller 

and Healy (1963) have reported deep reflections. The use of nuclear explosives 

permits the stu~ of the mantle by refraction work at greater ranges. Other 

groups in the United States have also combined in· experiments with conventional 

explosives in Maine in 1961 (Meyer et al, 1962; Steinhart et al, 1962), in 

North Carolina in 1962 (Shima, McCamy and Meyer, 1964), and at Lake Superior 

in 1963 (Steinhart, 1964; Smith, Steinhart and Aldrich, 1966), and with 

nuclear explosions (Weisbrich, 1965). Sander and Overton (1965) report the 

use of two 6. 7 kilometre in-line arrays at the ends of crustal refraction 

profiles shot UDder extremely difficuJ.t conditions during 1962 and 1963 in 

the islands north of the Canadian mainlalld. Shima, McCamy and Meyer (1964) 

determined apparent velocities across a :fixed array by measuring the differ

ences in phase angle of Fourier spectral densities. McCamy and Meyer (1964) 

used a computer method with velocity filtering and correlation techniques to 

plot the degree of correlation as a third dimension against apparent veloci~ 

and time. They discuss the problem of 'velocity aliasing' which occurs when 

the phase difference between the signal at added seismometers is an integer 

multiple o:f 2'11' (see also ::Birtill and Whitewa.y, 1965) and point out that 

aliased events should be revealed by repeating the processing with different 

settings of the band pass filters o:f the original traces. This veloci~ 

aliasing is called 'quasi-aliasing' by Fox-Hulme (1965) and is of course 

quite distinct from the high frequency aliasing associated with the :folding 

frequency of sampled data systems. 

As previously mentioned, explosion studies were carried out in the 

8 



United Fingdom to 'calibrate' the Eskdalemuir array station (Agger and 

Carpenter, 1964), and this yielded data on the crustal structure in the 

surrounding region. In September 1965 an experiment organized by the 

groups at Edinburgh and Birmingham was carried out to determine the nature 

and thickness o£ the Earth's crust between Wales and Ireland. The depth 

charges o£ this experiment were used £or the field testing of the system 

described in this thesis (see Chapter 5). 

The problems of seismic array instrumentation, recording and data 

processing largely depend upon the number of channels to be recorded 

individually, the upper frequency limit of these channels, the duration 

of the recording time, the proportion of the recorded data that has to be 

processed, and the complexity of the data processing calculation. The 

field problems depend very largely on the dimensions of the array. In 

terms of these criteria, the worst cases are the large arrays required for 

monitoring nuclear explosions (Truscott, 1964; Birtill and Vfuiteway, 1965; 

Fresh and Green, 1966). These arrays must operate continuously. The 

problems of data handling and processing in slightly less demanding applica

tions are considered by Phinney and Smith (1963), Smith (1965) and Anderson, 

Bennet, Parks and Willmore (1966). The specification of the seismic 

refraction system used for crustal studies by the United States Geological 

Survey is described by Warrick, Hoover, Jackson, Pakiser and Roller (1961). 

Electronic data processing systems for handling small amounts of data are 

described by Bogert (1961), Haubrich and Iyer (1962), De Bremaecker, Donoho 

and Michel (1962), :Miller (1963), and Hinde and Gaunt (1966). 

The various design possibilities occur in various combinations depending 

on the requirements of a particular application. Some o£ the basic points 

9 



will be briefly discussed below:-

(a) The signal-to-noise improvement may be maintained but the number 

of individually recorded channels reduced by summing the outputs 

from geophones before recording. 

(b) The amount of cable may be reduced by using amplitude-mudulated 

or frequency modulated signals on a comE:on line. The Montana 

array uses digital telemetry. Alternatively, radio transmission 

may be used. This problem is related to that of the power 

supplies at the dispersed head amplifiers. Power may be supplied 

locally by batteries or be passed along the signal lines if the 

line resistance is not too great and the seismic information is 

propagated by a carrier sig1~l. The use of solar cells or 

thermal generators has been considered. 

(c) On-line correlators have been developed with a view to decreasing 

the amount of off-line monitoring required and to producing 

triggered recording systems for tape economy. 

(d) Magnetic tape recording is used today in mast multi-channel 

seismic systems. The important point about this recording 

method is that the signal fnformation is preserved in its 

electrical form so that the original event can effectively be 

recreated any number of times with, if required, an altered time 

base. Direct recording is not suitable for crustal refraction 

systems because of the low frequency cut-off in the record-replay 

response. If the data is to be processed in a digital form, the 

question arises as to whether to use frequency modulation record

ing in the field and digitize in the laboratory, or to digitize 

in the field and use digital recording. The digital record-replay 

1 0 



process does not introduce any error into the data because 

the dynamic range and accuracy depend o1tiy on the digitizing 

device. It is particularly important for array systems that 

the digital record-replay process cannot introduce the relative 

timing errors between channels which correspond to the 'skew' 

of a frequency modulation record-replay system. Frequency 

modulation recording has the advantage that, for a given inform

ation rate, the tape speed is slower than that required for 

digital recording by a factor of about ten. For crustal 

explosion studies in which the recording time is limited, the 

arguments for and. against digital recording are well balanced.. 

The principal point in favour is the fidelity of the recording 

method and. the principal point against is the complexity of the 

field equipment. It is the writer's opinion that the decisive 

factor is the number of array systems involved.. If one is 

concerned with only one array, it is realistic to put the 

digitizing equipment in the field and avoid the need. for 

frequency modulation hardware; if one is concerned with a 

series of array stations, it is more economical to keep the 

digitizing equipment in the laboratory and to use frequency mod

ulation recording in the field. It is interesting to note that 

in the last few years there has been a strong trend. in commercial 

exploration seismology towards digital recording; here high 

sampling rates and tape speeds are required, but the duration of 

recordings is short. 

The possibility of using different recording methods should 

always be considered. in specialist applications. The pulse 
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duration modulation recording process, which comes between the 

frequency modulation and digital processes with respect to 

efficiency of tape utilization and which permits time-division 

multiplexing, is applicable to systems with a multiplicity of 

signal channels having relatively low frequency content. 

Thompson (1965) advocates the use of 'delta-modulation' record

ing systems for crqstal seismology. 

(e) The initial work of the U.K.A.E.A. group was performed using 

an analogue computing system. However, for greater versatility, 

accuracy and potential speed, digital systems are now generally 

used (or, are being constructed). If general purpose computers 

are used, the main problems are editing the field data and 

transferring the continuous seismic data onto computer-compatible 

magnetic tapes which usually store information in blocks with 

gaps between blocks. Consequently, the hardware for writing 

computer-compatible tapes has to include extensive memory 

facilities, and is generally complex and expensive. For this 

reason systems which need to handle smaller quantities of data 

have tended to use punched paper tape (produced either on-line 

or off-line), even although this method of transfer is very slow. 

(f) The further development of large-scale seismic data processing 

lies in the completion of special-purpose, hybrid analogue

digital computers (Birtill and Vlhitev1ay, 1965; Smith, 1965; 

Hutchins, 1966) and of hardware for writing magnetic tapes, which 

ai!e::.d.ompatible with fast general-purpose computers' from field 

tapes (Anderson, Bennet, Parks, and Willmore, 1966; 

1966). 
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In the next section the instrumentation required for crustal refraction 

experiments is considered. 

(iii) The specification of a system for crustal refraction studies 

Consider the specification of a system designed to apply the 

advantages (described in section ( ii)) of array techniques and data 

processing on a general purpose digital computer to crustal refraction 

studies • Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of such an experiment using 

depth charges at sea. Travel times are here determined by recording a 

radio time signal at both the shot point and the array station. The 

construction of shot point hardware wi11 not be discussed in this thesis, 

but the implementation of the array station will be described in Chapter 3. 

In order to reject coherent signal or noise components, the in-line 

dimensions of the array should be equal to at leE:!.st one wavelength of these 

components. The dominant frequency components of the signal for ranges 

from, say, 50 kilometres to 200 kilometres will be from about 3 c.p.s. to 

about 20 c.p.s., and 3 c.p.s. geophones may be used with advantage. If one 

takes the maximum apparent velocity to be 8 km/sec and the corresponding 

minimum frequency to be 3 c.p.s., then the dimension of the array should 

be about 2.7 kilometres. The advantages of increasing the number of 

geophones in the array are to increase the rejection of random noise and to 

reduce the problem of velocity aliasing. However, the data handling problems 

and the cost of the instrumentation increase with the number of independ

ently recorded channels. The system adopted here uses ten geophones, and 

each geophone output is recorded individually. 

The limiting factor in crustal refraction experiments at large ranges 

is the background level of seismic noise at a selected quiet site (Brune ~nd Oliver 
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1959; Frantti, V1illis and Wilson, 1962). On a world-wide basis, a vertical 

component noise level of about 1 mL .. limicron peak-to peak at 1 c.p.s. 

(0.63 x 10-6 em/sec at 1 c.p.s.) is about the minimum attainable. Britain 

is on a continental margin and the corresponding minimum is greater. The 

noise at Eskdalemuir in the 1 to 3 c.p.s. band is very low for the British 

Isles and varies between 3 and 20 millimicrons r.m.s. (Birtill and Whiteway, 

1965). The noise veloci~J tends to be lower at higher frequencies. 

It is necessary to ensure that the pre-amplifier noise, referred to 

input, is less than the geophone output due to the microseismic noise. The 

array will be used with 3 c.p.s. refraction swamp geophones (B.P. design), 

which have a sensitivi~ of about 1.0 volts/em/sec at 5 c.p.s. for damping 

0.56 critical, and pre-amplifiers (also to a B.P. design) which have a 

quoted noise level referred to input of about 0.7 microvolts (p-p) for a 

bandvndth from 0.1 c.p.s. to 80 c.p.s. The pre-amplifiers have, in fact, 

been used with a level response from 2 c.p.s. to 18 c.p.s., and 3 db down 

at 45 c.p.s. Assuming that the reduction in bandwidth reduces the pre-

amplifier noise to 0.5 wicrovolts (p-p), this is equivalent with this 

geophone to a ground velocity of 0.5 x lo-6 em/sec or to a displacement 

of 0.8 millimicrons (p-p) at 1 c.p.s. This combination of geophone and 

pre-amplifier is clearly satisfactory for the present system. 

The most important decision·about the array instrumentation is that 

digital magnetic tape recording shotud be used. In this respect the advice 

of' \iVhi teway (private communication, May, 1962) is followed. The frequency 

band of seismic energy at the ranges used in crustal experiments extends no 

higher than 20 c/s, so that a channel sampling rate of 100 samples/second 

and a folding frequency of 50 o/s is adequate. In order that the computer 

programmes used for processing the data should not be too slow, signals will 
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not be interpolated betv1een samples, but instead the sample which is 

nearest in time to the required value will be used. 'l'his means that, for 

a 100 samples/second rate, there is a possible time misalignment on each 

channel of + 5 milliseconds in the data processing. For a 10 c.p.s. 

signal component this time error corresponds to a maximum amplitude error 

of : 0.16 of the peak-to-peak amplitude, and this error is considered 

acceptable. Since there are ten channels of seismic data, the system 

sampling rate is a thousand samples per second. 

Assume that an analogue-to-digital converter is used which gives a 

ten bit pure binar~y 9utput, so that the full-scale putput range is from 

zero to 1023. Suppose that the output value changes by 120 for a change 

of 1 volt in the analogue input voltage, and consider the maximum signal 

gain that should exist between the geophone and the input to the analogue

to-digital converter (A.D.C.). If the system was designed so that at 

maximum gain the pre-amplifier noise corresponds approximately in magni

tude to the truncation (or quantization) error, tl'1en there would be no 

possibility of recovering signal lost in this noise. It he.s been seen 

that such considerations would only be realistic for very quiet sites 

selected on a world-wide basis. However, it will be supposed that the 

peak-to-peak pre-amplifier noise is to correspond to a converter input 

voltage of 0.1 volts or an output of 12 units. The corresponding gain 

required between the geophone and the A.D.C. is therefore 200,000. Since, 

in the present system, the seismic signal will be passed directly along 

the cables .(i.e. no frequency or amplitude modulation), this gain corres

ponds to the product of the pre-amplifier gain and the maximum channel 

gain occurring at the array recording system. 

The significance of this gain may alternatively be considered by 

anticipating the existence of a galvanometer replay facili~J such that, 
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at maxim~~ gain, the full-scale output range of the A.D.C. corresponds to 

a full-scale trace deflection of 16 em. Consequently, one microvolt of 

geophone output recorded at maximum gain can correspond to a galvanometer 

deflection of about 4 mm. This figure could be increased (with sacrifice 

of linearity) by simple modifications to the replay hardware. The corres

ponding figure in the specification drawn up by Warrick, Hoover, Jackson, 

Pakiser and Roller (1961) is one inch. 

The second important decision concerns the method of transferring data 

into the general purpose digital computer. The ideal method. is to use 

off-line equipment for writing computer-compatible magnetic tapes. As has 

been discussed earlier, this is expensive and complicated because magnetic 

tapes for general purpose computers have a block format. Also, unfortunately, 

there is no standardization of formats between different computer manufacturers 

in the United Kingdom, so that such off-line equipment he1.s to be tied to a 

particular m;Jke of computer. However, since the present project requires 

the processing of relatively few events, it is just feasible to use punched 

paper tape for computer input. One sample of the A.D.C. a.nd timing and 

control information will occupy two paper tape characters, so that one second 

of recorded data generates 2,000 characters, or over 16 feet of paper tape. 

Hov1ever, the fastest tapep..mches operate at 300 characters per second (The 

:E.'uropean Computer Users Handbook, 1964, C:omputer Consultants Limited), and 

such punches would be less reliable and consideral;ly more expensive than 

punches operating at 100 ch.p.s. The solution adopted is to use a well-

known synchronous punch operating at 100 ch.p.s., and to slow the replay by 

a factor of 32, so that the average rate of punching is 62.5 ch.p.s. The 
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I 
decision to use punched paper tape fundamentally effects all the digital 

instrumentation, which is designed with the ul. timate paper taice format I /::> 
~ 

in mind. 

The above paragraphs have described the basic concepts at a system 

for the acquisition and processing of seismic data for crustal refraction 

studies, and the two fundamental decisions relating to the instrumentation 

have been discussed. The effects of these decisions on the hardware and 

data handling facilities will now be considered in general terms. 

A simple functional diagram of the entire system is given in figure 2. 

The 'system time' is defined to be the output of a local crystal clock, 

and differs from 'absolute time' represented by a radio time signal. 

With reference to the array recording system in the field, the first point 

is that with d.igi tal recording it is particul.arly important to be able 

to check that the recorded data is recoverable. For this reason the 

recorded data is read by a read head adjacent to the write head, and the 

extensive monitoring facilities utilize this replayed data. Secondly, 

because each second of recorded data can produce over 16 feet of paper 

tape and because it is intended that there should be a close correspondence 

between the magnetic tape and paper tape formats, the system time (in 

seconds, minutes and hours ( 12)) is written on the magnetic tape every 

second. A third point is that the form of the d.igi tal write logic in the 

recording system is controlled by the needs of the flux-sensitive replay 

equipment required for the slow replay to the punch. Even although 

digital processing techniques are to be used, the first step in the 

laborator,y data handling system must be to obtain a multi-channel 
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analogue record 9f the geophone channels. The laboratory replay system 

shown in figure 2 also displays the recorded system time, and allows 

time markers to be written on the multi-channel visual record. Facilities 

must also exist for determining the difference between 1 system time 1 and 

1 absolute time 1 
• The next step in the data processing sequence is to 

determine from the visual record the interval of system time which is to 

be transferred to punched paper tape. The paper tape punch control 

hardware includes facilities for automatically starting or ceasing to 

punch at a specified system time, and for checking the number of characters 

punched per recorded second. This last function could be left to be 

performed by the computer itself, but in practice it is very desirable 

to have an off-line check that the punched data tapes are correct in this 

fundamental respect. The basic computer programmes are concerned with 

reading and checking the data in the punched tape format, which is peculiar 

to this system, and >rith carr.ying out basic velocity filtering calculations 

with a view to identifying seismic phases. 

wben considering the implementation of a system such as that shown 

in figure 2, one must remember the vital practical principle that as much 

of the hardware as possible should be common to all modes of operation. 

The most important example in the present system stems from the need to use 

a commercially-available flux-sensitive magnetic tape replay head and 

electronics in the paper tape punch system. The outputs of these electronics 

are squared and differentiated in order to simulate the conventior~ replay 

process, and consequently the replay logic and subsequent hardware are 

common to both types of replay. 

The construction of the system summarized in figure 2 is described 

in detail in the chapters that follow. 



CI-Lf\.PTER 2 

METHODS OF SYSTEM DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

(i) General considerations 

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the concepts of digital 

system design used in the present work so that the subsequent descriptions 

of particular systems can be free from general coranents. Digital design 

will here be considered in terms of logic modules, and the circuit 

diagrams required to implement these functions will not be discussed. 

In an analogue system information is represented by a signal which 

may have any value within thefull-scale range; in a digital system such 

info1~tion is represented by a number (or sequence of numbers) which can 

only take a finite number of values, and the information is therefore 

subject to a truncation error. Rational numbers or information coded in 

an integer form may be represented exactly in a digital system, and the 

important point is that once the information is in a digital form, it 

may be manipulated without introducing further inaccuracy. Because 

transistor devices are most conveniently designed with two possible states, 

electror~c counting is generally carried out vdth a base of 2. That is, 

the binary system is used, and each digit of a binary number is either a 

0 or a 1. 1'he binary digit is commonly referred to as a bi ~· A pure 

binar'ij word of H bits may represent the integer numbers from zero to 

N 
2 - 1. \fuilst such a code is ideal for the internal workings of a 

machine, the machine operators are more familiar with numbers with a 

base of ten. Each decimal digit can be represented by a four bit binary 

·word, but since there is considerable wastage in this representation, 

different forms of the binary decimal code exist. 

The binary digit with its possible values of 0 or 1 may be represented 
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by any two-state system which may be real, such as a circuit with two 

discrete ranges of output voltage or a relay which is either open or 

shut, or abstract, such as the concepts of true and false or yes and 

no. Two simple logical functions are the Al-ID gate, where the output 

is 1 if all the inputs are 1, and the OR gate, where the output is 1 

if an:y of the inputs are 1. The output of the logical NOT is 1 if the 

input is 0, so that this is the logical equivalent of an inverting 

amplifier. In these types of logic the output is dependent only on the 

input, and complex functions may be studied by using the methods of 

Boolean algebra. The operation of simple systems of this type may be 

represented by 'truth tables', which display the logical putput for 

all possible combinations of logical input. The design of parity bit 

generators using truth tables is illustrated in figure 7. 

The logical functions discussed in the above paragraph are not 

concerned with the effects of the passage of time. In a synchronous system 

the timing of events is determined by a regular set of pulses, but in 

asynchronous systems the timing is controlled by the logic units them

selves. Consideration of time introduces the notion of transferring infor

mation by voltage steps as well as voltage levels, and suggests the devel

opment of a range of logical elements which may exist in two states and 

which are capable of a memory function in that their outputs are not 

instantaneoc.~sly related to their inputs. Positive voltage steps are 

generally us.ed to perform A. C. input operations. Circuits which can only 

exist in one state for a certain time after activation and then revert to 

their stable state are variously called delay units, monostable vibrators, 

univibrators, or one shot multivibrators. They may be used for delaying 



a voltage change, for forming a D.C. pulse, or for altering the duration 

of a D.C. pulse. The circuit which may exist indefi1utely in either 

state is called the bistable or Eccles-Jordan circuit, and performs a 

memory function. The third member of this family which has no input and 

acts as a pulse train generator is the multivibrator or . astable circuit 

in which both states are unstable, and the circuit oscillates from one 

to the other. The nature of this family of circuits is such that the 

logic output and its conjugate are both available. 

The bistable circuit will occur in the present system performing 

three ~JPeS of function. Firstly, a single unit may be used to store 

the result of some simple decision. Secondly, if the two A.C. inputs 

are tied together in such a way that one positive-going input pulse 

simply changes the state of the circuit, then it requires two positive 

voltage steps at the input to generate one at the output, and a number 

of these units in series may form a binary pulse rate divider or pulse 

counter. The base of the counter or divider may be changed by using a 

voltage edge generated at a late stage to alter the state or an earlier 

stage. 
F 

This feedback by-passes some of the 2 ' possible states of a 

counter with N stages, and reduces the number of states occurring in 

one complete cycle. The third type of use is the shift register which 

m~ be regarded as a synchronous memo~J device. A shift register 

bistable is usually driven by two conjugate outputs, and on the applica-

tion of a pulse to its shift input, it adopts the logic state of the driv-

ing unit. These gate inputs to the shift register bistable have a built-

in del~ so that if a number of shift register bistables are connected 

in series, and a pulse is applied to their common shift line, then the 

information is safely moved one location along this series shift register. 
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A new bit is entered ~one end o~ the shi~t register and the oldest bit 

is lost at the other. If the contents of a series shift register is 

interpreted as a pure binary number, t!-"en a shift corresponds to multi

plication or division by two. Alternatively, ~ a number of s~t 

register bistables with a common shift line are driven from di~~erent 

sources, this will be called a parallel shift register. The use o~ 

bistable circuits (as used in the present system) is not the only 

available method of performing memory functions, which are distinct 

from long-term recording methods. A capacitance can store for a limited 

time either a bina~J digit or, with some inaccuracy, an analogue signal. 

Magnetic core storage is widely used for the main stores of digital 

computers. Delay lines may also be used for some storage applications 

(Richards, 1957). 

In the present text the ~unctions of switches and gates are such 

that information is transmitted by a closed switch or an open gate and, 

conversely, is blocked by an open switch or a closed gate. 

There are two principal methods o~ converting a voltage to a 

digital form. Mechanical methods which may be used for ultra-low 

~requency signals are here excluded. The direct method employs a series 

o~ switches, each o~ which contributes to a sum a voltage which is 

weighted according to a binary scale. The switches are tested inorder o~ 

decreasing significance to see whether their contribution makes the sum 

voltage greater than the signal voltage, and i~ this is so, the switch 

is released. Consequently, when all the switches have been tested, the 

condition of the switches represents the largest quantized voltage that 

is less than the sigP~ voltage. The principle of a digital-to-analogue 

converter is similar but the operation is reversed in that the switch 



settings are specified and it is the sum voltage that is the output 

signal. The second method of digitizing is to convert the signal 

voltage to a time interval by generating a linear ranw voltage, and 

to measure the ramp duration by counting a standard frequency. This 

second method is simpler than the first, but is not capable of such 

accuracy. 

(ii) Practical considerations 

The equipment described in this thesis uses transistors as 

opposed to valves throughout, and the only H.T. line is an unstabilised 

+ 50 volt line required for the DM 160 tubes which give a visual output 

of bina~ registers. The digital logic is performed using commercially 

available encapsulated lo~c modules. The advantage of using such 

modules is that it should b:e possible by study:i.ng the manufacturer's 

loading data to go straight from a design on paper to working hardware 

with known operating tolerances and reliability. This section is 

concerned with the factors which influenced the selection of the two 

types of logic used and with various practical considerations related 

to the hardware. 

Many problems face the manufacturers of a range of digital modules; 

two will be discussed here. The first is to know how many different 

tJ~es of module to make. For some types of ayplication it is feasible 

and convenient to stahd.a.rdize on. just one logical function such as the 

NOR element which may be easily implemented. The Elliott MINILOG is such 

an element. Other logical functions may be produced by standard 

configurations of NOR units, and when these configurations are combined 

into a system, a significant number of NOR elements may be redundant. 



A practical snag is that the different drive requirements of, say, 

other NOR units and computer peripheral equipment tend to result in 

the manufacture of more than one basic module anyway. However, NOR 

logic is inefficient for systems using a significant number of counter 

stages (3 NOR elements) or shift registers (4 NOR elements). It 

is more economical to use packaged bistable modules. Here again, one 

manufacturer (Ferranti) provides a bistable with sufficient methods of 

input to allow its use as a counter or as a shift register, while 

another (Mullard) provides separate modules for these two functions. 

This difference also relate:s to the question of how ma:n;y leads a 

standard module package should have. The second problem concerns the 

maximum speed of the module. The bone of contention here is whether, 

excluding the direct financial factor, a module can be too fast for a 

particular application. Ferranti dismiss the suggestion that it can 

as 'misguided' (Pucknell, 1964). The writer's opinion is that, 

employing standard methods of construction, it is urn~se to use modules 

with a maximum pulse repetition rate greater than 100 kc/s unless it is 

essential, for, referring to faster modules, it does seem rather point

less to give detailed and liberal specifications for the modules them

selves and then say that for correct operation of an entire system a 

power supply line must be decoupled by capacitors 'wired in at strategic 

~ntervals' (Pucknell, 1964). This introduces a subjective factor into 

the design. 

'.l'he solution adopted in the present work is to use both 2 me/ s mod

ules (Ferranti 200 series) and 100 kc/s modules (Mullard-Phillips) which 

have common nominal D.C. logic levels of zero and -6 volts. The faster 



modules satisfactorily drive the slO'V'rer ones. The 2 mc/s modules are 

used for all circuits vath a pulse repetition rate greater than 100 kc/s 

and for all modules which have to supply an A.C. drive to other 2 mc/s 

units. .All ten stages of the A.D.C. counter and the ten associated 

storage registers are fast modules, but, otherwise, 100 kc/s modules 

are used where possibl~. Both these series of logic modules include 

a full ra:D..ge of logic gates, flip-flops and amplifiers. The :B'erranti 

range also includes a module (LCA 1 G) containing six capacitor-diode

resistor digital feedback circuits. A list of the types of modules used 

is given in Appendix 1. 

Consider the terminology used in the digital logic circuits. The 

p:cinciple output, denoted by Q (Iviullard) or I (Ferranti), is at 0 (nominal 

earth voltage) in the RES:E.'T state of a bistable and at I (nominal - 6 volts) 

in the SET · state. The quasi-stable state of a monostable is the set state 

and the stable state is the reset state. In the 2 mc/s modules the 

logical set or reset function is performed by a positive voltage at the 

base of the appropriate transistor, and the direct SET and RESET inputs 

are labelled accordingly. A gated A.C. input passes a signal if the gate 

inp-ut is at o. The notation of the gate inputs of the 2 mc/s units is 

such that, if the 1 gate is connected to the 1 0/P of some driving bistable 

and the 0 gate is connected to the 0 0/P of the same driving bistable, then 

a clock pulse causes the module to take up the state of the driving bistable. 

The construction of a shift register is immediately apparent. A counter 

stage is formed by cross-coupling the gate inputs to the outputs of the 

sa~e stage. Although the operation of the 100 kc/s logic is similar, the 

notation is different because it is assumed that information is carried by 

a 1 1 1 signal level of -6 volts. Consequently, the RESB~ function, for 

example, is commonly carried out by a positive voltage on the SET input. 
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A negative voltage on the RESET input could o~ course be used. Similarly, 

a cloCk input will cause a set ~unction i~ the gate input Gs is at 1 and 

the gate ~ at 0, but it is the 0 at GR which actually permits the set 

~unction to occur. A shi~t register may be completely blocked by putting 

both gate inputs to 1. This ~act is used in the design o~ the time 

code bit generator (see Chapter 3). 

The impedance levels o~ the 100 kc/s AND and OR diode gates are such 

that an OR gate cannot drive an AND gate. If the inverted outputs are 

available the requirement ~or this se~uence o~ logic can be overcome by 

using the ~act that an AND gate acts as an OR gate ~or 'O's and an OR 

gate acts as an AND gate ~or 1 0' s. In the present work this principle was 

used in the design o~ the double shi~t pulse generator in the punch control 

logic (see ~igure 16). 

vVhen logical design has been trans~ormed into the corresponding hard

ware by careful application of the loading data it is often found that 

incorrect operation occurs due to 'kick-back' or 'kick-through' ef~ects. 

For example, if the 100 kc/s FF2 sh~t register is driven by a bistable, 

the state o~ this driving module is o~ten altered by the application of a 

shi~t pulse to the FF2 circuit. Such e~fects due to spurious pulses can 

often be suppressed by the use of diodes. In fact, in critical applications 

the 100 kc/s FFl (counter stage) and FF2 (shi~t register stage) are replaced 

by FF3 and FF4 modules respectively, which are designed to avoid these 

effects. Another common cause of mal-operation is the noise on the power 

supply lines generated by the logic modules themselves. The -6 volt diode 

clamping line of the 2 mc/s modules is the most vulnerable line. The most 

critical module in both ranges of logic is the monostable, and a R-C filter 

should be used on the -6 volt supply input. Marginal timing errors can 



also cause incorrect operation. This is most likely to occur if a 

waveform which drives several modules has a relatively slow rise or 

fall time. A waveform originating from the Q output of a 100 kc/s OS1 

is particularly vulnerable to this form of error. In fact, this 

'de-bugging' of digital hardware may require considerable electronic 

engineering 'know-how'. This was particularly true of the 2 mc/s logic, 

although the writer was unfortunate in having to do this the hard w~ 

before there was adequate manufacturer's data available. 

Analogue circuits and digital logic circuits have all been con

structed on 'veroboard' circuit board (Winter, 1962). The construction 

of the pre-amplifiers was contracted out and they are built on 

specially designed printed circuit boards. The system is built as a 

number of separate 19 inch chassis, and these are then placed into 19 inch 

cabinets. The inter-chassis connections are made when possible at the 

front panels; the exceptions are units such as the tape decks which are 

manufactured with rear connectors. Questions arise about the size and 

method of interconnection of circuit boards. The problem is that if one 

uses small plug-in boards for complex logic functions, one tends to be 

limited not by the number of modules that one may get onto the board, but 

by the number of pins on the circuit board connectors. It is expensive 

to standardize on plug-in boards with a large number of pins in the printed 

circuit board connectors. The alternative approach is to put an entire 

complex logic system on one large board carrying, s~, fifty modules. 

This is clearly advantageous if the complex function has relatively few 

input and output lines. This is the method adopted for the construction 

of the array recording chassis (see figure 18) which consists of three 

small boards ( a 2 mc/s oscillator, the ramp comparator circuit, and a 
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ten bit parity generator) and four large horizontal boards each 18" x 16.6". 

The first of these boards carries all the 2 mc/s logic for the A.D.C. 

and control; the second board carries the clock chain which divides 

down to 1 pulse every 12 hours; the third board carries the time code bit, 

parity and channel identity bit generators; the fourth board carries the 

digital tape write logic and amplifiers. The front panel can tilt forwards 

and lie flat and the four large boards are each connected to the basic 

chassis by leads to connectors at one of the four corners of the chassis, 

so that, for fault finding, it is possible to run the equipment with these 

boards not in a stack but with each one rotated upwards from a corner of 

the chassis. Nevertheless, it is true that, with this method of construc

tion, the correction of faults under field conditions will be slow, 

although there are sufficient outputs available at the front panel :f'or 

the P..ature of faults to be :r-apidly diagnosed. The conventional plug-in 

printed circuit board approach is used in the other chassis of the field 

and laboratory systems (see figure 19). This is advantageous when the 

logic is simple and is frequently duplicated, so that a number of identical 

boards may be constructed. 

Finally in this review of practical considerations, the power supplies 

will be briefly discussed. Since the field equipment is not intended to 

run for periods of more than, say, twelve hours, no attempt has been made 

to reduce the power consumption of the tape decks with a view to using 

accumulators to drive the system in the field. Instead the equipment is 

run from an A.C. mains supply or from a mains generator fitted to a Land 

Rover, and the minimization of power consumption is not a primary consider

ation. Mullard low voltage power supply units (YL 6101 to YL 6104) are 

used because these modules offer the opportunity of separating the 
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rectirication and stabilisation ~unctions. Tnis ~acility is used, and the 

chassis containing the stabiliser units ~or the array recording logic 

supplies is located iw~ediately below the chassis containing this logic 

(see figure 21) while the larger chassis (see ~igures 20 and 23) containing 

the unstabilised power supply modules may be situated some distance away. 

It was over-heating in this compact stabiliser chassis that necessitated the 

introduction of forced ventilation. It should be noted that these stabiliser 

modules are not suitable for driving directly from accumulators because they 

each require a second floating supply. 



ClLiiP.rER 3 

THE .ARRAY SYSTEM IN THE FIELD 

(i) Further design considerations 

The general concepts of the array instrumentation have been discussed 

in section (iii) of Chapter 1, and, from considerations of the entire data 

acquisition and processing system, the follmving points were made: 

(a) The ma:rlmum analogue system gain between the geophone and 

the analogue-to-digital converter should be about 200,000. 

(b) The form of the digital tape write logic is controlled by 

the requirements of the flux-sensitive replay system. 

(c) .The complete system time should be written on to the magnetic 

tape every second. 

(d) Since it is essential to ensure that the recorded digHal 

information is recoverable, it is replayed and monitored. 

(e) The magnetic tape format should be such that the information 

can be directly transferred to paper tape. 

The consequences of these points wi1l now be considered in turn. 

(a) The gain of each channel is divided between the pre-amplifier 

and the recording system. A large pre-amplifier gain reduces 

the problem of noise pick-up on the lines but increases the 

remote power consumption and, for a given maximum undistorted 

output (or, effectively, a given pre-amplifier supply voltage), 

diminishes the dynamic range of the system under manual 

control, since the gain of a remote pre-amplifier is not 

usually manually variable. The adopted solution is a 

pre-amplifier (B.P. design) vdth a gain of 200 and a maximum 
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undistorted output of l1- volts peak-to-peak, and a ma..-x:imum 

nominal cham1el gain at the recording system of 1000. 

(b) The flux-sensitive replay process (Noble, 1963) is such that 

a digital write logic is required which gives frequent 

changes of magnetic flQ-x: whatever the sequence of recorded 

numerical i:nformation. This eliminates the use of the 

standard non-return-to-zero methods, and suggests phase 

modulation recording as one possible alternative (Hunter and 

Ridler, 1957). In this method a bit is written either in 

phase or out of phase with a clock square waveform, and at 

least one flux change is ensured per bit (see figure 8). A 

clock track, which corresponds to this clock waveform 

advanced by a quarter of a bit, is recorded ('record clock') 

and provides a waveform on replay for gating the significant 

flux-change at the centre of a bit. 

(c) One digital track of the magnetic tape is devoted 

exclusively to recording system time, which is the output 

of the internal crystal clock. Every second a 23 bit serial 

word is written on to this track, and then (for a 1 kc/s 

.. system rate) 977 logical zeros are written before the next 

second marker. This 23 bit serial word is made up as follows:-

opening identi~, 101 3 bits 

coarse time code 2 bits 

seconds 6 bits 

minutes 6 bits 

hours ( 12) 4 bits 

closure identity, 01 2 bits. 
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The coarse 2 bit time code is as follows:-

second marker 

minute marker 

15 minute marker 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

(d) The necessity of replaying the digital inf'omation from the 

magnetic tape and re-constituting before monitoring means 

that the conventional replay electronics (as opposed to the 

flux-sensitive electronics) are included in the field system. 

Three. monitoring facilities are provided in this field repl~ 

system:-

(1) The analogue signal from each channel may, in turn, be 

re-constituted from the digital information and be 

displayed on a single-channel hot-vdre pen recorder. 

(2) The coarse two-bit time code is extracted from the time 

code information, and a green lamp may be caused to 

flash when the selected type of marker occurs. 

(3) The information which supplies the channel identity data 

is made to cause a red lamp to flicker visibly. The 

origin of this information is such that this flickering 

also indicates that the analogue switch is cycling 

correctly. 

In addition to these arrangements for monitoring, two other 

test facilities exist. One, which is of use in the field and 

is vital for fault finding, is a function whereby the analogue

to-digital converter 10 bit counter is alternately set and reset. 
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Because there are an even number of channels and they are sampled 

in sequence, this digital process simulates inputs of either zero 

on channels 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 and 1023 on the even channels, 

or vice versa. This known signal can be used to test the s~tem 

from the A.D.C. counters onwards. In particular, in the field 

repla.Y system, a square wave should be seen on the pen record when 

the channel selector is rotated through the channels from one to 

ten. The second check facility which is only of practical use in 

data processing is the generation of a 'system parity bit' before 

the magnetic recording and of a 'computer parity bit' before 

paper tape punching. These parity bits are checked when the data. 

is read into the computer. 

(e) Each sample is written as one parallel word across the multi

track magnetic tape, and a recorded clock waveform is used to 

gate the information on replay. The point being made here is that 

all the information which is to be transferred to the punehed 

paper tape should be recorded in a common format and be replayed 

in time synchronization with this gate waveform. Thus a system 

in which there is a fixed time relationship between the sampling 

and the system clock is to be preferred. It will be seen later 

that the channel identity information becomes available at a time 

near the middle of a bit interval, and consequently, because of 

the above prineiple, is stored outside the tape write registers, 

and is written during the following bit interval. 

Two fundamental decisions remain with regard to the recording 

instrumentation. The first is to select a method of rejecting the common 
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mode pick-up on the input lines. This is particularly important in a 

transportable system such as this because the use of lightweight, 

unscreened cable is essential for practical as well as economic reasons, 

and because some lines should be over a kilometre in length. Differ

ential noise, caused for example by magnetic induction in an untwisted 

cable~ is logically indistinguishable from signal of the same frequency, 

and therefore can only be rejected if it differs in frequency from the 

signal. In general one cannot filter or attenuate common mode noise 

which is much larger than the differential signal because this can only 

be done w-ith reference to earth voltage, and any unbalance in the filter 

or attenua.tor at any frequency will convert a proportion of the common 

mode signal at this frequency to a differential component. One method 

of rejecting common mode noise is to use the differential property of 

transformers. In the present system where the signal is carried in its 

direct low frequency form (as opposed to a.m. or f.m. transmission), 

special low frequency transformers, such as those made "L:y Geo Space in 

the United States, would be necessary. An alternative method is to use 

a high quality differential D.C. amplifier, but such amplifiers are 

expensive. In the present system the channels have to be mult:iplexed 

into one line before the analogue-to-digital converter anyvvay, so the 

system adopted is to multiplex the double-sided low level inputs, which 

carry both signal and common mode noise, to just one wideband, differ

ential a.mplif'ier which is :followed by the A.D.C. • The advantages of 

this unusual system are that it should give good common mode rejection 

and that the use of an input amplifier for each channel is avoided; the 

principal disadvantage is that because of the high frequency components 

in the multiplexer output, one ca~~ot apply a low pass filter to the 



signals after the rejection o~ common mode so that any line pick-up above 

the ~olding ~requency and less than, say, 10 kc/s which does pass through 

to the A.D.C. will cause aliasing o~ the sampled data. Such a system 

depends ori the use o~ a double-sided multiplexer svli tch with a noise 

level comparable to the pre-ampli~ier noise re~erred to output, vrith a 

large dynamic range in order to pass the common mode signals, and w2th 

a good overall transfer accuracy so that unbalance on the Uvo sides o~ 

the switch does not generate di~~erential signal ~rom common mode noise. 

A l kc/s system rate is too ~ast ~or the multiplexer to be implemented by 

relays. The multiplexer m~ be either a solid state sw~tch or a 

mechanical rotary switch with precision ~lush bonded S~Qtch plates (as 

man~actured by s. Davall and Sons Ltd.). The choice between these two 

~orms o~ multiplexer is regarded to be the second ~undamental decision 

because the solid state multiplexer and the digitization may be controlled 

externally but the rotary switch has to generate the pulses that control 

the timing o~ the A.D.c. This is true ~or such a mechanical device even 

~ it is driven by a synchronous motor governed by the system clock. The 

solid state multiplexer is selected because o~ its greater reliability and 

li~e, assuming adequate protection against high level transient signals, 

and because it greatly simpli~ies the system logic since one can ~ix an 

exact relationship between the sampling rate and system time (see paragraph 

(e) above). 

Some ~urther design ~eatures relating to the ~ield instrumentation 

will now be discussed. Firstly, there is the choice of the method o~ 

operation o~ the analogue-to-dig2tal converter. The simple ramp converter, 

which transforms a voltage into a time interval, seems suitable since, as 



has been discussed, there will be a timing error of ! 5 milliseconds in 

practical data precessing programmes. However, in considering the design 

of the converter, it will be assumed that the converter output is an 

approximation to the signal value at the equi-spaced moments in time when 

the ramp voltage passes through the zero in;put level. The pulse frequency 

that is counted in order to measure a time interval in a digital form is 

limited to 2 me/ s by hardware considerations. The number of useful stages 

in the counter can clearly be optimized since if there are tuo few, the 

truncation error of :!:: i bit is relatively large, but if there are too ma.ey, 

the timing error in the above approximation is also large. If this timing 

error is transformed to a maximum equivalent amplitude error for a 

sinusoidal signal. component of frequency f c/ s and output amplitude :!: pN 

units ( 0 < p ~ 1) , where the converter full-scale output is ! N units, 

then, for a perfectly linear comparator and a 2 mc/s counter, the total 

maximum amplitude error, referred to the amplitude pN, is 

+ ( 1r f p N. + 2Q) %' pN 
• •••••••• (1) 

-1 _.!. 
and the optimum value of N for given f and p is equal to 400. p f 2 • 

1 

The corresponding minimum amplitude error is equal to ! 0.25 f2 %, (e.g. 

~ 1% at 16 c/ s) • For a ten stage counter the magnitude of the error given 

by equation ( 1) for a range of values of f and p is shown in table I. 

p 

1 "' 1 
20 4 

1 

4 2.0 0.6 0.7 
f 

8 2.1 0.7 1.4 
in c/s 

20 2.2 1.2 3.3 

TABLE I - The A,D,C. percentage error for N eaual to 512. 
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The results presented in table I represent the theoretical basis for. 

the initial assumption in Chapter l of a ten bit A.D.C •• Clearly a 

sample-and-hold device is not necessary in the present application. 

It has already been pointed out that it is desirable to have a 

fixed timing relationship between the sampled data and system time. 

It is also necessary to have a fixed relationship between the triggering 

of the ramp comparator and the 2 mc/s pulse train which is counted, so 

as to avoid a count uncertainty or : ~unit at the start of the count. 

Consequently, the timing of the entire system is derived from one 2 mc/s 

oscillator. A further advantage of this system over a system with, for 

example, a separate 10 kc/s oscillator controlling the digitization and 

driving the clock chain, is that the sampling rate may easily be altered 

by changing the base of the counters which divide down the 2 mc/s signal. 

It is necessary to write channel identity information on to the 

magnetic tape. It would simplify the data processing if' each sample 

contained a unique label giving the channel number, but this is not 

essential since the sampling sequence is cyclic. The introduction of a 

four bit channel identity code is clearly unacceptable since it would 

destroy the present arrangement where one sample corresponds to one 

parallel word on magnetic tape and two characters on paper tape. Instead, 

one digital track is devoted to channel identity information, and a 1 1' 

is written in the words containing a sample from channel 2, but otherwise 

a 'O' is written. The disadvantage of tr~s system is that if an error 

occurs on t~~s track due to tape drop-out for example, then correct 

channel identity cannot definitely be re-established until the next sample 

of channel two. 

The format of the digital information on the magnetic tape is shown 



schematically in figure 4. The track allocation is designed to minimize 

the possible effects of tape 'skew' in that the replay gate waveform is 

recorded on a central track and the two important control tracks are 

recorded immediately on either side. The ten A.D.C. bits are recorded on 

the next five tracks on either side of the recorded gate waveform. The 
1 

sinple allocation of these ten bits does not minimize the possible 

effects of skew in that the least significant and the most significant 

bits are the most vulnerable. However, it can be argued that in one case 

an error has a minimal effect while in the other the effect of an error 

is so large as to be relatively easily detected and corrected. The system 

parity bit, which is a parity bit for the other twelve bits of the word, 

is located in the extreme unsymmetrical digital track, since if a pari~ 

error is to occur, the least damaging circumstance is that it should be 

due to an error in the parity bit itself. The two outside tracks are not 

used for digital information. In the present system one is used for the 

direc:t reco1ding of an audio channel (either microphone or radio) and the 

other is not used. 

Figure 4 also shows the pattern of data occurring during the test 

function, the form of the channel identi t"<J track, and the start of a 

second marker on the time code track. An important point in the data 

processing programmes is that there are no set or reset inputs to the 

analogue switch internal decade counter as supplied, so that the relation-

ship between the second markers and the channel identity after the system 

clock has been reset is arbitrary. However, for a system sampling rate 

of 1 kc/s, the channel corresponding to the onset of any second marker 

should be constant so long as the system clock is not reset. An alternative 

design would have been to tie the switch more directly to the system clock 



and combine the channel identity and time code tracks. Such a system 

would suf':fer relative to the present one in that it would be more 

difficult to change the sampling rate from 1 kc/s without breaking the 

srunpling sequence each second and that of course the system logic and 

data processing would be more complicated. 

The fundamental requirement of the magnetic tape recording system 

is that the recording speed should be as slow as possible for tape 

economy, and that the size of the tape spools should be as large as 

possible to minimize the danger of losing important information while 

tapes are being changed. At the standard sampling rate the digital 

information is written a l kc/s per track, so reco:r·ding speeds of * i.p.s. 

and 7~ i.p.s. correspond to packing densities of 267 and 133 bits/inch 

respectively. The approach adopted during the design of the present 

system was that it should be possible to operate even under field 

conditions at ~ i.p.s., and that it would certainly be possible to do so 

at 7:Jz i.p.s. At the time when the construction of the system was started, 

the tape deck which appeared to be the best technical and economical buy 

had 8 inch reels giving 48 minutes recording time at 7:Jz i.p.s., so that 

the reload time would be quite significant. It was at that time an econ

omically justifiable solution to use two such decks, thus giving an 

unlimited continuous recording facility, rather than one large deck with 

14 inch spools. In fact it has transpired that the conventional record

replay process vdll operate at a.recording speed of ~ i.p.s., but that 

such data cannot at present be replayed to the paper tape punch because 

of the apparent random static skew of the flux-sensitive replay system. 

This skew is much greater than the specified skew for the replay head 



itself, but experiments suggest that it is not caused by variations 

in the operating conditions of the flux-sensitive replay electronics. 

Anyhovv, this apparent skevr is independent of time, and it would be 

possible to overcome this problem by modifying the replay logic gate 

input waveforms. However, during the field tests of September, 1965, 

a recording speed of 7.; i.p.s. was used. 

(ii) A description of tbe array recording instrumentation 

A schematic diagram of the array recording system is shown in 

figure 3. Firstly, consider briefly the following units of this diagram 

which were purchased (or borrowed) as complete units. 

(a) Ten B.P. swamp geophones (3 c/s). 

The damping of these geophones, which were discussed in 

section (iii) of Chapter 1, is calculated from the value of 

the parallel damping resistor and the pre-amplifier input 

impedance to be about 0.58 critical. 

(b) Ten cha~~el double-sided solid state sampling switch. This 

module includes the ring counter logic and series-pair 

transistor switches. The drive to the pairs of. these switches 

is through trs.nsformers so that if no drive pulses are supplied, 

all ten switch channels are open. The drive pulse to the 

channel one svdtch is bought out and used for channel identity. 

The most important features in the specification are:-

Full-scale input range + 2.5 volts 

Over all transfer accuracy ! 75 volts. 

(c) A vade band amplifier (Redcor 371-022). 

This is a vddeband, low level differential d.c. amplifier. 
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An important point is that the overload recover.y time is fast 

so that a disturbance at one geophone does not block the whole 

arr~. In practice the important features are that the noise 

with a finite source resistance (100 mv p-p for gain 1000, 

bandvddth 50 kc/s and 1000 ohm source resistance) is rather 

larger than one might expect from a study of the specification 

sheet, and that the process whereby common mode rejection is 

achieved in the present type of application is complex since 

the input line and source are included in a feedback loop. 

Because the con®on mode rejection is reduced at high frequencies 

and because it is necessary to attenuate high frequency differ

ential pick-up, the system is run in the field with the lowest 

permitable bandwidth of 3 kc/s, corresponding to a settling time 

of 600 Jl-secs to 0.017£ of full-scale. 

The important points from the specification of tP~S 

amplifier are:-

gain 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000. 

bandwidth D.C. 100 c/s to D.C. 50 kc/s. 

input impedance 1000 meg. 

common mode rejection 

overload recovery time 

(d) Tape transports. 

1000 x gain, D.C. to 150 c/s. 

80 p-secs. 

The two mains-operated tape transports used are the T.D.R. 4 

model of Thermionic Products (ill..ectronics) Ltd., vd th speeds 

from lt i.p.s. to 15 i.p.s. and fitted with 16 track record 

and replay heads to S.B.A.C. spacing for 1" tape. 



(e) Radip. 

Two Eddystone 960 communications receivers are used for 

receiving time signals and for conwunication purposes. If 

one radio is not required at the shot point, both are 

included in the array system, although only the output of 

one may be recorded. 

The function and operation of the other units of the block diagram 

(figure 3) will now be discussed in turn, starting with the analogue 

input circuitry. 

Pre-amplifier. 

The pre-amplifier has a gain of 200 and is powered by mercury cells. 

Four such batteries give a life of three weeks at a cost of six 

pounds per pre-amplifier. There is a batter,y on-off switch on the 

pre-~~plifier board. The pre-amplifier is cased in a P.V.C. tube 

which is permanently sealed at one end. Both input and output lines 

pass through the other end which is sealed by compressing a rubber 

disc between two brass plates (figure 17). Large reversible 

electrolytic capacitors are used on the output low pass filter with 

the intention that they could not be dam2-ged by control signals 

passed dov·m the line to activate a calibration circuit. However, the 

calibration circuits have not yet been added. 

Challllel attenuation. 

This function enables an attenuation of from + 1 to + 16 to be 

applied individually to the differential signals on the dif'ferent 

channels. This is necessary since different channels may require 

different gains. The important point about this attenuation is its 

impedance which is about 2. 6 k Jl. • A low impedance helps reduce the 



noise pick-up on the input lines, reduces the effective source 

resistance of the wideband amplif'ier and hence improves its 

peri'ormance, and improves the linearity of the attenuator. On 

the other hand it also makes the line resistance of about 120~ 

per line per 800 yards contribute significantly to the attenuation 

of the signal. For this reason a double-ganged 'line resistance 

compensation' potentiometer is included in the input circuit so that 

all channels can be adjusted to have the same effective line length. 

Optional diode protection. 

Since the input lines go through the attenuators to the solid state 

switch, an optional protection facility on the switch inputs is 

provided by diode clipping at ~ 4 volts using OA200 silicon diodes 

and voltage levels from mercury cells. The attenuation due to the 

current limiting resistor of this protection circuit (whether in or 

out) and the effective line resistance, R per line (i.e. one side), is 

1200 
X 

1325 + R 

Ten channel double-sided sampling switch. 

This unit has been described alrea~. The point to be made here is 

that the high input impedance of the differential amplifier is shunted 

by a resistor of about 100 k~ across the switch output. The 

purpose of this is to reduce the effect of any leakage currents 

through 'open' sWitches. 

Triggered voltage-to-pulse duration converter. 

The rarnp comparator circuit is basically that published by Rakovich 

(1963) which is a collectqr-coupled monostable with a 'bootstrap' 



integrator in the timing circuit (Nambiar and Boothroyd, 1957; 

Nambiar, 1958). Compensation for the second order time :term may 

be introduced to this circuit by adding resistance-capacitance 

feedback. Nambiar and Boothroyd (1957) suggest that such compensa-

tion·in a 'bootstrap' circuit ~~th a single transistor emitter 

follower can reduce the error at the end of the sweep due to non-

linearit-.t to about 0.15}~·. Such linearity is more than adequate for 

the present application. The circuit is modified to trigger off a 

negative-going edge from a 2 mc/s module and the rectangular pulse 

at one of the collectors drives a 211 G/A trigger/amplifier module 

to give a '1' output to open the A.D.C. input AND gate during the 

quasi-stable state. 

Before discussing the digital functions on the block diagram, the 

timing control of the digital system will be considered. The standard 

system rate of 1 kc/s will be assumed. The control waveforms of the 

digital system and the corresponding hardware are given in fugures 5 and 

G respectively. The second waveform, which is described as 1 1 0/P FFC ; 

CLOCK ', is the 1 kc/s square waveform used for the phase modulation tape 

logic, so that the interval during which a parallel word is written on to 

the magnetic tape starts at the positive-going edge of this clock waveform. 

Consequently, this clock waveform is also used to shift information into 

the registers which drive the write logic. The logic of the phase 

modulation record-replay process is shm~ in figure 8. The 'recorded 

clock' waveform is used to gate the significant flu_~ changes which occur 

on repl~ at the centre of a bit. 

At the start of a bit interval the switch moves on one channel and 

the previous count in the A.D.C. is shifted into the registers which drive 



the write logic. After an arbitrary delay (130 p-secs: 909~), the A.D.C. 

counters are reset to zero in readiness for starting the next count. The 

sv.ri tch output is allowed 260 p-secs (:!: 5 ja ) to settle, and then the ramp 

comparator is triggered and the count starts. The maximum count duration 

is 512 p-secs, so that the count will be completed after 800 p-secs, at 

the latest. This permits operation at system rates up to 1250 samples 

per second. At the completion of the bit interval, the count number is 

shifted into the registers where it is written on to the tape during the 

next bit interval, and the sequence is repeated. 

The test signal in the A.D.C. counter is generated by manually 

closing the input .Ali]D gate of the counter and switching the circuit so that 

every alternate reset pulse is suppressed and a pulse is applied on the 

set line instead. The hardware for doing this is shown in figure 6. A 

point to notice is that control is exercised from· the front panel by switch-

ing D.C. levels. 

The drive pulse to channel one of the analogue switch, which is 

brought out to provide the channel identity information, is shown in figure 

5. This output has large amplitude noise transients at the start of each 

clock interval, and the signal has to be filtered and squared as shown in 

figures 5 and 6. The load presented to the s~dtch drive pulse by this 

circuit has to be minimal in order to prevent the svdtch opening prematurely 

(i.e. before 1 millisecond) on channel one. Because of this filtering the 

output of the pulse shaper does not coincide with a bit interval, so the 

channel identity information has to be stored and recorded in the word 

corresponding to the next sample. An examination of figure 5 shows why, 

during recording, the channel identity bit corresponds in time to the switch 



on channel three, and why, on replay, it corresponds to a sample on 

channel two. 

The logic for the generation of the system parity bit is shown in 

figure 7• In this application a static parity generator of this type is 

simpler than a dynamic one in which, for example, the different stages 

of the counter are reset in turn, and the number of stages which change 

state is counted. 

The digital units of the block diagram (figure 3) will now be briefly 

described in turn. 

2 mc/s c~stal oscillator. 

This circuit employs a Marconi quartz c~stal 1655 E, operating 

in the open air (see figure 18) and located not far from a fan at 

the top of a cabinet, and a circuit provided by the manufacturer 

(see 'notes on circuit and equipment No. 30'). The performance 

of this oscillator under field conditions is considered in Chapter 5. 

Divide by 25. 

A five stage counter using 2 mc/s modules with feedback from the 

last stage to the first, second and third stages appeared, from 

the manufacturer's provisional loading data, to incur some danger 

of overloading. Consequently, six modules are used to give two 

divide-by-f.ive counters in series. 

Clock dividers down to 2 p.p. day. 

The sequence of counters in this chain is 

divide by 8 (2 mc/s modules) 

divide by ~0,000 (100 kc/s modules) 

divide by 2 

divide by 5 

divide by 8 

3 stages 

1 stage 

3 stages 

3 stages 



divide by 125 

seconds counter 

divide by 15 

divide by 4 

minutes counter 

divide by 15 

divide by 4 

hours counter (12) 

divide by 4 

divide by 3 

7 stages 

4 stages 

2 stages 

4 stages 

2 stages 

2 stages 

2 stages 

Note that since 213 equals 8192, fourteen is the minimum number of stages 

for a divide by 104 • The positive manual reset voltage is applied 

(through resistors and diodes) to the SD input of the 100 kc/s modules and 

the reset inputs of the 2 mc/s modules. The stages of the last sixteen 

stages, which represent system time in hours, minutes and seconds, are 

displayed on the :front panel using Mullard DM 160 tubes which are driven 

directly by the bistables through a 100 k~ resistor. These tubes are lit 

up when the logic drive is 'O' (i.e. reset). Tables for interpreting the 

time code are given in appendix 2, ,where the bits are numbered according 

to their position in the 23 bit serial time code bit word. 

Time code bit generator. 

It is required to generate a 23 bit serial code in the format alrea~ 

discussed. The main problem is the construction of a triggered 24 bit ring 

counter which has one stable state and, on triggering, cycles once through 

the 23 other states. One possibility is to use a five stage counter (with 

feedback) in which both outputs of each stage drive 12 inputs of different 



5-input AND gates. This heavy.loading would necessita~e the use 

of FF3 modules rather than FF1 counter units. The alternative is 

to use a twelve stage shift register counter so that each ring 

counter output is obtained by .AJij]) gating only two outputs. Such a 

counter consists of a 12 stage series shift register with the output 

of the final stage cross coupled to the input gates of the first 

stage, so that an inversion of information occurs between stages 

twelve and one. The contents of the registers and the outputs used 

to drive the AND gates to generate the ring counter outputs are 

shown in table 2. 

Since it is required to modulate the ring counter outputs with 

information, the first design generally requires a six-input gate 

for each bit, while the second requires a three-input AND gate. 

The two bit coarse code is set up on two bistables using the 

positive-going edges available on the completion of a second, a 

minute or a quarter hour. The outputs of the tvv-enty-one .Al'·i"D gates 

(corresponding to the 21 bits v1hich may take the value '1 ') drive 

one OR gate, and the output of this gate is amplified and its 

inverse made available for driving write logic and parity generators. 

This is the time code bit. There is little difference between the 

two methods economically because the difference in the number of 

bistables is offset by the difference in Jilin gates. The shift 

register counter is adopted because of the greater logical simplicity 

of the ring counter. It is necessary that the ring counter should 

block at the completion of a cycle. This may be achieved either by 

suppressing the shift input, which is equivalent to CLOCK, or by 

breaking the cross coupling between the last and first stages of the 
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NUlv'illER OF STAGE ... 
r- Al'ID 

COUNT 1 2 3 4' 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 GATE 
NilliiBER 

INPUTS 

~ - -o· 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 1 
-1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
-2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 -3 1 1. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 

4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 
5 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 6 
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 7 

7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 7 8 
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -

1 0 0 0 0 8 9 -
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 0 0 0 9 10 

10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 0 0 10 11 
-11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 11 12 

12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 1 

13 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 2 

14 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1i 1 1 2 3 
-15 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 4· 

16 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 4 5 
17 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 6 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 7 
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 7 8 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8 9 
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 9 10 
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 1 1 10 11 
23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .•. 0 0 0 0 -1 11 12 . ,. 

- -2l~o ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 1 
' 

* stable state. 

TABLE 2 - Outputs of the time code bit generator shift register. 



shift register. Also, since the detection of the stable state is 

not dependent on the states of all the registers, it is a necessa~ 

precaution to reset the register to the correct stable state after 

everJ cycle. This m~ be done either by using a direct reset or 

by breaking the cross coupling between stages number 12 and 1 in 

such a way that the first stage remains in the reset state as shift 

input pulses continue to be applied. The system whereby the register 

is controlled through the cross coupling is adopted. At the start 

of the stable count interval (i.e. number 24) when the first and 

last stages must be in the reset state for the ring counter output 

to occur, the GR gate input of the first stage is forced to 1 1 1 , 

thus preventing a SET operation. The ring counter is triggered 

by simply re-establishing the cross coupling. 

AND gate (A.D.c. input). 

During normal operation the output of this gate consists of intervals 

of 2 mc/s signal, commencing whenever the ramp comparator is 

triggered and ending when the ramp voltage equals the input voltage 

to the A.D.C. The gate may be closed manually by a D.C. control 

voltage (earth), and this is done during the generation of the test 

signaJ.. 

A.D.C. ten stage counter. 

Ten 2 mc/s binaries form a 'divide by 1024' counter. 

The ten stages have common set and common reset lines. 

Ten stage parallel shift registers. 

Ten 2 mc/s binaries form a parallel shift register, and, on 

application of a pulse to their shift inputs, adopt the states of the 



ten A.D.C. counter stages. Each of the two outputs of each register 

is able to drive directly the three 100 kc/s AND gate inputs required 

for the digital write logic (1) and the generation of a parity bit (2). 

Control - variable divide and test-operate. 

The operation of tlris unit has already been discussed. The hardware 

is shown in figure 6 and the corresponding vvaveforms in figure 5. The 

operation of the 2 mc/s variable divide unit is controlled by modifying 

the counter cycle using an appropriately wired 15 pin printed circuit 

board co1cnector located immediately adjacent to the counter modules 

(see fig~re 18). The m~~mum number of stages is five, denoted by 

A, B, C, D and E in order of increasing significance or decreasing 

frequency, and some possible values of the divisor N, the corresponding 

channel sampling rates, and methods of their implementation (assuming 

feedback from the final stage) are shown in table 3. The case N 

equals nine where there are three feedback paths from the last stage 

can be treated by two divide-by-three stages. The inputs and outputs 

corresponding to the fifteen pins are given in table 4. For example, 

for the standard divide-by-ten using stages A to D inclusive, the 

following pins are joined together:-

A.D.C. parity. 

1 and 2 

5, 6 and 7 

10 and 11 

12 and 13. 

The generation of a parity bit for the ten bits of the A.D.G. output 

shift register is shown in figure 7. A practical point is that this 

bit is constant during the test function (alternately zero and 1023). 
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CID .. NJ:U~L 

DIVISOR Si.UdPLING NUMBER S'i'AGES 
N RATE OF VliTH 

IN S/S STAGES FEEDP..t-\.CK 

8 125 3 -

9 111 ·1 4 A,B,C 

10 100 4 B,C 

11 90•9 4 A, c ' 

12 83•3 4 c 

14 71•4 4 B 

16 62·5 4 -

20 50 5 c, D 

32 31• 2 5 -

TABLE 3 - The operation o~ the variable divide. 



PIN NO. FUl\lCTION 

1 Input to divider 

2 Input to stage A 

3 Inverse output of' stage B 

4 Feedback in to stage A 

5 Feedback in to stage B 

6 Inverse output of' stage D 

7 J!'eedback in to stage C 

8 Inverse output of' stage E 

9 Feedback in to stage D 

10 Output of' stage C 

11 Input to stage D 

12 Output of stage D 

13 OUTPUT OF DIVIDER 

14 Output of' stage E 

15 Input to stage E 

. 

TABLE 4 - Cormector pins of' variable divide control 



System parity bit. 

The generation of a parity bit for all twelve recorded digital 

channels from the A.D.C. parity bit, the time code bit and the 

channel identity bit is also shown in figure 7. 

Digital tape write logic and drive. 

The logic of the phase modulation recording process and the use of 

the special clock wavefo:rn. recorded in order to control the replay 

are shown in figure 8. Each track of the write heads is centre-

tapped and has an inductance of 12 MH, a resistance of 16 ohms and 

a specified record current for saturation of 10 milliamps. A 

standard 100 kc/s amplifier consisting of an EF2 and EF1 (operated. 

with grounded emitter) is used to amplify the OR gate output and 

drive one track of heads on either one or both tape transports. The 

drive on each track is through a 560 ohm resistor to a -6 volt line, 

and protection against inductive transients is provided by OA85 

diodes. Using this circuit the two states of the tape are 

'unmagnetized' and 'saturated', and the replay waveform is severely 

distorted because of the non-linearity of the magnetic recording 

process. This distortion increases any problems due to 'skew'. 

At the present time (July, 1966) a simple modification, whereby a 

reverse 5 milliamp bias current is supplied to the low impedance 

head giving recording currents of +5 milliamps and -5 milliamps, 

has been tested and yields a symmetric replay waveform. A current 

of 5 milliamps through both sides of the centre-tapped record 

winding is equivalent in terms of magnetization produced to a 10 

milliamp current in one side only, as in a more usual digital tape 

write circuit. When this modification is made to the record system, 



the reduction of the recording speed to ~ i.p.s., which is 

prevented by the 'skew' of the slow speed repl~ system, will be 

aided. 

Audio write. 

The amplified output of a rilicrophone or the output of the radio 

receiver (600 ohm output) may be written on to the audio track of 

either one or both tape decks. Direct current bias is used. 

(iii) A description of the field replay system 

The purpose of the replay system in the field, using read heads 

adjacent to the write heads on the tape transports, is to monitor the 

geophone channels and the recorded control information at the time of 

recording. A block diagram of the replay system is shown in figure 9, and 

the units of the block diagram w-ill be considered in turn. 

Head amplifiers. 

Each track of the replay head drives a two-stage capacitance-coupled 

amplifier through a capacitance and a l kSL resistance. 

Positive and negative peruc detectors. 

The outputs of the head amplifiers undergo one more stage of amplifi-

cation and then the positive and negative peaks are detected by diode 

clipping at threshold voltages controlled by potentiometer circuits 

(i.e. amplitude sensing rather than peak sensing). The positive 

peaks pass through one more capacitance-coupled common emitter 

switching stage to give -6 volt logic outputs, and the negative peaks 

pass through a degenerate common emitter stage and a common emitter 

switch stage to again give logic outputs. This last combination of 

two common emitter stages was found preferable to one non-inverting 
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common base stage which overloE,ded the diode clipping circuit. 

Replay logic. 

The logic outputs from the peak detector boards drive the replay 

logic boards (see figure 8). The recorded clock replay channel 

has no gate input signal, and so the corresponding FFl+- is 

alternately set and reset and the recorded clock waveform is 

regenerated. The ten replay channels corresponding to the ten 

A.D.C. bits have common gate inputs ('gated recorded clock') which 

are distinct from the gate inputs of the other channels. This is 

because the channel selector for the single channel digital-to

analogue converter modifies the gate input waveform so that nine 

out of' ten A.D.C. samples are suppressed. The modified gate 

waveform only permits the peaks correspondi!1..g to samples of' the 

selected channel to pass through the replay logic M~~ gates. An 

unmodified gate waveform is needed for the time code and channel 

identity replay channels. The cross coupling of' figure 8 between 

the two channels on ea.ch logic board is not used here, but is used 

for replay to the paper tape punch. 

Channel selector. 

A ten state counter, which is driven by the replayed recorded clock 

waveform and ·which is constructed from five shift register stages, 

is reset to the state corresponding to a count of' two by the 

channel identity replay logic, so that the state of this register 

during the 1 OPEJIT' interval of the gate waveform corresponds to the 

channel number of the A.D.C. sample passing into the replay logic 

registers during the same 'OPEN' interval. A logic output coincident 
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with the information of any one channel may be obtained by passing 

two appropriate outputs f'rom the counter to an AND gate, and, if' the 

recorded clock gate wavef'orm is passed to a third input of' this gate, 

then the output of' this AND gate is the 'gated recorded clock' which 

is required in order to select dig~tal output corresponding only to 

the chosen charmel. A two-pole, eleven-way rotary svli tch is used to 

select any one of' the ten analogue channels or to leave the gate 

wavef'orm unmodif'ied. 

Audio amplif'ier. 

A 1~ watt amplif'ier (Henry's Radio) is used to drive the loudspeaker 

located within the radio. The loudspeaker may be svri tched either 

to the audio replay or to the radio output, but the radio must be 

turned of'£' at the time of switching. 

Visual indication of channel identity replay. 

The state of the channel identity replay logic should be a '1' f'or 

one millisecond in every ten. This output wavef'orm is used to 

trigger a monostable which drives a red lamp through an amplifier. 

1'he stable state of the lamp is on, but the duration of the unstable 

state and of the recovery time of' the monostaLle are such that correct 

replay produces a clearly visible flicker of the red lamp. Juso, 

correct operation of the channel selector generally indicates that 

the channel identity information is correct. 

Second, minute or quarter hour detector. 

The contents of the time code bit replay logic FF4 is fed to a five 

bit serial slilft register. A second marker is detected by the 101 

opening phrase of the time code and a minute, second or quarter hour 

coarse code message is simultaneously sought, and, if it is found, 



a green lamp is caused to flash onfor about a quarter of a second. 

The choice of the coarse code message which is sought is controlled 

by two tvvo-way switches on the front panel. After each opening 

phrase is detected, the detector has to be blocked for at least 

22 milliseconds so that some chance combination of bits in the time 

code word cannot trigger the detector. If~s coarse time code 

detector is used with the flux-sensitive replay system, a longer 

blocking interval is required. 

Single channel digital-to-analogue converter. 

This unit provides a low perf'ormance digital-to-analogue converter 

which ultimately drives a pen recorder. This system has low gain 

(1023 u1nts correspond to a pen deflection of about 2 em.) and poor 

accuracy, but is adequate for field.monitoring purposes. The ten 

replay logic registers, which contain the A.D.C. outputs associated 

with only one cha~~el because of the modification of the gate inputs 

by the channel selector, drive ten current switches each of which 

controls the same nominal current of 4.5 milliamps. The voltage 

developed across each 250 ohm collector load is used to tap off very 

small currents to a common line through high resistances which have 

values weighted according to the bina~J scale. The current through 

a low resistance (250 .n. ) , which is connected from this common 'sum' 

line to the collector supply voltage line, is the 'zero order hold' 

analogue output. This type of circuit will be discussed in more 

detail when the laboratory replay facilities are considered. One 

important difference betvYeen t:his system and the laboratory system 

is that, in the laboratOFJ system, all ten bits change simultaneously 

V. , . .., 



to their new value, ·but here the relative timing of the changes 

is controlled by the skew and may legitimately occur any time 

during the interval when the gate waveform is 'OPEN'. Consequently, 

incorrect transient values of significant duration can occur. The 

signal across the 250 ohm summing resistor is applied to a double

sided balanced direct-coupled amplifier ~dth a single-sided output 

about earth voltage. 

Pen amplifier. 

The pen is driven from the D.A.C. output amplifier through a 

direct-coupled comn1on collector class B amplifier with complementary 

tra1wistors and supply lines of ~ 6 volts. The cross-over distortion 

is not significant in this application. 

Pen recorder. 

The single cham1el pen recorder (Ca~bridge Instrument Company Limited, 

type no. 72127) has a coil resistance of ·JOO ohms and a sensitivity 

of 50 ma/cm. A 12 volt supply is required for the motor, which has 

speeds from 0.2 to 1.5 em/sec, and a 1.5 volt supply for the heated 

stylus. 

This field system may be run from a 50 c/s (1 phase), no:minal 240 volt, 

one kilowatt supply. A mains supply is preferable, but a well-regulated 

mains generator can be us.ed. Great care must be taken with the earthing 

arrangements of mains equipment under field conditions. 
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Cf!..APTER 4 

DNrA PROCESSING SYSTN~S 

(i) The ten channel galvanometer replay facility 

The first steps in the data processing system must be to obtain an 

analogue record of the ten geophone channels and to relate this record 

to the recorded system time. This output is needed for indicating the 

qua~i ty of the record, for initial interpretations and for determining 

which sections of the record should be subject to detailed analysis. It 

also gives an indication of the coherence of the sig~~s across the array, 

and hence of the likely effectiveness of velocity filtering techniques. 

The output of the coarse time code marker is replayed on the same multi-

channel record, and the complete replayed system time is indicated on 

DM160 tubes, so that the interval of system time which it is required to 

transfer to punched paper tape may easily be determined. A schematic 

diagram of this replay facility is shown in figure 10. It is desirable 

that the analogue system should have a large range of gain, even with 

loss of linearity, so that signals recorded at low levels may be 

examined. This also requires that the accuracy, referred to the full-

scale signal, should be high. Provision should also be made for 

calibrating each D.A.C. channel individually by simulating inputs of 0 

and 1023, for if all channels are so calibrated sim~utaneously, then it 

would be difficult to sort out which traces correspond to which channels. 

The digital output corresponding to ea.ch channel is definitely 

available in the replay logic registers for about 0.5 milliseconds in 

every 10 milliseconds, and could, if one ten bit parallel shift register 

were used, be available for one millisecond in every ten. However, an 

analogue recorder generally requires a continuous input signal, and the 
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important design questions concern the methods of de-multiplexing the 

information and of memorizing the signal during the nine millisecond 

gap. If the D.A.C. output is capable of providing a large current and 

the load impedance is high, capacitance storage of the analogue output 

voltage would be possible, and one D.A.C. circuit and an analogue de-

multiplexer would be required. Such a system demands that the set and 

reset inputs, which are needed for the individual calibration functions, 

be gated to the bistables by a cha~~el counter. An alternative system 

is to use ten different ten-bit parallel digital storage elements so that 

the signal from each channel may be stored continuously in its digital 

form. This is equivalent logically to moving the de-multiplexer from 

the analogue signals to the earlier digital information, and has the 

advantages that digital de-multiplexing does not affect the accuracy 

and that the set and reset drives for the calibration of individual 

channels may be continuous. 

The. method selected, in which one hundred shift register modules 

are used for digital de-multiplexing, has tl1e important virtues of 

great simplicity and maximum dynamic range, but these are achieved at 

the cost of involving a large quanti~ of hardware. 

The head amplifiers, peak detectors, replay logic and audio channel 

of figure 10 use the same hardware as the field replay system, although 

the channel selector switch must be in its eleventh non-operative 

position so that all the recorded information passes through to the replay 

logic registers. The remaining elements of the schematic diagram are 

concerned either with the ten channel D.A.C. or the visual display of 

the recorded system time, and wi:Ll be discussed in turn. 
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23 bit series shift register. 

The contents of the time code bit replay logic FF4 is continuously 

passed into a 23 bit series shift register. 

Second marker cletector. 

Any second marker is detected by an AND gate which examines the 

three oldest bits in the series shif't register for the 101 opening 

phrase and the tvTO newest bits for the 01 closure phrase. 

16 bit parallel shift register. 

Vihen a second marker is detected, the contents of the sixteen stages 

of the series shift register, which correspond to the bits of the 

time word from 6 to 21 inclusive, are shifted out into a 16 bit 

parallel shift register. 

Visual display of recorded time in hours, minutes and seconds. 

The contents of the above 16 bit parallel shift register are displayed 

using 16 DM160 tubes. The stage of these tubes during replay is 

exactly the same as that of those tubes in the recording system 

during the corresponding second of recording, and so the system time 

may be determined using the tables of Appendix 2. 

Channel shift pulse generator. 

The field replay system includes a ten stage counter which is made 

up of five shift register stages and which is synchronized with the 

identity of the replayed channels. In the present application the 

same counter is used to drive ten JuiD gates and provide ring counter 

outputs which drive shift line amplifiers. 

10 x 10 bistable storage matrix. 

The hundred shift register storage elements represent the ten bits 

...-;; '. 
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of samples from each of the ten channels. The logical operation 

is that of a digital de-multiplexer. Each of the ten replayed 

A.D.C. bits drives the gate inputs of the ten registers corresponding 

to the particular bit in each of the ten chai1 .. nels, and each of the 

ten outputs of the channel shift pulse generator drives the common 

shift inputs of the ten registers corresponding to the particular 

channel. 1'hus, there are ten ten-bit parallel shift registers, and 

each one contains samples exclusively from one particular channel and 

changes its state eve~J 10 milliseconds (for a 1 kc/s system rate). 

The logical operation of the stora;.:;e matrix is as described, 

but in fact a considerable amount of hardware is required in order 

to drive the hundred shift register modules. In particular, the 

solution to the problem of driving the gate inputs using 100 kc/s 

modules is expensive. Each parallel ten-bit shift resister is 

supplied vv.ith its own manual D.C. set and reset lines for calibration 

purposes. 

Multi-channel galvanometer recorder (Consolidated Electrodynamics). 

An ultra-violet recording oscillograph with an 18 trace capacity is 

used. The paper width is 7 inches. The recorder runs from a 12 volt 

supply so that, if ever required, it could be used in the field with 

an acctu11ulator. However, the power consumption is so great (up to 

500 watts during switch-on) that such use would be limited. It has 

a range of recording speeds from 0.2 to 52 inches per minute. 

'rhe drive current to the galvanometers from the digital-to

analogue converters has a zero-order hold form (i.e. a staircase) 

which changes every ten milliseconds. A galvanometer always acts as 

a low pass filter, but it is necessary to select a I1~tural frequency 
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and a degree of damping which will give a smooth response to this form 

of input. The problem is one of optimizing the step function response to 

give an appro:-dmately linear rise, wbich is completed in about 10 rnilli-

seconds, and a minimum of overshoot. The selected galvanometers (type 

7-339) have an undamped na turo.l frequency of 50 c/ s, a terminal resistance 

of }0 ohms, an undamped direct current sensitivity of 4.6 amp/inch, and 

require a 350 ohm e:x-ter!"...a.l dar.1ping resistance for 6]#;6 critical damping. 

'.I'he parallel damping circuit used (see figure 12) consists of a 250 ohm 

potentiometer (gain control), a 0 - 100 ohm variable resistor (damping 

control) and a 50 ohm fixed resis"cor in series. The resistance presented 

to earth through the galvanometer and chain of damping resistors has a 

minimum value of ·3Q ohms at ma.."timum gain and has a maximum possible value 

of about 100 o~~s. 

Ten channel digital-to-analogue converter. 

It is required to generate an analogue output to drive the galvanometer 

recorder from the ten bistables in each of the ten parallel shift registers. 

'l'he low effective impedance ( < 100 ohms) and the high current sensitivity 

suggest the direct use of the galvanometer in a passive adder circuit as 

shown in figure 11. 

If each bit of each ten-bit parallel shift register controls an ideal 

switch, then 

s = 10 
E-

i ~ ~ = 
1 

Rs s = 

where d s (s = 1, 2 ••• 10) equals one or zero. 

Pj' 
·l 

ir 
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Therefore 
s = 10 ds 

E ~ 
s = 1 Hs 

i = 10 ds s = 
1 + r L 

1 
H.s 

s = 

s-1 
where, for a binary converter, B.s - B.1. 2 The variation of 

2r 
the denominator from unity to about (l + - ) represents a non-

R1 
linear term in the adder circuit, and it is a necessaFJ design 

criterion that R1 )) r. The selected values of r ~ 100 ohms and 

R1 equal to 39 K.n.. give a maximum distortional error of -.:: 0.25 ~i~ 

due to this effect. This value of R1 is chosen since 20 megohms 

is the largest convenient value for ~0. 

The current switch circuit, as driven by each of the matrix 

bistables, is shown in figure 12. In fact, the transistors each 

switch a constant current, which is regulated by the large emitter 

resistance RE , and the switch is effectively transformed to a 

voltage switch by the collector load resistance, Rc· The standard 

switching current of a nominal·2 milliamps is a thousand times 

greater than the quoted typical collector current with reversed 

bias at the base at 25° C and 200 times the m~ximum figure. The 

setting-up procedure is ~o adjust the variable resistances in the 

emitter legs so that the voltages (as measured vdth a digital volt-

meter) across the collector loads when the current switch is on is 

the same for all ten bits. The accuracy of the conversion is then 

controlled by the accuracy of the weighted resistors ~ to ~ 0 • 

'l'able 5 shows the values of the resistors used and the associated 



Theoretical Actual::, Nwnerical error 
resistance resistance/s (full-scale 0-1023) 

in k.n. 

39 39 K :t 0 1(: • ;v .51 

78 78 K : 0.25jto .64 

156 156 K :!: O.$c .64 

312 300 K, 12 K .64 

624 620 K, 3.9 K .32 

1,248 1 .2 M, 50 K .16 

2,496 1.5 M, l.OM .08 

4,992 1.5 M, 3.5 M .04 

9,984 10 M .02 

19,968 20 IVi .01 

+ ,2.06 -

* Tolerances + 1% unless stated otherwise. 

TABLE 5 - Digital-to-analogue converter resistors. 
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inaccuracy. This type of inaccuracy is important because . it ~'can produce 

a false discontinuity in the analogue output. However, the maximwn 

discontinuity on passing from, say, 511 to 512 is 3 units which, for 

a full-scale range of 6 inches, corresponds to a deflection of o1uy 

0.02 inches. 

'l'he full-scale deflection, Dmax' of the galvanometer, which 

corresponds to 1023 units, is given for a 2 milliamp switch current 

and PJ. equal to 3'9 KJl by 

R S 10-7 inches, 
c max = 

·where S, 
max 

is the maxL~um galvanometer sensitivity 

in inches/ amp. 

6 
Putting Smax = 0.22. 10 and Dmax "" 6 inches gives a value of Rc 

equal to 270 ohms. In practice Rc is equal to 250..n. (! 1? .. ,). 

The greatest non-linearity in the D.A.C. s:v-stem vdll be the 

non-linearity of the oscillograph itself, which is said to be equiv-

alent to an error of only ~/o for a six inch deflection because of 

the 'square' pole piece design of the galvanometers. This error 

could be reduced by suppl)~ng a D.C. bias current to each galvanometer 

from a supply line more negative than -12 volts so that s~t~etrical 

deflections would be obtained. 

Finally, a vital practical point when using the equipment is to 

appreciate that the galvanometer inputs are at about -12 volts and that 

consequently, when the D.A.C. is being set up, the insulation of the 

signal input side from earth must be tested before switching on, and when 

the galvanometer drives are to be connected or disconnected, the system 

must be switched off. 
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(ii) The paper tape replay facility. 

When the galvanometer replay records have been examined, it will 

be decided which portions of data are to be transferred to punched paper 

tape for input to the digital computer. A schematic diagram of the 

transfer system is shown in figure 13. The speed of operation of the 

synchronous punch is 100 characters per second so that, for a recording 

system rate of l kc/s, a time scale expansion of 32 is required in order 

to supply 13-bi t san,ples at a rate of 31~ per second and characters for 

punching at 62~ ch.p.s. This leaves an adequate margin for high 

instantaneous replay rates due to the distortion of replay waveforms or, 

for example, anomalously slow recording speeds when the recording system 

is run from a generator. The lowest recording speed anticipated during 

the design vras .3:i i.p.s. so that the lov;est replay speed required on 

the tape transport with flux-sensitive replay is ~~8 i.p.s. The paper 

tape format is shown in figure 15, and it represents a direct transfer 

of the thirteen bits of digital information recorded on the magnetic 

tape. The ten A.D.C. bits are numbered from one to ten in order of 

increasing significance. The method of changing one 13 bit word into 

two 7 bit words uses the coupling between the replay logic channels shown 

in figure 8. The first character of each sample always has a '1' in the 

outer track 0 and, of course, the second character has a 1 0' on this 

track except during a time code marker. This alternating sequence, 

which is only broken up by a second marker and which is on an outside 

track, helps in the handling of the paper tape since second markers can 

easily be seen and, if necessa~, be interpreted. 

The tedious task of :r·eplaying information to the tape punch is 

miP~mized by providiP~ facilities for pre-selecting the system time at 
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which it _is required to start or stop punching. Since it could waste 

a great deal of time if tapes vdth serious errors are produced and 

taken to the digital computer, a check is provided by counting the 

number of characte:cs punched per recorded second, and if this number 

is incorrect, a warning light comes on ancl. the punching can, if required, 

be stopped automatically. 

Consider the problem of supplying information from the digital 

replay logic to a synchronous punch which generates synchronizing pulses 

at 100 p.p.s. Assume that pairs of replay logic registers, which corres

pond to two tracks on the digital magnetic tape, form parts of 4 bit 

series shift registers as shown in figure 16. Information may be 

shifted up two bits from the repl:3.y logic registers to the 'await punch' 

and 'punch' registers by applying two shift pulses to lines A1, A2 and 

B, and may be shifted from the 1 avvait punch' registers to the 'punch' 

registers by one shift pulse on line B. When it is required to punch 

the second character of the sample, a shift ptllse is applied to line B 

only, because it is possible that by this time the replay logic 1U'ID 

gates viill be open again (see figure 14) and the replay logic registers 

may have already assumed the states associated with the next sample. If 

a shif~ pUlse is applied to lines A1 and A2 in these circumstances, this 

iP.f'orma.tion would be shifted prematurely and would be lost. .il. second 

point is that the contents of the replay logic registers should not be 

shifted into the 'await punch' and 'punch' registers as soon as the 

replay logic gates close because it is possi-ble t~1at the second punch 

cycle may still be taking place and that the information in the 'punch' 

register is still required (see figure 14). The solution is to shift 
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this information either 1Nhen the replay log-ic Al\iD gates close or at 

the end of the second punch cycle, whichever is latest. 

Consider the elements of the schematic diagram (figure 13) in 

turn. The peak detectors and the replay logic use the same hardware 

as the field replay system; the second ma1xer detector, the 23 bit 

series shift register, the 16 bit parallel shift register and the 

vismll display of system time use the same hardware as the galvanometer 

replay system. The new· elements of the block diagram are as follows:-

Slow speed tape transport. 

. k h" h d .p 
15 . t 15 . . Tlns dec, w lc has spee s J.rom 

128 
l.p.s. o l.p.s., lS 

fitted with a special head for flux- sensitive replay and ·with a 

record head since it is intended that the deck could be used in 

the field shot point system if necessa~J. Both heads have 16 

tracks on l inch tape to SBAC spacing. 

Flux-sensitive replay amplifiers and demodulators tuned to 465 kc/s. 

Oscillator 232 kc/s. 

The type of flux-sensitive head made by M.S.S. (Noble, 1963) 

uses a gapped-ring modified so as to permit the reluctance of the 

ring to be s~-itched between a high and a low value at a high 

frequency. The flu..'C being driven round a ring by the magneto-

motive force of the recorded signal is therefore 'chopped' at 

the s;;itching rate, and the signal flux.-is converted to a fixed 

frequency alternating flux whose amplitude is proportional to 

that of the recorded signal. The two ¥dndings on each track are 

an oscillator winding and. a 'read' winding giving an amplitude 

modulated output at twice the oscillator frequency. The output 

of the read winding is amplified and demodtliated to give the 



flux-sensitive sig~~ output. 

Shape and differentiate. 

Gate Naveform generator. 

The outputs from the commercial replay electronics are passed, 

through single stage amplifiers to 100 kc/s pulse shaper modules, 

whose outputs are differentiated, thus simulating the conventional 

replay process. This hardware occupies the same printed circuit 

rack locations as are otherwise occupied by the conventional 

replay head amplifiers, and these boards drive the same peak 

detector and replay logic boards, although, because of the problem 

of the significant apparent skew, the recorded clock waveform does 

not drive the logic gate inputs clirectly, but is used to generate 

a delayed gate input of controlled duration using two monostables 

in series. This gate waveform generator has to be modified if the 

time scale e:~ansion factor is altered. 

Synchronous paper tape punch 100 ch.p.s. 

The Teletype high speed tape punch for transistor operation requires 

code and feed pulses of l amp, 28 volts and ~5 millisecond duration, 

and it is able to operate with simultaneous feed and code pulses. 

The synchronizing output pulse is generated by a magnetic pick-up, 

and the timing of this pulse relative to the mechanical operation 

of the punch is fully adjustable. 

Punch drive amplifiers. 

The circuit used to supply the feed and code pulses from logic AND 

gate outputs is shown in figure 16. 

Punch parity generator. 

The generation of parity bits for the 7 information bits of each 
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punched character is shown in figure 7. 

Punch loe;ic registers. 

Punch control. 

The problem of supplying inr"orr.nation to a synchronous punch has 

already been considered. The paper tape punch drive logic is shown 

in figure 16. Three control bistables are used to detect the end 

of the second punch cycle (new information FF1), to distinguish 

the first and second punch cycles of a sample (new sample FF1), and 

to store the decision concerning the availability of new information 

at the time of the synchronization pulse (decision register J!"'F4). 

The arrival of each synchronization pulse initiates the same chain 

of logic,(the logic punch cycle), but the action is different 

depending on whether there is no new information available for 

punching, or whether the available information is the first or 

second character of a sample. The action of this 'logic punch 

cycle' and of the entire punch control system is considered in 

appendix 3. 

Specified second marker detector. 

The system time at which it is required to start or stop punching 

may be set up on 18 two-way centre-off switches ·rihich represent 

the time code bits from number 4 to n~~ber 21 inclusive. The 

specified time is detected by an 18 input OR gate driving a bistable 

which is connected to a permit-inhibit punching input of the double 

shift pulse generator (see figure 16). 

11 stage counter to count characters punched each recorded second. 

~tn eleven stage 'divide-by-2000' counter with feedback from the 

final stage to the fifth and sixth stages is reset when a second 

marker is detected ana. counts the number of punch feed pulses. The 



reset state of this counter is 

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 

11 bit parallel shift register. 

The contents of the above counter is moved into an eleven bit 

parallel shii't register on the completion of each recorded second. 

Visual display of count and error warning. 

The outputs of the eleven bit parallel shift register and the 

output of the permit-inhibit punching register are displayed on 

Divi160 tubes, so that the value of each count is displayed for about 

32 seconds. Because of the nature of the coupling between the mag

netic tape replay and the punch (see figure 14), it is permi table 

for 1999, 2000 or 2001 characters to be punched between successive 

outputs of the second detector, although the average over a number 

of consecutive seconds must tend to 2000. Hence the three 

acceptable states of the parallel shift register are 

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' 

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

and 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 
The occurrence of these three states is detected with i\I'ID gates, an:ad 

is used to suprJress the output of a red er:ror-warning lamp. 

The final points to be made about this mode of replay are that a 

930 foot reel of tape costs about six shillings and can store 55 seconds 

of recorded data. 

(iii) Some further remarks about the hardware 

The descript;i.ons of hardware in this thesis have been given in 

general terms <.::.nd have not considered the practical day-to-day problems 
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that occur during the design, construction c:nO.. testing of such systems. 

1'he purpose of t}:l..is section is to present a few photographs vrhich show 

the end products of' this work. A pre-amplifier board and its case are 

shown in figure 17. :B'igure 18 shows a rear view, s-i th the dust covers 

removed, of the digital recording system. The three small boards car~ 

the ramp comparator circuit, the 2 mc/s oscillator, and the A.D.C. parity 

generator. The large boards carry, in descending order, the A.D.C. 

logic and control, the CYJSte~ clock divider chain, the generators for 

the time code, parity and channel identity bits, and, fourthly, the tape 

write logic and drive amplifiers. The more usual method of construction 

vdth a rack holding 28 printed circuit boards is illustrated in figure 

1 9. I:.:c the fore ground are shown a 2 me/ s module (cylindrical) , a 

100 kc/s module, a printed circuit board and a penny. In fact, the 

right hand half of this rack holds the replay logic and field monitoring 

boards, while, in the laboratory, the left hand half holds the punch 

drive and control logic. 

The field system, which is installed in a caravan, is shown in figures 

20, 21 and 22. The right hand cabinet of f'igure 21 contains, f'rom top to 

bottom, the main digital recording chassis of figure 18, the chassis 

containing the D.C. voltage stabilizers, the line input chassis vdth gain 

controls and the wideband amplifier, and the analogue switch. The lowest 

chassis of the left hand cabinet contains the replay head amplifiers and 

peak discriminators, and additional power supplies are located in the 

bottom of this cabinet. Figure 22 gives a rear view of these two cabinets 

with the rear doors removed. Figure 20 shows the unstabilized power supply 

chassis, situated beneath the left hand cabinet, and a further case contain

ing two radios and the rack which contains the replay logic and the field 
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Figure 17 A pre- amplifier and case 

Figure 18 A rear view of the digital recording chassis 
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Figure 19 Construction using printed circuit boards 

Figure 20 The field system 
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Figure 21 The two main cabinets of the field system 

Figure 22 A rear view of the main cabinets 
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Additional hardware for laboratory replay - 1 Additional hardware for laboratory replay - 2 

Figure 23 Figure 24 



monitoring system (see aJ.so figure 19). 

Figure 23 shows the same rectifier chassis as figure 20, the chassis 

which contains the flux-sensitive replay electronics and the tape punch 

power amplifiers and the -28 volt power supply, the low speed tape deck, 

and, on top of the cabinet, the galvanometer recorder. The lower part of 

the chassis shown in figure 24 shows eight of the ten D.A.C. channels 

and the ten gain controls and set-reset switches on the front panel, 

which is lying flat in the photograph. The damping controls and the 

outputs to the gaJ.vanometers are located on a rear member. The front 

panel of the upper part shows the tubes which display the repl83'ed system 

time and the number of characters punched per recorded second, and also 

the switches for setting up the time when punching is to start or stop. 

(iv) The velocity filtering caJ.culation 

Assuming a recording system sampling rate of 1 kc/s, each channel, 

p, is sampled a hundred times each recorded second at nominal times 

s 0 + p + 10n milliseconds, 

where s 0 is a fixed integer and n is a variable integer. 

Define a 'second block' of data to be a sequence of a thousand consecutive 

samples of the digital system commencing at the completion of a twent.y

three bit serial time code word. Such a block should contain a hundred 

samples from each of the ten channels, and the recorded data may be 

considered to be a sequence of such blocks. The first sample of a 

'second block' corresponds to a time of 23 milliseconds relative to the 

start of the time code word or to the state of the system crystal clock 

dividers corresponding to an integer number of seconds. 

Let s be the channel of this first sample·, and define a (p) 

such that 



a(p) = 1 if p <: s 

=Oifp ~s. 

Then, within a 1 second DI.ock1 of data, channel p is sampled at times (relative 

to the onset of the time code word) of 

23 - s + 10 x a(p) + p + 10 x n milliseconds. 

where 0 ~ n ~ 99 

and this sample will be stored in the computer in an array element 

AA (k + a(p) + n, p) 

where k is an arbitrary integer constant. 

During the velocity filtering programme it is required to detemine the 

value af n corresponding to the sample of channel p nearest in time to 

some time ( tGRID + tp), where tGRID is one of a regular set of time 

ordinates and tp is the delay corresponding to the particular ch&nnel p 

for a particular array configuration, tuning velocity and azimuth. 

Define the corresponding value af n by 

n = • 

The term llt;.RID is not necessarily an integer, but, if it is an integer, 

then each value of n_p is a constant and there is a considerable saving of 

computation. .Also, increments of ~ will be restricted to factors of 

a hundred, so that computation times within different 'second blocks' are 

identical. Thus calculations will only be performed at intervals of 10, 

20, 40, .5<t.milliseconds. 

In order to find a required sample it is necessary to minimize the 

function 



+ s - 10.a(p) - p - 10 (~RID + Dp ) , 

where ~RID are integers. 

Since the time of onaet of a time code word is to be a grid point, 

find Dp for ~RID = tGRID = 0 by minimizing 

Thus, 

tp - 23 + s - 10.a(p) - p - 10.Dp 

for an integer value of l'lp • 

~ = (entier1 ~ (s - 18 - p + tp) ) - a(p) 

where tp is the del~ time of channel p in milliseconds 

and the function entier (x) is defined to be the greatest 

integer less than Xo The required minimization is obtained 

by adding a haJ.:f to the expression within the entier function. 

If a calculation is carried out at a grid time T defined by 

T = 10 m1 milliseconds, for an integer value of m, 

where 101 is the time, in milliseconds, between adjacent grid 

points, then the required sample of channel p will be stored 

within the 'second block' in the location 

AA (k + (entier 1 ~ (s - 18 - p + tp) ) + ml, p ) 

provided that o .. ~ml - a(p) + entier fa (s - 18 - p + tp) ~ 99 • 

In the velocity filtering calculation the ten channels are divided 

in some specified manner into two groups of five, and the following two 

functions are formed at each grid point denoted by m1 :
j = 5 

RED (ml) = ' gain (p). AA (k + m.. + ml, p) 

and BLUE (ml) 

where~ = 

j '-= 1 !-' 

gain (p). 

t
. 1 en J.er 10 

AA (k + ~ + ml, p) , 



The two output functions used are 

ADD (ml) = RED (ml) + BLUE (ml) 

and MULTIPLY (ml) = (sign of FF) (square root cf 

where FF = RED (ml) x BLUE (ml) • 

The function MULTIPLY (ml) is therefore an un-normal.ized, unsmoothed 

cross correlation function between the two sums RED and BLUE. Denote 

the maximum and minimum algebraic values of' I)> or (~ - a(p) ) by 

the identifiers MAX and MIN. Then, given one 1 second block' of data, 

the functions ADD and MULTIPLY can only be completed for values of ml 

such that 

ml + MAX ~ 99 (MAX ~ 0) 

and ml+MIN ~ 0 (MIN ~ o). 

Introduce the following notation; 

let m0 be the first grid point to depend on data in this 

'second block', 

100 
let m3, equal to lllo + l , be the first grid point to depend 

on data in the next 'second block', 

let ~ be the last grid point to depend on data from the 

previous 'second block', 

and let ~ , equal to ~ + 1 ~O , be the last grid point to depend 

on data from this •second block'. 

Then, the velocity filtering calculation for each 1 second block' of' 

data is divided into three sections as follows:-



complete calculations started with data 

from the previous ' second block' , 

from m2•t to m3 - 1 - per.form complete calculations, 

and from m3 to m1 start calculations which will be completed 

when data from next 'second block' is 

available. 

The computer programme used for carr,ying out these calculations will be 

described in the next section. 

(v) The ditdtal computer prommmes. 

The sequence of programmes used for processing the seismic data 

on an Elliott 803 computer with film handlers is shown schematically in 

figure 25. The data on the punched paper tape is read in and checked a 

recorded 'second block' at a time. It is stored within the computer in 

the array shown diagramatic~ at the top of figure 26, and is then 

transferred to the film store. 

The velocity filtering programme for each •second block' of data 

has to be divided into three parts in the manner described in the previou::s 

section. The problem ID.a\Y be handled on the computer either by testing 

each sample for availability and inhibiting the calculation if' the sample 

is unavailable or, since the combination of samples is additive, by setting 

unavailable samples to zero and ca.rr,ying out an unmodified calculation. 

The method of processing adopted here is to place the 'second block' ot 

data in the middle of three consecutive 'second blocks' with the two elld 

'second blocks' set to zero (see figure 26), and to carr,y out unmodified 

calculations. Such a system avoids testing the availability of each 

required sample but of course involves extra additions of dummy samples. 
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It is increasingly efficient for smaller seismic a~ spreads and 

for higher tuning velocities when the proportion of dummy samples used 

is low. The values for me and ~ are caJ.culated simply and in such a 

way that they err on the safe side, in the sense that an error will 

occur if a calculation, which is supposed to be completed within the 

'second block' of data, is not completed, but an error will not occur 

if one, which is supposed not to be completed, is in fact finished. 

The velocity filtering programme reads a 'second block' from the 

film, carries out the channel gain multiplication and writes the result 

on to film, and then perf'orms calculations for up to eight tuning 

velocities with the other parameters constant. The results for each 

tuning velocity are written on to film. The film storage format is 

also shown in figure 26. The arrays BB and EE store the necessary 

control data such as the system time, the channel identity of' the firs.t 

sample, the tuning velocities, or the values of To and T2 • 

The delay distance of' each channel, for a given array location 

and configuration and a given shot location, is calculated by assuming 

a plane incident wave at the array site. This approximation can intro

duce errors for short range shots and .large out-of-line arrays. 

A programme entitled 'graph plotter output' has been written to 

display elegantly the. results of the velocity f'il teri.ng calculation on 

an off-line Benson-Lehner digital. plotter. This output displays the 

ADD or MULTIPLY functions for the different tuning velocities against 

time:, but, aJ.though it is an attractive output to use; it does not 

constitute a practical system because a. paper tape character has to be 

punched for each iDQrement of pen movement and the output of the 

considerable quantity of paper tape from the computer takes too long. 

100 



Conse<PentJ.y, programmes ('miniature graph plotter output' and 'miniature 

~rame') have been written to give a smaller plotter output o~ the MULTIPLY 

~unction only. 

An alternati.ve programme ('maximum correlation') selects the velocity 

at each grid point ~or which the ~uncti.on MULTIPLY is greatest. The 

interpretation of this function of the unsmoothed, un-normalised time 

series obviously requires great care, and it is really intended that this 

programme be just the ~irst step in the development of programmes for the 

numerical detection of correlations. 

Finally, in order to test this data handling system, a programme is 

used to produce punched paper tape which simulates that generated by the 

~ system for the case of a square pulse crossing a model array. 

The above programmes together with specimen data tapes and flow 

diagrams are included in the appendices. They are written in the Elliott 

Algol programming language, but contain machine code orders ~or the man

ipulation of bits of information.· Also machine code instructions are 

used in some of the inner loops for inserting and extracting elements of 

arri3\Y's in the manner indicated in appendix 4e This is worthwhile because 

the addressing facility in Elliott Algol is particularly slow. However, 

the use of machine code in Algol does mean that one has not got the test 

facilities that are usually regarded as essential for pure machine code 

programmes, and also one loses the built-in safeguards of Algol. Even so, 

in this type of application, machine code in Algol is certainly preferable 

to trying to use pure machine code. The two precompiled packages used with 

these programmes are briefly described in appendix 5. 

The programme for reading the punched paper tape has an optional 



facilit,y for finding the averages and standard deviations of each 

channel during a second block. The output obtained, with channel zero 

levels of lOOp, using test data generated in the A.D.C. of the field 

recording system is shown in figure 27. Error messages are usually 

produced at the start of a reel Gt punched paper tape before channel 

identity is established. In order to test the computing system, a 

paper tape was produced to simulate a square pulse of 50 millisecond 

duration crossing an in-line arrB3" with geophone spacings of 300 metres 

at a velocit,y of 6 km(sec. The graph plotter outputs of the signal 

inputs and the sum and cross correlation functions f'or velocities of' 

4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 km(sec. are shown in figures 28, 29 and 30. The 

interval between adjacent computation points is 20 milliseconds. The 

form of the output correlation functions is complicated by the high 

frequency component ef the signal inputs and by the fact that the 

duration of the pulse is not an integer number of' computation intervals, 

but it can be seen that the maximum correlation amplitude occurs for the 

third tuning velocit,y. These graph plotter outputs demonstrate the 

successful combination of data from two 'second blocks' and illustrate 

the fact that as the tuning velooit,y increases, so the number of calcula

tions that can be completed within a 1 second block' also increases. The 

corresponding output produced by the 'miniature graph plotter output• 

and 'miniature frame' programmes, is shown in figure 31, and figure 32 

shows the equivalent output of the 'maximum correlation' pregramme. 

Figure 33 shows the cross correlation function for a computation interval 

of 10 milliseconds, using a slightly dif'f'erent veloci t,y f'il tering 

pregramme from that used in preducing figure 30. 



Second marker found 
TCB shift register = 000000000000000010110001111000000000001 
M = 1 OOCIRING = 
Second error register = 
Cl error register = 

2 DELTA CI = 0 
0 

0 

TCC = 2086 
ISC = 2000 
Perfect second 

n Mean Standard Deviation 

Channel 1 100 923.00 o.oo 
Channel 2 100 -200.00 o.oo 
Channel 3 100 723.00 o.oo 
Channel 4 100 -400.00 o.oo 
Channel 5 100 523.00 o.oo 
Channel 6 100 -6oo.oo o.oo 
Channel 7 100 323.00 o.oo 
Channel 8 100 -8oo.oo o.oo 
Channel 9 100 123.00 o.oo 
Channel 10 100 -1000.00 o.oo 

325 342 

PROGRAMME ONE OUTPUT WITH TEST DATA. 

Second marker found 
TCB shift register = 000000000000000010100000000000000000001 
M = 1 OOCIRING = 
Second error register = 
Cl error register = 

4 DELTA CI = 0 
0 

0 
TCC = 2076 
ISC = 2000 
Perfect second 

n Mean standard Deviation 

Channel 1 100 21.35 97.42 
Channel 2 100 21.45 97.86 
Channel 3 100 21.35 97.42 
Channel 4 100 21.30 97.20 
Channel 5 100 21.20 96.77 
Channel 6 100 21.00 95.90 
Channel 7 100 22.90 108.54 
Channel 8 100 20.25 92.63 
Channel 9 100 22.20 101.13 
Channel 10 100 23.45 106.58 

100 117 

PROGRAMME ONE OUTPUT WITH SIMULATED DATA., 

Figure 27 Programme One output 
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velocities 
4.00 
5.00 
e.oo 
7.00 
8.oo 
9.00 

2 5 2 5 1 442 1 442 
1 441 6 645 5 932 3 2269 3 2269 
4 1331 5 1089 6 628 1 471 2 5 
2 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 
1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 
1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 
1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 

second marker10100000000000000000001 1 5 
1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 
1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 

,<' 

5 
1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 
1 5 2 5 2 5 1 442 1 442 
1 441 6 645 5 932 3 2269 3 2269 
4 1331 5 1089 6 628 1 471 2 5 
2 5 

End of program 

Reinput tapes 1 and 2 

Figure 32 Maximum correlation output for simulated data. 
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The programmes include various optional facilities so that the 

running times can vary considerably. The time taken by'pregramme one' to 

read and check a 'second block' of data and calculate the channel averages 

and standard deviations is nine minutes. The time taken by the velocity 

filtering programme depends on the computation interval and, for the first 

or last 'second blocks' of a continuous sequence, on the extreme delay 

times which are a function of the tuning veJ.oci ty. For a computation 

interval of 20 milliseconds the programme takes about four minutes per 

second per velocity. It took a total of 75 minutes to produce the paper 

tape to plot figures 28, 29 and 30. 
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CHAP.rER 5 

THE PERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEM 

(i) Introduction 

The purpose o~ this chapter is to review the performance o~ the 

system described in the previous chapters. The present limitations o~ 

the system will be indicated and ~uture developments will be suggested. 

Thus, although the hardware ~or the three basic :functions is ~ully 

operational, the equipment is not presented as ~orming a perfect or a 

completed system. 

(ii) The operation o~ the data systems in the laboratory 

The correct operation o~ equipment is ~requently ve~ied by the 

normal ~-to-~ tests that are carried out during the development o~ 

a system. The occurrence ~ a ~aul t condition should be immediately 

obvious provided that s~~icient monitoring ~acilities have been built 

into the system. The purpose o~ this section is to present evidence to 

show the correct operation in the laborator,y o~ the three basic systems, 

which will be considered in turn:-

(a) The recording system. 

An important ~actor in the recording system is the 

performance o~ the ramp comparator analogue-to-digital 

converter. Mention will be made o~ a particular series 

~ measurements in which the analogue switch was 

removed and a variable D.C. voltage was applied to the 

input ~ the wide band a.mpl~ier. The applied voltage 

was adjusted ao that the digital A.D.C. output was 

stable and the input voltage to the A.D.C. was noted on 

a digital voltmeter. A series of twelve such readings 
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for input voltages over the range from +3 volts to -3 volts 

were obtained. Since it was possible to get a constant 

digital output, this experiment indicates that the inherent 

noise level of the converter is something less than the 

truncation error of ! i bit. Also, it gives an indication 

of the possible combined effects of non-linearit,y and drift, 

because the measurements took about forty minutes to complete 

and when the first measurement was repeated at the end, 

there was a difference of 2 bits. A 'least squares' analysis 

of the form 

(input voltage) = A • (output count) + B 

gave A equal to 0.008882 volts with a standard error of 

0.000013 volts and B equal to -4.003 volts with a standard 

error of 0.006 volts. 

In general the correct operation of the recording 

system is demonstrated by the corresponding correct output 

of the two replay systems. 

(b) The gal. vanometer replay system. 

Figure 34 shows the galvanometer record for a sine wave 

recorded on all ten seismic channels and replayed at 

minimum D .A. C. gain. Figure 35 shows one of the same 

channels repl~ed at maximum D.A.C. gain and also the 

RES:E'T and SET levels corresponding to 0 and 1 023e The 

time code trace is the output of the coarse code detector 

which is set to identify 'second' markers. 
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Figure 34 Galvanometer replay at minimum D.A.C. gain. 
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{c) The paper tape system and computer programmes. 

The successful operation of the punch repl~ system is 

demonstrated by the 'programme one output with test data' 

{figure 27) which uses data originally formed in the 

output registers of the A.D.C. The operation of the 

velocity filtering programme is shown with simulated 

data in figures 28, 29 and 30 and also in figure 33 for 

which a slightly different version of the programme was 

used. 

The limiting factor in the use of these systems at the present time 

is the speed af the data processing on the Elliott 803 which, as has been 

indicated, is so slow that even for the most elementary velocity filtering 

calculations, the use of the system is severely inhibited. It is the 

basic speed of this particular general purpose machine for relatively 

simple operations that is the trouble, and not the use of paper tape;. 

{iii) The recording system in the field 

The recording system was set up in September, 1965, at Feldon Range, 

near Richmond, Yorkshire, during a depth charge e:x;periment organized by the 

seismological groups at Edinburgh and Birmingham to determine the nature 

and thickness of the Earth's crust between Wales and Ireland. A map of the 

array is shown in figure 36. The central reference point of the array is 

taken to be located at 54° 26.40' N, 1° 49.55' w. The eqlrl.pment was 

powered by a mains generator fitted to a Land Rover. The system was 

recording for a total of 23 hours and at the times of twenty-one of the 

twenty-five shots fired. The ranges and azimuths of these twenty-one shot 

points from the array varied from 260 kilometres to 370 kilometres and from 

219° to 245° respectively. 
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During this test the equipment within the caravan worked satisfacto~ 

without aey fault conditions developing. The main difficulty that occurred 

was the extensive damage to the lines by livestock. It was only possible 

to keep maey channels operating most of the time because there were enough 

people available to trace and repair the damage as soon as it occurred. 

The main amplifier gain was at different times either five hundred or a 

thousand. The high frequency common mode noise on the input lines had a 

maximum measured value of about 1.0 volts (peak-to-peak). Under these 

conditions some high frequency noise was apparent in the switch output 

waveform. It was noticed that high common mode pick-up on one line can 

cause such noise on several channels because of the slight 'cross-talk' 

occurring in the analogue switch and the high gain. 

(iv) The results from the field test 

The first stage in handling the field data was to relate the 'system· 

time' to absolute time as represented by the M.S.F. radio signal. The 

replayed audio track was passed through a 1 kc/s band pass :filter and 

mixed with the output of the coarse time code second detector. The 

relationship between system time and absolute time was determined at 

intervals of about 45 minutes by producing a pen record of the mixed 

signal and by comparing the two signals on a double beam oscilloscope. 

A computer programme was used to find the best straight line fit o:f system 

time against absolute time in the form 

(SYSTEM TIME) = (1 + a) • (ABSOLUTE TIME) + b seconds 

for each of the three periods o:f recording and to calculate the known shot 

times in terms of system time. The deviation of the two time scales during 

the travel time is negligible so that if the travel time is measured on the 
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system time scale, no correction is necessar,y. The three values of 

a obtained were -32•3. 10-6, -31•4. 10-6 and -31•7. 10-6 with 

standard errors of 0•4. 10-6 , 0•3 • 10-6 and 0•1 • 10-6 respectively. 

The greatest standard error of any calculated shot time was six milli-

seconds and the average value was three milliseconds. 

The next stage in the data handling was to replay the recorded events 

to the ten channel oscillograph using the visual display of the replayed 

system time. When this was done it was found that there was considerable 

noise on many of the records with a principal alias frequency of about 

33 c/s. This is attributed to the high frequency noise that was noticed 

on the switch waveform during the recording. Its effect was removed from 

the galvanometer records, but not from the recorded digital data, by 

providing an optional facility for shunting the galvanometers with a 

capacitance to give low pass filters with cut-offs at about 10 c/s. An 

example of' the type of record then obtained is shown in figure 37 (see 

inside back cover). This record is for shot 11 at a range of 283•5 kilo-

metres. With the present system the calibration of such a recerd is 

calculated rather than measured. An example of' this calculation is given 

in Appendix 13. The delay distances in metres and the attenuator settings 

of channels one to ten f'or shot 11 are -107, -45, -703, -1250, -2, -154, 

-102, -224, 806, 551 and t, t, t, 1, t, *' 1, *' 1, 1 respectively. It 

was noted in the field log book tnat the condition of' the lines of channels 

6 and 8 was suspect. 

An examination of the twenty-one records obtained shows that the 

coherence of waveforms across the array is poor. In fact it is dif'f'icul t 

to determine f'rom the records which channels are inverted throughout the 

experiment relative to some standard channel because of' the reverse polarity 
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of the line connections. No attempt has been made to ~ply the present 

velocity filtering programme to the field data because the noise pick-up 

would necessitate the modification of the alrea~ critically slow programme 

to include a low pass digital filter and because the apparent lack of 

coherence suggests that the exercise would be unrewarding. The selection 

of first arrivals from a scrutiey of the mul ti-cha.nnel records is highly 

subjective. Nevertheless, an exercise was carried out to try to detect 

the first arrival at ranges of about 280 kilometres. Each record was read 

just once without reference to the shot time or to other records. This 

procedure suffers from the fact that it gives no chance to reconsider genuine 

errors, but has the virtue that the subjective element is minimized. The 

results are shown in Appendix: l~, and are surprisingly consistent in view 

of the uncertainty of mind at the time of reading some of the records. This 

phase would have been quite unreadable from only ·one or two traces. This 

example demonstrates the advantages of multi-channel systems for 'eye-ball' 

interpretation even when the formal cOherence upon which machine processing 

depends is poor. The most likely causes of low coherence are the poor 

coupling of geophones and the variations of topography and sub-surface 

structure across the spread. 

(v) :Modifieations to the system after the field test 

The most important problem was to eliminate the high frequency noise 

found on the field records. In a laboratory simulation this noise was 

attributed to the common mode pick-up on the input lines. Whilst care had 

been taken to ensure that the impedance across the lines was relatively low 

(2•7 k.n.), the impedance to earth at the input to the recording system was 

high. In fact, if a. nominally baJ.anced path to earth is provided and, 
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ideally, the line impedance onwards from the point of input of the common 

mode signal is zero, then the unit does not constitute a filter in the 

normal:· sense as used in chapter three. However, it can act as an 

attenuator in the sense that the voltage pick-up is reduced because of 

this path to earth. The system has been extended so that A.C. and D.C. 

impedances to earth with potentiometers for balancing may be easily added 

to aey channel:.. 

The second important series of changes were made to enable the system 

to operate at a recording speed of 3i i.p.s. They included the modification 

of the record current bias to give a symmetrical digital. repl~ waveform, 

the adjustment of the repl~ discriminator levels, and the modification of 

the flux-sensitive repl~ logic in order to select the optimum gate waveform 

for each recorded track. 

(vi) The future development of the system 

The most important development of the system in the future must be the 

provision of faster methods of carrying out the data processing. A processor 

could be several orders of magnitude faster than the Elliot 803 general 

purpose machine with the described programmes and still the actual time 

required for the mechanical operation of reading the paper tape would be 

much less than the computation time. Thus, although paper tape is a poor 

method of data traDSfer, it is not the cause of the limitation of the present 

system. An on-line device to replace the off-line incremental digital. platter 

would also greatly ease the problem. 

Two useful additions to the hardware would be facilit:ies for introducing 

a calibration voltage step at the pre-amplifier input and for transcribing 
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digital information from one magnetic tape to another so that the results 

of one series of experiments could be transferred to a 'library tape'. As 

it is, the results obtained in September, 1965, will have to be erased for 

the experiment of November, 1966. 

(vii) Summacy 

The methods of design and construction of a multi-channel system for 

recording crustal refractian data. with a view to applying digital processing 

techniques have been described in detail. An attempt has been made in this 

thesis to balance fairly the achievements, such a.s the completion of the 

hardware for the three basic modes of operation and the encouraging field 

test, and the limitations of the system in its present form. The principal 

limitation is that the data. processing programmes on the present computer 

are too'slow to be a useful method of research. 
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APPENDIX I 

Did tal logic modules 

The types of Ferranti 2 me/ s logical circuit elements used in the 

system are 

L C E. 2 0 1 G Germanium flip-tlop 

L C E. 2 0 6 G Variable period monostable unit 

L C E. 2 0 7 G Quadruple emitter follower unit 

L C E. 2 0 8 G Five input AND bloCk 

L C E. 2 0 9 G Five input OR block 

L C E. 2 1 1 G/A Trigger/amplifier circuit 

LCA 1 G Adaptor module 

The types of Mullard 100 kc/s circuit blocks used in the system are 

B8 920 00 Flip flep one FF1 

B8 920 01 Flip flop two FF2 

B8 920 03 Flip flop four FF4 

B8 930 00 Twin 3 input .AND gate 2.3A.1 

B8 930 01 Twin 2 input AND gate 2.2A1 

B8 930 01 Twin 3 input OR gate 2.301 

B8 930 03 Twin 2 input OR gate 2.201 

B8 940 01 Twin emitter fell ower 2EF1 

B8 940 02 Twin inverter amplifier 2IA1 

B8 940 03 Twin emitter follower 2EF2 

B8 940 05 Twin inverter amplifier 2IA2 

B8 940 00 Emitter follower/inverter EF1/Ul 
amplifier 

B8 950 00 Pulse shaper PS1 

B8 950 01 One shot multivibrator one OS1 

B8 950 03 One shot multivibrator two OS2 
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APPENDIX 2 

The time code bit word 

Bits 1 to 3; 

opening identity 1 0 1 

Bits 4 and 5; 

coarse time code 

Bits 6 to 21; 

seconds 

minutes 

quarter 
hours 

system time. 

4 5 

1 0 

0 1 

1 1 

(a) Unit second or minute counter 

BIT NO. 9/15 8/14 

0 0 0 
1 0 0 
2 0 0 
3 0 0 
4 0 1 
5 0 1 
6 0 1 
7 0 1 
8 1 0 
9 1 0 

10 1 0 
11 1 1 
12 1 1 
13 1 1 
14 1 1 

15 = 0 0 0 
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7/13 6/12 

0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 
0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 
0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 
0 0 



(b) Fifteen second or minute counter 

BIT NO. 11/17 10/16 

0 0 0 

1 0 1 

2 1 0 

3 1 1 

4=0 0 0 

(c) Twelve hour counter 

BIT NO. 21 20 19 18 

0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 1 

2 0 0 1 0 

3 0 0 1 1 

4 0 1 0 0 

5 0 1 0 1 

6 0 1 1 0 

7 0 1 1 1 

8. 1 1 0 • .. (ll 

9 1 1 0 1 

10 1 1 1 0 

1:1 1 1 1 1 

12 i 0 0 0 0 0 

Bits 22 and 23; 

closure identity 0 1 

Note that the reset state 'O' corresponds to a lit tube or the absence 

sf a hole on punched paper tape. 
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APPENDIX 3 

The punch control lode 

(a.) The logic punch cycle 

The arrival ot a synchronizing pulse from the punch triggers the 

following sequence of logic:-

A decision is made as to the state of the 'new information' 

register, and this decision is made and held at one point (the 

decision register) to avoid mixed operation, 

EITHER No new information available for punching ( 1 new 

information' register is RESET), so suppress code 

and feed pulses and suppress aqy changes of the 

control bistables. 

OR New information available for punching ('new 

information register is BEf), so generate feed 

and code pulses. 

If at the end of the feed pulse the 'new sample' 

register is already RESET, then RESET the 'new 

information 1 register. 

After delay, RESE.~ 'new sample' register. If this 

register was BOt already in the RESET s;tate, apply 

single shift pulse to line B. 

(b) The punching of one sample, 

When the replay logic AND gates close, the replay logic registers 

contain information bits. After a short nominal delay ~ at the end ~ 

the second punc}l cycle of the previous sample {as indicated by the 

RESET of the 'new information' register), whichever comes later, apply 

two shift pulses to lines .A1, A2 and B, thus transferring the inferma-

tion into the 1 await punch' and 1 punoh' registers;, Then SET both the 
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'new sample' register and the 'new iuf'crmation' register. 

After some time a synchronizing pulse from the punch triggers a 

'logic punch cycle', with the following action:

Punch first character 

RESET •new sample' register 

Shift character from 'await puneh' register 

into 'punch' register. 

After a further ten milliseconds, a second synchr0nizing pulse triggers 

a 'logic punch cycle', with the following action:-

Pune)l second character 

RESET 'new information' register. 

It is possible that after a further ten milliseconds a third 

synchronizing pulse will eccur before the replay logic AND gates close am1 

before the next sample is available. This pulse (aey any subsequent 

similar pulses) trigger a 'logic punch cycle' duriDg which the cede and 

feed pulses are suppressed and the 'new iuf'oma.tion' and 'new sample' 

registers remain in the BESET state. 
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APPENDIX 4 

The addressing of subscripted Algol var:l.ables using Machine Code 

The addresses of subscripted variables ~ be calculated using 

the following standard functions:-

address (A) the address of the first element of the arra:y A. 

lowbound (A, I)- the declared lower subscript bound for the Ith 

subscr:l.pt position from the left in the array A. 

raDge (A, I) the number of values in the range of the Ith 

subscript position from the left in the arra::T A. 

Then the address of the variable A(I) is 

I - lowbound (A, 1) + address (A), 

and the address of the variable A (I, J) is 

(I - lowbound (A, 1)) x range (A, 2) + J - lowbound (A, 2) + address (A; 

The values of lowbounds and range are knewn numericilly from the a.rr83" 

declarations, so a numerical formula in terms of I, J and address (A) can 

be derived. 

The machine code instructions to extract an element from an address x 

and give its value to the identifier y are 

00 X 1 30 0 

2 0 y 0 0 0 0 ' 

and to replace such an identifier within an array are 

3 0 y 0 0 0 0 

00x1200. 
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APPENDIX 5 

Precompiled packages 

Two precompiled packages for Elliott 80 3 Algol are used in the 

data processing programmes, and the functions of the procedure calls 

used will be briefly described here. 

(a) 803 .ALGOL FILM PACKAGE, which is designed to facilitate the 

use 0f the film backing store. 

procedure locate (n, h) searches for block n on film handler h. 

procedure filmread (a, h) reads an array a from the film on 

handler h. 

procedure filmwrite. (a,h) 

procedure in block (a,i~h) 

procedure outblook (a~i~h) 

procedure blocknumber 

writes an array a on to the film on 

handler h. 

reads one block of 64 elements from 

the film on handler h into store, 

where i is the position of the first 

element of the block in the ~· 

writes one block on to film as above. 

assigns the address of the last block 

read or written to the integer block 

number. 

(b) GRAPH PLOTTER PACKAGE - D P 1 this is an early version of an 

'9DPUblished programme by J. Roper (University of Durham) for producing 

output for the Benson-Lehner digital plotter. 

The identifiers PENX and PENY contain the co-ordinates of the pe11 

in pletter increments of 0.005 inches. 

The procedures used in the data processing programmes are:-
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procedure origin (Xo, Y0 ) sets the origin for all further 

procedure calls at the point X0 , Y0 , where X0 and Y0 

are in inches, relative to the position of the pen 

at the time of' the origin call. 

procedure plot (A, B, N, scale, SR) - the first N points 'given b,y the 

a~s A(x) and B(y) are plotted using the symbOl 

specified by the string SR and scaled up by the 

factor 'scale'. There are three possible· symbols; 

the decimal point, which cannot be scaJ.ed; the p:lus 

sign which is .01" wide for scale 1; the multiply 

sign which has arms 0.005" long for scale 1. 

procedures x axis (X, Y, step, N) andy axis (X, Y, step, N) -

starting at the point X, Y, an axis is drawn which 

is made up of N stepped intervaJ.s each 'step 1 

inches long. 

procedures write x (X, Y, scale, SR) and write y (X, Y, scale, SR) -

starting at the point X, Y, the message inside the 

string SR will be drawn in the horizontal or vertical 

direction with each character scaled up by the 

factor 'soaJ.e 1 
• 
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APPENDIX 6 

Range and delay distance programme 

Pu;:pose 

Given an array configuration defined by an array reference point 

and ten geophone locations on a local rectilinear x - y grid, where y 

corresponds approximately to North, the latitude and longtitude of the 

array reference point and of a series of shot points, then calculate 

.for each shot point the range R (kilometres), the azimuth Z (degrees) 

.from the array, and the delay distances (in the units of the local 

grid) relative to reference point of the ten geophone locations. The 

wavefront at the array is assumed to be plane• Denote the eastward 

deviation in minutes of the y direction from North by X, and give all 

latitudes North and longtitudes West. -

Flow diagram 

Read X and array reference point latitude and longti tude. 

+ 
Calculate parameters of array reference point. 

I 
Read array- reference point co-ordinate and ten station 

co-ordinates (x, y) on local grid in channel order. 
t 

...---- Read shot point location latitude and loiJgtitude 
I 

Calculate parameters of shot point location 
t 

Calculate r&Ilge, cos Z, sin Z 
I 

Evaluate Z betw.een 0 and 360 degrees 
I 

Print l:l (range in degrees) , R, Z. 
t 

Calculate and print challnel delay distances 
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Data tp;pe 

X (minutes) 

array ref'. degrees minutes (Lat N) degrees minutes (Long W) 

array ref'. Xo Yo 

Channel 1 xt y1 
II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

rt II 

Channel 10 x10 Y10 

shot points degrees minutes (Lat N) degrees minutes (Long w) 

It II II II 

II II II II 

II II It II 

II II II II 

II II II II 

degrees J;linutes degrees minutes 
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A. Lucas Range and array delay distance calculation; 

begin!!!! degree, mins, lat, long, A,B,C,D,E,G,H,K,AD,BD,CD,x, y,xb,yb,angle, 
cangle,sangle,dangle,x,z,m,n,t,R,cZ,sZ; 

inter;er k; 
array AA[l:2,1:10]; 
switch ss::Ll,L2,L3; 
read X,degree,mins; 
I;ti:(degree~ins/60)/57.29578; 
lat::arctan(0.993277*tan(lat)); 
read degree,mins; 
~:=(degree~ins/60)/57.29578; 
A:=cos(lat)*cos(long); 
B:=-cos(lat)*sin(long); 
C:=sin(lat); 
D::-sin(long); 
E:=-cos(long); 
G:=sin(lat)*cos(long); 
H:=-sin(lat)*sin(long); 
K::-cos(lat); 
read x,y; 
for k::l step 1 until 10 ~ ~ AA[l,k], AA[2,k]; 
Ll:read degree,mins; 
lat~egree~ins/60)/57.29578; 
lat::arctan(0.993277*tan(lat)); 
read degree,mins; 
~::(degree+mins/60)/57 029578; 
AD:=cos(lat)*cos(long); 
BD:=-cos(lat)*sin(long); 
CD::sin(lat); 

cangle:=A*AD+B*BD+C*CD; 
angle:=arccos(cangle); 

R::angle*6371 0 22; 
sangle:=sin(angle); 
angle::angle*57.28&78; 
sZ::((AD-D)t2+CiD-E)t2+CDt2-2)/(2*sangle); 
cZ:=(<AD-G)t2+(BD-R)f2+(CD-K)t2-2)/(2•sangle); 
Z:=arcsin(sz); 
if sz>o and cZ> 0 then Z:=Z else 
U sz> O""";;d cz<o the'i Z:=3.i'ii59-Z else 
if sz<o ~cz<o t~Z:=3.14159-Z e~ 
If sz<o 8.id cz>O ~ z: =6.28318+Z ;
ti"=Z*57 .29578;- -
print angle,sameline,R,t; 
m:=4.712389-Z+X*2.9089ro-4; 
!! abs (m)<5r5 .2£ abs (3 .14159-m)<5r5 .!!!2 go to L2; 
if abs<m-1.57079)<5m-5 or abs(m+1.57079)<6,.o-5 
--.2!: abs(4.71238-m)<5w-s-~ goto L3; 
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ml=tan(m); 
nl:::m+l/m; 
sZa=sin(z-x•2.9089w-4); 
!2,t kl=l step 1 Wltil 10 S,g, 
besin xb:=<m*x+AA[11 k]/m+AA[2 1 k]-y)/n; 

yb::(m*AA[21 k]+y/m+AA[l 1 k]-x)/n; 
t:=sqrt((x-xb)f2+(y-yb)f2); 

~; 
goto Ll; 

if abs(sz-<xb-x)/t)<lw-5 then t:=-t; - -print aligned(6,1) 1 t; 

L2:!2!:, kl=1 stel1 Wltil 10 S,g, 
begin t:=sZ* x-AA[1 1 k]); 

print aligned(6,1) 1 t; 
end· _, 
goto Ll; 

L3:!2!:, k::1 step 1 Wltil 10 S,g, 
begin t:=cZ*(y-AA[21 k]); 

Erint aligned(61 1)1 t; 
end• _, 
goto L1; 

end· _, 
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APPENDIX 7 

Programme I - paper tape ipput 

Purpose 

The function of this programme is to read in punched paper tape 

generated by the seismic repl8Jf system, check for si%J8l.e errors, and, 

optionally, calculate the average and standard deviation of each 

channel and write the 'second blocks' of data on to film starting 

at block (nnO + 75. nnS). 

Control 

The action of the programme during a 'second block' is controlled 

by the state of the keyboard at the start of the 'second block'. 

These controls are:-

4096 DOWN to suppress time code bit zero test. 

2048 DOWN to suppress system pari. ty check. 

1024 DOWN to by-pass channel identity shift register. 

512 DOWN to suppress calculations of means and standard deviatio:ns. 

256 DOWN to suppress :film output. 

With all the functions in, it takes ten minutes to process, a second 

of data. The options are provided to give speedier operation at the cost 

of less checks. 

Data tpe 

(a) zero signal levels for channels 1 to 10. 

(b) If 256 UP, ililO and DDS 

(c) Seismic data tapes. 

Specimen data tape used for simulation 

514 513 517 521 519 545 512 551 527 535 

100 0 

then simulated seismic data tape. 
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Flow diagram of programme I 

Set initial values. 

t 
Read zero signal levels for channels 1 to 10. 

I 
Read key beard and set central parameters. 

t 
Calculate array parameters 

I 
+~--P1A Read charatter 

:-======if blank tape go to P1A, else go to P1B 

f P1 Read :rirst I character 

t__J__+ P1B Test new sf.p1e bit of presumed first character 

L_ ----- if test fails, wait, then go to P1 • 

P8 

[~ 
P3 

P4 

t 
Read second character 

I 
Advance counters by one sample ( 2 characters) 

y 
Extract channel identity bit 

I 
If keyboard 3 /1024, put C.I. bit into C.I. shi:ft register. 

t 
Test C.I. bit 

I 
If C.I. all right, go to P3 

t 
Tr.y to re-establish channel identit,y 

I 
Test whether near second marker 

I 

Extract time code bit 
put into shif't register 
and set MARKER equal to 
register 

Start forming sample 

If 4096 down go to P4 
extract T.C.B. 
if '1 ',, message and wait 

r 

t
.------It 2048 do~, go to P7 

Check system parity bit L-----+ 
t4S 



P7 
t 

Complete formation.of sample in WORKSTORE 
I 

x = WORKSTORE - ZEROX (p) 
t 

L
if 512 down, go to P9 

Advanc~ n(p), add sx(p) and sxx(p) 

P9 AA (51 + m, ciring) = x 
t 

If second marker overdue, print warning and wait. 
I 

t-----E-~----If MARKER~ TRIG (i.e. not second MARKER), go to P1. 
t 

Second detected:-
! 

Set detected second parameters (delci, lastci). 
t 

If second marker premature, print warning and wait. 
I 

If total character count e~als second character count 

(i.e •. first second marker), go to P5. 

Output second data, indicating whether perfect second. 
t .r--- If keyboard 4 = 512, go to P1 0. 

'' L___ Calcul.{te and output n(p), mean (p), standard deviation (p). 

[

P10 If-key~oard 5 = 256, go to P5. 

Write second data on to film. 
t 

'---P5 wait 
I 

Reset second parameters, counters and indicators. 
t 

Re-examine keyboard 
I 

Set end columns of storage array to zero. 
t 

'--------GO TO P1. 
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a 1 lucas programme one ; 

begin integer tcc,isc,secerr,ciring,cishift,cierr,tcbshift, 
parrity,m,delci,lastci,perfect,char1,char2,mask,endbit,workstor, 
pcheck,time,trig,marker,p,x,r,aao,zerxo,sxo,sxxo,no,y,z, 
keybd1 1 keybd2,keybd3,keybd4 1 keybd5,cokey1,cokey2,cokey3,cokey4, 

cokey5,nnO,nns,nnf; 

~ a,b; 

integer array zerox,bb,sx,sxx,n[1:1o]; 
array mean,deviation[1:1o],aa[51:153,1:10]; 

switch ss:=p1,p1a,plb,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,p8,p9,p10; 

procedure pa~ty(word,result); 
information in word has 
parity and 1 for odd; 

comment checks to see that 
even parity. result=o for even 

integer word,result; 
begin integer n,store,count,mask; 

store:=word; 
count:=o; 
for n:=o step 1 until 6 do 
begin mask: =1 ; 

elliott(3,o,store,o,2,3,mask); 
elliott(5,1,1,o,2,o,store); 
count:=count+mask; 

~; 

mask:=1; 
elliott(3,o,mask,0,3,3,count); 
result:=count; 

~ of procedure parity; 
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procedure pattern(word,n); comment prints least significnt n bits 
of word as pattern of 1 and o; 

value n; integer word,n; 
begin integer mask,m,store1,store2; 

mask:=1; 
for m:::n-1 step -1 until 0 ~ 
begin store1:=word; 

elliott(3,o,store1,o,o,o,o); elliott(o,o,m,1,5,1,o); 
elliott(o,3,mask,o,2,o,store2); elliott(o,o,store2,1,7,4,16); 

~; 
end of procedure pattern; 

procedure channelerror; 
begin print ££l?Channel Identity error, TCC =?,tcc,keybd3, 

££l?CISHIFT register = ?; 
pattern(cishift,20); 
secerr:=cierr:=1; 
wait 

end of channelerror; 

sameline; 
endbit:=137438953471; comment =2f37-1; 
time:=7340035; trig:=5242881; 
tcc:=isc:=secerr:=ciring:=cishift:=cierr:=tcbshift:=m:=delci:= 

lastci:=perfect:=O; 
~ p:=1 step 1 until 10 do 

begin sx[p]:=sxx[p]:=n[p]:=O; 
read zerox[p]; 

~; 
wait; 
keybd 1: =4096; keybd2: =2048; keybd3: =1 024 ; keybd4: =51 2; keybd5: =256; 
elliott(o,a,o,o,7,o,o>; 
elliott(2,3,keybd1,o,2,3,keybd2); 
elliott(2,31 keybd3,o,2,3,keybd4); 
elliott(2,3,keybd5,o,o,o,o); 
aao:=address(aa); 
aao:=aa0-511; 
zerxo:=address(zerox); 
zerxo:=zerxo-1; 
sxO:=address(sx); 
sxo: =sxo-1; 
sxxo:=address(sxx); 
sxxo:=sxxo-1; 
no:=address(n); 
no:::no-1; 
if keybd5=256 then goto p1a; 
read nno,nns; 
wait; 
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p1a: elliott(o,a,o,o,7,1,o); elliott(2,o,char1,o,o,o,o); 
g char1=0 then goto p1a else goto p1b; 

pl: elliott(o,a,o,o,7,1,o); elliott(2,o,char1,o,o,o,o); 

p1b: mask:=1; 
elliott(3,o,char1,o,2,3,mask); comment mask=n.s. bit; 
if mask*1 then 
begin print ££1? New sample error, TCC :?,tcc+1; 

secerr:=1; 
wait; 
goto pl 

end-;--__ , 
elliott(o,a,o,o,7,1,o); elliott(2,o,char2,o,o,o,o>; 
tcc:=tcc+2; 
isc:=isc+2; 
ciring:=ciring+1; 
g ciring=11 then begin ciring:=1; m::::m+1 end; 
if m=101 ~ m:=100; 
mask:=2; 
elliott(3,o,mask,o,o,3,char2); 
elliott(5,1,1,o,2,o,mask); comment mask=ci bit; 
if keybd3=1024 then goto p8; 
elliott(31 0,cishift,o,o,3,endbit); 
elliott(5 1 5,1,o,2,o,cishift); comment put ci bit in cishift; 
eishift:=cishift+mask; 

p8:if eiring=2 then begin if mask=1 then goto p2 else 
channelerror end; 

p2: if eierr=o then goto p3; 
if mask*1 then begin print ££l?CIERRDR set,TCC :?,tee; 

goto p3 
~; 

print ££l?Channel now re-established, TCC =?,tee, 
££s5?CIRING =?,ciring, ££l?CISHIFT = ?; 

pattern(cishift,39); 
cierr:=O; 
ciring:=2; 

p3: if isc=tcc or isc>1940 then goto p6; 
if keybd1=4096 then goto p4; 

mask:=1; 
elliott(3,o,mask,o,o,3,char2); 
elliott(2,o,mask,o,o,o,o); comment mask=tc bit; 

if mask=o then goto p4; 
print ££l?Time code error, TCC= ?,tee; 
wait; 
goto p4; 
p6: mask:=1; 

elliott(3,o,mask,o,o,3,char2); 
elliott(a,o,mask,o,o,o,o); comment mask=tc bit; 
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elliott(3,o,tcbshift,o,o,3,endbit); elliott(5,5 1 1,o,2,o,tcbshift); 
tcbshift:=tcbshift+mask; comment put tc bit in tcbshift; 
elliott(3,o,tcbshift,o,o,3,time); 
elliott(2,o,marker,o,o,o,o); 

p4: elliott(3,0,char1,o,5,1,1); elliott(2,o,char1,0,5,1,1); 
elliott(51 51 5,o,2,o,workstor); 

if keybd2=2048 then goto p7; 
-- parity(char1,pcheck); parity(char2,parrity); 
!! pcheck+parrity=1 ~ 

print ££l?System pa-rity error, TCC=?,tcc; 
p7: elliott(3,o,char2,o,5,1,2); elliott(2,4,workstor,o,o,o,o); 
y:=zerXO+ciring; 
elliott(o,o,y,1,3,o,o); 
elliott(2,o,z,o,o,o,o); 
x:=workstor-z; 
if keybd4::512 then goto p9; 
y:=nO+ciring; 
elliott(o,o,y,1,2,2,o); 
y: ::s:XO+eiring; 
elliott(o,o,y,1,3,o,o); 
elliott(2,o,z,o,o,o,o); 
z:=z+x; 
elliott(3,o,z,o,o,o,o>; 
elliott(o,o,y,1,2,o,o); 
y:::sxxo+eiring; 
elliott(o,o,y,1,3,o,o); 
elliott(2,o,z,o,o,o,o); 
z:=z+x*x; 
elliott(3,o,z,o,o,o,o); 
elliott(o,o,y,1,21 o,o); 
p9: a:=x; 
y:=10*(51+m)+ciring+aa0; 
elliott(3,o,a,o,o,o,o); 
elliott(o,o,y,1,2,o,o); 
if isc>2010 then 

begin print ££l?No second marker, isc= ?,isc; 
wait 

~; 
if marker*trig then goto p1; 
bb[3]:=lastci; 
delci:=ciring-lastci; 
lastci:=ciring; 
bb[5]:=delci; 
if isc<1990 then -- -begin if tcc=isc ~ goto p5 _!!!! 

begin print ££l?Early second marker,ISC =?,isc;wait end 
end; 
print ££12?Second marker found£l?TCB shift register = 
pattern(tcbshift1 39); 

?• , 

print ££l?M =?1 m1 £CIRING =?,ciring1 ££s5?DELTA CI :?1 delci, 
££l?Second error register =?,secerr,££l?CI error register =?, 
cierr,££l?TCC :?,tcc,££l?ISC =?,isc; 
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if secerr=O and isc=2000 and de1ci=O then 
--begin prin~£1?Perfect-second£13??;---

perfect:=1; 
end 
!!!! begin print ££1? Not a perfect second£13??; 
perfect:=O; 

end; 
bb[ 4]: =perfect ; 
g keybd4=512 then goto p10; 
print ££14s15?n£s6?Mean£s4?Standard Deviation£1??; 
~ p:=1 step 1 until 10 d~ 

begin mean[p]:=sx[p]/n[p]; 
deviation[p]:=sqrt(sxx[p]/n[p]-mean[p]~ean[p]); 

print ££l?Channel?,digits(3),p,digits(4),n[p], 
aligned(8,2),mean[p] 1 aligned(13 1 2),deviation[p]; 

p1o: bb[2]:=tcbshift; 
if keybd5=256 then goto p5; 
nnf: =nn0+75*nns; 
print ££11?? 1 nnf; 
locate(nnf,2); 
filmwrite(bb,2); 
fi1mwrite(aa,2); 
print blocknumber; 
nns:=nns+1; 

p5: wait; 
bb[1]:=tcbshift; 
isc:=m:=secerr:=marker:=tcbshift:=perfect:=o; 

keybd1:=4096; keybd2:=2048; keybd3:=1024; keybd4:=512; keybd5:=256; 
elliott(o,s,o,o,7,o,o); 
e1liott(2,3,keybd1,o,2,3,keybd2); 
elliott(2,3,keybd3,o,2,3,keybd4); 
e11iott(2,3,keybd5,o,o,o,o); 
~ p:=1 step 1 until 10 ~ 

begin y:=510+p+aao; 
e11iott(o,o,y,1,2,6,o); 

y:=1510+p+aao; 
e1liott(o,o,y,1,2,6,o); 
y:=1520+p+aao; 
e1liott(o,o,y,1,2,6,o); 
y:=1530+p+aao; 
el1iott(o,o,y,1,2,6,o); 
sx[p]:=sxx[p]:=n[p]:=o; 

end; 
goto pl 

end of programme; 
end for film package; 
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APPENDIX 8 

Programme 2 - velocity fil teri.ng 

Purpose 

Given (ENDN - STARTN + 1) seconds of data stored on film, carry out 

velocity filtering calculations for m:1(~ 8) velocities fer given channel 

delay distances DD, given channel gains GG, and a given grouping of' 5 

RED channels and 5 BLUE channels. The computation interval is 10 nnO 

milliseconds, and the result is written back on to film. 

Control 

The following functions. are controlled from the keyboard:-

4096 DOWN suppresses optional printing of each completed 

ADD and MULTIPLY 

2048 DOWN by-passes the velocity filtering calculation. 

The second function is necessary if it is required to use programme 

three to plot the channel inputs only. 

Data tape 

TNN 

DD(1) 

GG(1) 

STARTN ENDN 

DD( 10) 

GG( 10) 

nno 

RED( 1) BLUE( 1) RED(2) BLUE(2) RED(3) BLUE(}) RED(4) BLUE(4) 
RED(5) ~UE(5) 

nv1 

VV(1) VV(nv1). 

Specimen data tape used for simulation 

100 0 1 2 

1500 1200 900 600 300 0 -300 -600 -900 -1200 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

6 

4 5 6 7 8 9 
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Flow diagram of Programme 2 

Read keyboard 
t 

Read TNN, STARTN, ENDN, NNO 
I 

r------ If keyboard 2 • 2048, g<~ to P10 
r 

Read DD(p) 
I 

Read GG(p) 
t 

Read RED( j) and BLUE( j) 
I 

Read nv1 
t 

P10 Inner block declarations 
I 

,..------- If keyboard 2 • 2048, set nv1 to 1 and go to P8 

t 
Read tuning velocities 

I 
Set address constants 

t 
Set end blocks of process array to zero 

t 
For each second to be processed, read arr&'3 AA from film, 

multiply elements by GG(p) , and re-write on to film. 
I 

...---- P8 For each tuning velocity 
t 

.--------For each second 
t 

Read control array BB from film 
I 

...----If keyboard 2 = 2048 then go to P7 
t 

Read new AA. and control array EE from film 
I 

If first second or it DELCI ~ 0, calculate 

66(p), NNP(p), MAX, MIN, To, T2 

"' P7 If first velocity, print STARTIME 

else cheCk continuity with previous second 
I 

1 
If k;yboard 2 = 2048, go to P9 

If first second, go to P3 
I 

from t = to to t = t2:-

,J, 
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t 
complete velocity filtering calculations 

started at the end of the previous second, 

and store result in .ADDMUL. 
t 

from t = t 2 + 1 to t = t 3 - 1 : 

carry out complete velocity :filtering 

calculations., and store result in ADDMUL. 

t 
from t = t 3 to t = t 1 : 

store results of incomplete calculations 

in DDDRED and DDDBLUE. 
t 

'Store to, t 2 and velocity in EE. 
I 

Write ADDMUL on to film 
r 

P9 I£ first velocity, store programme parameters in EE 
I 

Re-write control arrS\1 EE 

t 
End of second loop 

t 
Read keyboard I 

t 
End of velocity loop, 

t 
End of programme. 
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Ao Lucas Programme 2; 

begin real ggg,ff,fff,xred,xblue,zzz,ddred,ddblue,redaa,blueaa; 
integer cokey1,keybd1,keybd2,keybd3, 

tnnf,ttnnf,tnn,startn,en~1 nnO,nv1,nvv,nvvv, 
p,i,j,y,r,s,z,t,q,ll,rr,mm,nn,tt,jj,kk,nb,max, 
min,admulo,sectotal,vc,to,t1,t2,t3,endtime, 
inred1 inblue,redcc,bluecc,rednnp,bluennp,aaO, 
nnpO,cco,redO,blueo,redoo,blueoo; 

real array aa[-50:251,1:1o],dddred,dddblue[o:150], 
addmul[1:2,-5o:1o1],dd1 gg[1:1o]; 

integer array red,blue[1:5],nnp,bb,cc[1:1o],ee[1:4,1:12]; 
switch sss:=p10; 
procedure pattern(word,n); value n; integer word,n; 

begin integer mask,m,store1,store2; 
mask:=1; 
for m::::n-1 step -1 until 0 do 
begin store1:=word; 
elliott(3,o,store1,o,o,o,o); 
elliott(o,o,m,1,5,1,o); 
elliott(0 1 3,mask,o,2,o,store2); 
elliott(o,o,store2,1,7,4,16); 
~; 

cokey1Z=4096; 
keybdl:;;;;-4096; 
keybd2:=2048; 
keybd3:=1024; 
wait; 
elliott(o,a,o,o,7,o,o); 
elliott(2,3,keybd1,o,2,3,keybd2); 
elliott(2,3,keybd3,o,o,o,o); 
~ tnn9 startn,endn,nno; 
sectotal:=endn-startn+1; 
!! keybd2=2048 ~ goto p10; 
wait; 
~ p:=1 step 1 until 10 ~read dd[p]; 
wait; 
for p:=1 step 1 until 10 d~ read gg[p]; 
wait; 
for p:=1 step 1 until 5 do read red[p] 1 blue[p]; 
wait; 
read nv1; 
11:=100/nnO; 
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if ll*nnO*lOO then begin print££14?nno invalid?; 
wait; 
~; 

p10: begin real array vv[1:nv1]; 
witch ss:=p1,p2,p3 1 p4 1 p5,p6,p7,p8,p9; 

procedure sum; 
begin ddred:=ddblue:=o; 

tt:=t*nn0+51; 
~ p:=1 step 1 ~ 5 do 

begin y:=p+redo; 

end· __ , 

elliott(o,o,y,1,3,o,o); 
elliott(2,o,inred,o,o,o,o); 
y:::p+blueo; 
elliott(o,o,y,1,3,o,o); 
elliott(2,o,inblue,o,o,o,o); 
y:=nnpO+inred; 
elliott(o,o,y,1,3,o,o); 
elliott(2,o,rednnp,o,o,o,o); 
y:=nnpO+inblue; 
elliott(o,o,y,1,3,o,o); 
elliott(2,o,bluennp,o,o,o,o); 
y:=checki(10*(rednnp+tt)+inred+aao); 
elliott(o,o,y,1,3,o,o); 
elliott(2,o,redaa,o,o,o,o); 
y:=checki(lO*(bluennp+tt)+inblue+aaO); 
elliott(o,o,y,1,3,o,o); 
elliott(2,o,blueaa,o,o,o,o); 
ddred:=ddred+checkr(redaa); 
ddblue:=ddblue+checkr(blueaa); 
end; 

procedure add and multiply; 
begin y:=jj+t; 

fff:=ddred+ddblue; 
elliott(3,o,fff 0 o,o,o,o); 
elliott(o,o,y,1,2,o,o); 
ff:=ddred*ddblue; 
ff:=sqrt(abs(ff))*sign(ff); 

if keybdl=O ~hen print ££11??,vc,nb,t,fff,ff; 
y:=kk+t; 

end• __ , 
elliott(3,o,ff,o,o,o,o); 
elliott(o,o,y,1,2,o,o); 

sameline; digits(4); freepoint(4); 
!! keybd2=2048 then begin nv1:=1; 

goto p8; 
end; 

for p:=1 step 1 until nv1 ~ ~ vv[p]; 
aao:=address(aa)+499; 
aao:=checki(aao); 
nnpo:=address(nnp)-1; 
cco:=address(cc)-1; 
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admulO:=address(addmul)-102; 
jj: =1 52+admulo ; 
kk:=304+admulo; 
redo::address(red)-1; 
blueo:=address(blue)-1; 
redoo:=address(dddred); 
blueoo:=address(dddblue); 
for i:=-500 step 10 until 500 do 

begin ~ j: =1 step 1 until 1 0 do 
begin y:=i+j+aaO; 

elliott(o,o,y,1,2,6,o); 

end; 
for i:=1510 step 10 until 2510 ~ 

begin for j:=1 step 1 until 10 ~ 
begin y:=i+j+aao; 

elliott(o,o,y,1,2,6,o); 
end· __ , 

tnnf:=tnn+75*startn+1; 
for i:=1 step 1 until sectotal do begin 
locate(tnnf,2); 
r:=1011; 
for p:=1 step 1 until 16 ~ 

begin inblock(aa,r,2); 
r:=r+64; 

end; 
for p:=1 step 1 until 10 do 

begin ggg:=gg[p]; 
for q:=510 step 10 until 1520 do 
begin y:=q+p+aao; 
----- elliott(o,o,y,1,3,o,o); 

elliott(2,o,zzz,o,o,o,o); 
zzz:=zzz*ggg; 
elliott(3,o,zzz,o,o,o,o); 
elliott(o,o,y,1,2,o,o); 

end• __ , 
end• __ , 

r:=1011; 
for p:=1 step 1 until 16 do 

begin outblock(aa,r,2); 
r:=r+64; 

end; 
print ££12? blocknumber?,blocknumber; 
tnnf: =tnnf+75; 

p8: for vc:=1 step 1 until nv1 d£ begin 
tnnf:=tnn+75*startn-75; 

for nb:=1 step 1 until sectotal do begin 
tnnf:=tnnf+75; 

locate(tnnf,2); 
filmread(bb, 2) ; 

!,! keybd2=2048 then goto p7; 
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ttnnf:=tnnf+17; 
locate(ttnnf,2); 
r:=1011; 
~ p:=l step 1 until 16 ~ 

begin inblock(aa,r,2); 
r:=r+64; 

~; 
ttnnf:=tnnf+73; 
locate(ttnnf,2); 
filmread(ee,2); 

!! keybd1=0 ~print ££11?testee?,blocknumber; 

if nb=1 or bb[5]*0 then begin 
if bb[3];;0 then s:;;-8lse s::bb[3]+1; 
for p:=1 step 1 until 10 do 

if s>p ~ cc[p]:=1 !!!! cc[p]:=O; 
max: =nin: =o; 
~ j:=1 step 1 until 10 ~ 
begin rr:=entier(0.1*(dd[j]/vv[vc]-18+s-j)); 

if rr-cc[j]>max then max:=rr-cc[j]; 
if rr-cc[j]<min ~ min:=rr-cc[j]; 
up[j]:=rr; -

~; 
print££11?max?,max,£min?,min; 

if max>45 or min<-45 then - -begin print ££13? delay overflow?; 
wait; 

~; 
to:=entier((~ax-1)/nn0)+1; 

t2:=entier((-min)/nnO); 
end of compound statement; 

checks(£t set?); 
p7: if vc=1 then begin if nb=l ~begin print ££12?starttime?; 

pattern(bb[1],23); 
end 

else if endtime*bb[1]~ 
begin print ££13?time continuity error £s4?endtime?; 

pattern(endtime1 23); 
wait; 

~; 
end of statement; 
if keybd2=2048 ~ goto p9; 

t1:=t2+11; 
t~:=tO+ll; 
mm:=ll+redOO; 
nn:=ll+blueoo; 
!! nb=l ~ g)to p3; 

checks(£stage 1? ; 
~ t:=to step 1 until t2 do 

begin sum; 
y:=mn+t; 
elliott(o,o,y,1,3,o~o); 
elliott(2,o,xred,o,o,o,o); 
y:=nn+t; 
elliott(o,o,y,1,3,o,o); 
elliott(2,o,xblue,o,o,o,o); 
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ddred:=rldred+checkr(xred); 
ddblue:=ddblue+checkr(xblue); 
add and multiply; 

~; 
p3: for t:=t2+1 step 1 until t3-1 do 

begin sum; 
add and multiply; 

end; 
checks(£stage 2 complete?); 
~ t:=t3 step 1 until t1 do 
begin sum; 

y:=redOO+t; 
elliott(a,o,ddred,o,o,o,o); 
elliott(o,o,y,1,2,o,o); 
y:·=blueOO+t; 
elliott(3,0,ddblue,o,o,o,o); 
elliott(o,o,y,1,2,o,o); 

~; 
checks(£stage 3 complete?); 

ee[1,vc]:=to; 
ee[2,vc]:=t2; 
ee[3,vc]:=vv[vc]*1000; 
ttnnf:=tnnf+vc*5+28; 
locate(ttnnf,2); 
filmwrite(addmul,2); 
if keybd1=0 ~print £test 4?1 blocknumber; 
p9: !! vc=1 then begin 
endtime:=bb[2]; 

ee[4, 1] :=nb-1; 
ee[4 1 2]:=bb[1]; 
ee[4 1 3]:=bb[2]; 

checks(£vc one?); 
ee[4,4]:=bb[4]; 

ee[4,5]:=nv1; 
ee[4,6]:=nno; 
ee[4 1 7] :=11; 
ee[4, 8]: =tnn; 
ee[4, 9] :=startn; 
ee[4, 10] :=endn; 
ee[4,11]:=bb[3]; end; 
ttnnf:=tnnf+73; 
locate(ttnnf,2); 

filmwrite(ee,2); 
print ££12?ee blocknumber?, blocknumber; 

checks(£end of nb loop?); 
end of nb loop; 

elliott(o,s,o,o,7,o,o); 
elliott(o,3,cokey1,o,2,0,keybd1); 

checks(£end of vc loop?); 

end of vc loop; 
end of inner block; 
end of programme; 
end for film; 
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APPENDIX 9 

Programme 3 - graph plotter output 

Purpose 

The function of the programme is to produce digital plotter output 

of the input signals, sum functions ~or cross-correlation functions 

for the processed data ste~tred on film in second blocks starting at 

(TNN. + 75. NST.ART). The last second block starts at block (TNN + 75. NEND). 

One second corresponds to OURSTEP inches of the x - axis of the graph. The 

parameters GAINADD and GAINMULT for each velocity and GAINCHANNEL for each 

of the ten channels are used to scale the plotter output. 

Control 

The following control is exercised by the keyboard. 

4096 DOWN te suppress plot of ADD function 

2048 DOWN to suppress plot of MULTIPLY function 

1024 DOWN to suppress plot 0f CHANNEL INPUT functions 

Prec•iled package 

Precompiled packages have a limited size and a special precompiled 

unit containing the standard graph plotter package and as JDa.Izy" procedures 

as possible from the film package has to be .used. The remaining film 

procedures are included in the programme and are translated after the 

programme declarations. 

Output 

This early version of the graph plotter package gives 5 hole plotter 

output on channel· one. The programme is written to give all other output 

on channel three (eight hole). 
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Scaling 

The internal scaling (for uni.ty gain parameters) is such that 

for ADD, '!: 6,000 gives ± 0.4 inches, 

for MULTIPLY :!: 3,000 gives ! 0.4 inches, 

and for CHAr.lN.EL INPUTS ! 600 gives ! 0.6 inches. 

Timing 

It takes an hour and a quarter to produce the paper tape required 

to plot figures 2a, 29 and 30. 

Data tape 

if 4096 UP 

if 2048.UP 

if 1024 UP 

TNN NSTARL' 

G.AINADD ( 1 ) 

G.AINMULT( 1) 

NEND 

GAINADD(2) 

G.AINMULT ( 2) 

OUBSTEP 

•.....•.. 
••••••• 

GAINADD( nv1) 

GAINMULT( nv1) 

CH.tmNEL G.AIN( 1 ) CHANNEL G.AIN( 2) • • • CHANNEL GAIN( 1 0) • 

Specimen d4ta tape used for simulation (figures 28, 29, 30). 

100 

1 

1 

1 1 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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Flow diagram of programme 3 

......----P4 Read TNN, NST.ART, NEND, OURSTEP. 
t 

Read EE of first second from film and read veloci. ty filtering 

parameters 
I 

Inner block declarations 

t 
Set values of to, t 2, for each velocity W. 

I 
Read keyboard 

t 
Print STARL'TIME, VV(p) 

I 
.------- If keyboard 1 = 4096 then go to P1 

t 
Set counters to initial values depending on whether fi.rst 

second to be plotted was the first second to be 

velocity-filtered or not. 

t 
Read GAINADD for each velocity. 

I 
Punch tape for ADD graph frame. 

t 
.---For each second 

t 
r------ For each velocity 

I 
Read ADDMUL from film 

t 
Plot :function ADD on graph, going 

alternately from left to right and from 

right to left fer successive velocities • 
. t 

End for each velocity 
t 

If first second, reset initial values. 
I 

.__ __ EDd for each second 

t 
If keyboard 2 = 2048 go to P2 I . ';:::==P1 

Set counters to initial values. 
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1. 

• 

P2 

4 

.. ~ 

P3 

t 
Read GAINMOLT for each velocit,y. 

I 
Punch tape for MULTIPLY graph frame 

t 
-For each second 

I 
---For each veleci ty 

+ 
Read ADD:MUL from film. 

I 
Plot fUDCtion MULTIPLY (a.s above for ADD). 

t 
---End for each velocity 

t 
If first second, reset initial values. 

t 
End for each second. 

t 
If keyboard 3 • 1024 go to P3 

I 
Read GAINCHANNEL for channels 1 to 10. 

t 
Punch tape for CHANNEL :rnPU'X graph frame. 

r 
·For each second 

t 
Read AA from film 

t 
---For each of ten channels 

t 
Plot iJJput signal available in second block 

of' data 

l 
---End for each channel 

-.1:.ud for etch second 

t 
Read EE for last second 

t 
Print ENDTIME and check continuity of' last second 

with the first second 

t 
W.UT 

t 
$o to P/.f.-
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A.L.Lucas. Programme 3- Graph plotter output; 

b!gin!!!! x,y,step1 ourstep1 tend1 xx0 interval1 zeroy0gain,signal; 
integer x01 yO,n,scale1 nn1 nnn1 p1 qq1 tnn,nstart,nend1 tnnf, 

starttime,nv10 nn01 111 oldtnn,startn,endn1 q,pp,cokeyl, 
cokey2,cokey3 1 cokey40 keybd10 keybd21 keybd30 keybd41 xx0 1 
ww,s,t,r,v,addO,multO,u,z,j,aaO,lastci,first,endtime; 

!!!! array b1 a[l:l01] 1 gainchannel[l:l0] 1 aa[51:1531 1S10]; 
integer array ee[1:41 1:12] 1 aaa[1:10]; 
switch ssssi:=p4; 
procedure pattern(word1 n); value n; integer word1 n; 

begin integer mask1 m,storel,store2; ' 
mask:=l; 

!2!'. m:=n-1 step -1 until 0 _!!2. 
begin store11=word; 

·· elliott(3,01 store1 11 01 01 0 1 0); 
elliott(o,o,m,1,5,1 1 0); 
elliott(01 31 mask1 01 21 0 1 store2); 
elliott(o,o,store2,11 71 4,4112); 

end• -· 
punch(3);sameline; 

end· _, 

p4: .£!.!;!! tnn, nstart, nend, ourstep; 
nn:=nend-nstart+l; 
tnnf:=tnn+75*nstart+73; 
locate(tnnf1 2); 
filmread(ee,2); print £211? blocknumber?, blocknumber; 
start time: :ee [ 4, 2li 
nv1S=ee[41 5]; 
nn0t=ee[4,6]; 
ll:=ee[41 7]; 
oldtnn::ee[41 8]; 
startnt:ee[40 9]; 
endn:=ee[41 10]; 
if oldtnn:F tnn then -- --begin print ££13?-tnn error?, tnn,oldtnn; 

wait; 
~; 

if endn<nend then - -begin print ££13? future time continuity error £11??1 endn,nend; 
wait; 

~; 
begin real ..,ar;,;;;,;;;,r-.ay .. vv[l:nv1] 0 addmul[1:2,-50:101] 1 

gainadd1 gainmult[1tnvl]; 
integer array ttO,tt2 1 tt5,ttt[l:nv1]; 
switch sEif:pl,p2,p3; 
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procedure frame1(nn1 ourstep8 nnn,x0); 
:i!.!! ourstep; integer nn, nnn, xO; 
belin switch sss:=p11 1 pl2; 

origin(xO-penx/2001 -peny/200); 
xaxis(21 .11 ourstep1 nn); 
tendl=2+ourstep•nn; 
:xxa::tend+l; 
writex(xx,O.l 1 51 £seconds?); 
~ pp::l step 1 until 10 ~ be_I{~P. a[pp] ::tend; 

. b[pp]1=-.5+pp; 
.!.!!!!,; 

p1ot(a1 b1 101 108 £+?); 
:xx:=tend+0.4; qq:=1; 

p121 writex(xx,9.41 51 £10?); 
writex(xx,s.4,51 £9?); 
writex(xx,7.41 51 £S?); 
writex(xx1 6.41 51 £7?); 
writex(xx1 5.41 51 £6?); 
writex(xx,4.48 5 1£5?); 
writex(xx,3.41 5,£4?); 
writex(xx,2.41 51 £3?); 
writex(xx,1.41 51 £2?); 
writex(xx,o.4,5,£1?); 
.!,! qq:O then 1oto pll ; 

step:=-ourstep; 
xaxis(tend1 9.91 step1 nn); 
qq::O; xx:=l.5; 
goto p12; 

plll for pp::l step 1 until 10 S,g, a[pp]:=2; 
plot(a1 b1 101 101 £+?); 
if nnn=O then 
b;gin writexC-1 1 71 6,£ sum(t)?); 

writex(-1 1 6.51 61 £ for?); 
writex(-11 61 61 £different?); 
writex(-1,5.51 6 1 £ tuning?); 
writex(-1 1 51 61 £velocities?); 

.!!!!!,; 
if nnn=l then 
b,;lin writex(-2,7 1 61 £ cross?); 

end• ..,....., 

writex(-21 6.51 61 £ correlation?); 
writex(-2 1 61 6 1 £time function?); 
writex(-2 1 5.5,6,£for different?); 
writex(-21 51 6,£ tuning?); 
writex(-2,4.5 1 6,£ velocities?); 

if nnn=2 then 
begin~itexC-l;i;6,£channel?); 

writex(-1 1 6 1 6 1 £ input?); 
writex(-1,51 61 £signals?); 

end• 
~· ,!.!l! of procedure ; 
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!2!: pl=1 step 1 until nv1 .!!2, 
begin tt0[p]s=ee[1,p]; 

tt2[p]s:ee[2 1 p]; 
vv[p]S:ee[3,p]/1000; 

,!A«!; 
keybd1:=4096; keybd2:=2048; 
keybd3S=1~4; keybd4:=512; 
penx:=peny::O; 
wait; 
elliott(o,e,o,o,7,0,0); 
elliott(2 1 31 keybd11 01 2,3,keybd2); 
el1iott(21 31 keybd31 01 2,31 keybd4); 

print££13? startttme?; pattern(startttme1 23); 
,!2!: p:=l step 1 until nv1 !2, print ££11??1 vv[p]; 
x0:=3; tendi=O; · 

lastcis:ee[4,11]; 
if lastci:lO then first:=l else first::lastci+l; - - ---!2!: p:=l stee. 1 until 10 ,!!2 
if p(first then aaa[p]l:10 else aaa[p]I=O; 
l;terval:=o~ep/11; ----
~ pl=l step 1 ~~~1 nv1 ~ tt5[p]S=tt0[p]+ll-1; 
.!! keybd1=4096 ~ g~tp p1; 
!! nstart=startn J.!!.2, l2.!'. p::1 step 1 until nv1 ,!!2 ttt[p]:=tt2[p] 

+1 
else for pl=1 )teR 1 until nv1 S2 ttt[p]I=O; 

addO::;dd;ess(addmul +50; 
,!2!: p:=1 step 1 until nv1 S2 
be&in!!!! g&inadd[p]; 

· gainadd[p]:=gainadd[p]*2w-4/3; 
~; 
framel(nn,ourstep1 01 x0); 
,!2.!:. q:=l step 1 until nn ,!2 
begin xx0:=2-ourstep+q*ourstep; 

tnnf:=tnn+75*(nstart-1+q)+33; 
locate(tnnf1 2); 
'W'WI=+l j 

!2,t pl=1 step 1 until nvl !2, 
besin gain:=gainadd[p]; rl=ttt[p]; 

zeroy:=-.5+p; vl=tt5[p]; 
s:=1; 
filmread(addmu1 1 2); 
if ww=+1 then - --bel(in ~ ti=r step 1 until v S2 

begin a[sh=t*interval+xxO; 
z:=t+addO; 
elliott(o,o,z,1,31 01 0); 
elliott(21 0 1 signal,o,o,o,o); 
b[s]::signal*gain+zeroy; 
sl=s+1; 

end• _, 

end• _, 
sl=s-1; 
plot(a,b1 s 1 1,2.?); 
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if ww::-1 then 
begin for t:::v step -1 until r 2.2, 

begin a[s]:=t*interval+xxO; 
z:=t+addO; 
elliott(o,o,z,1,3,0,o); 
elliott(2,0,signal,O,o,o,o); 
b[s]::signal*gain+zeroy; 
s:=s+1; 

end• -· s:=s-1; 
plot(a,b,s,l,£+?); 

!Jl!; 
ww::-1*ww; 
.!!!.2,; 
i! q=l ,!!!2 !2!'. j:=1 step 1 until nv1 ~ ttt[j]::ttO[j]; 
,2!: 

p1: !! keybd2:::2048 !!!.!.!!. goto p2; 
!! nstart=startn ~ !2!'. p:=1 step 1 until nv1 2.2, 

ttt[p]l:tt2[p]+1 
!!!!. !2!'. p:=1 step 1 until nv1 ~ ttt[p] :=0; 
multO::address(addmul)+202; 
!2!'. pi =1 step 1 until nv1 !.2, 
begin ,!:!.!;! gainmult[p]; 

gainmult[p]::gainmult[pl*4w-4/3; 
.2!; 
:xO::tend+8; 
frame1(nn,ourstep,1,x0); 
.!2£ q:=l step 1 ~ nn ~ 
begin xx0:=2-ourstep+q*ourstep; 

tnnf:=tnn+75*(nstart-1+q)+33; 
locate(tnnf,2); 
WWI:+1; 
!2!'. p:=1 step 1 until nv1 ~ 
begin gain::gainmult[p]; r::ttt[p]; 

zeroy:=-.5+p; v:=tt5[p]; 
s:=1; filmread(addmul,2); 

if ww=+1 then 
- beg'h'for t:=r step 1 until v .2.2, 

end• -· 

end• _, 

begin a[s]:=t*interval+xxO; 
z:=t+multO; 

elliott(o,o,z,1,3,0,0); 
elliott(2,0,signal,O,o,o,o); 
b[s]::signal*gain+zeroy; 
s:=s+1; 

s:=s-1; 
plot(a,b,s,1,£.?); 
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if ww::-1 then 
- begin'for t: =v step -1 until r ~ 

end• _, 

end• 

begin a[s]:=t*interval+xxO; 
z:=t+multO; 
elliott(o,o,~,1,3,0,0); 
elliott(2,0,signal,o,o,o,o); 
b[s]::signal*gain+zeroy; 

end• _, 
s:=s-1; 
plot(a,b,s,1,2+?); 

_, 
ww:::ww•(-1); 

!! q=1 tb.!!!, ,!2!: j::1 step 1 
end• _, 

until nv1 !2 ttt[j]::ttO[j]; 

p2: 

end· _, 

.!! keybd3=1 004 !!!!!!, goto p3; 
aaO::address(aa)-1; 
interval::ourstep/1000; 
.!2!, p:=1 step 1 until 10 .!!.2, 
begin~ gainchannel[p]; 

gainchannel[p]:=gainchannel[p]*1~3; 

.!!!!t: 
xO::tend+8; 
framel(nn,ourstep1 2 1 xO); 
,!2! q:=1 step 1 rmtil nn .!!.2, 
begin xx0:=2-ourstep+q*ourstep; 
tnnf:=tnn+75*(nstart-1+q)+1; 

locate(tnnf,2); 
filmread(aa,2); 
WWI:+1 i 
.!2!, p:=1 step 1 rmtil 10 ~ 
begin gainl=gainchannel[p]; 

zeroy: ;-0.5+p; 
s:=1; 
r:=aaa[p]; 
if WW:+1 then - -begin ,!2!: ta=O step 10 until 990 !2 
begin a[s]:=(23-first+r+p+t)*interval+xx0; 

z:=aaO+r+t+p; 
elliott(o,o,z,1,3,0,o); 
el1iott(2,0,signal,o,o,o,o); 
b[s]::signal*gain+zeroy; 
s::s+1; 

end• _, 
Sl:&-1 j 
plot(a,b,s,1,2.?); 
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if ww::-1 then 
- beSin:for t:=990 step -10 rmtil 0 .!!2, 

begin a[s)::(23-first+r+p+t)*interval+xx0; 
z::aaO+r+t+p; 
elliott(o,o,z,1,3,0,0); 
elliott(2,0,signal,O,o,o,o); 
b[s):=signal*gain+zeroy; 
s:=s+1; 

end· _, 
s:=s-1; 
plot(a,b,s,1,£+?); 

e~; 
ww:::ww•(-1); 

.!.!!!: 
!,!!!; 
p3: tnnfl=tnn+75*nend+73; 

locate(tnnf,2); 
filmread(ee,2); 
print££11?blocknumber?,blocknumber; 
endtimes=ee[4,3]; 
print ££13? endtime?; 
pattern(endtime,23); 
!! lastcitee[4,11]~ print ££13? lastci not continuous?; 
print £end of run?; 
wait; 
goto p4; 
~ of inner block; 
~of programme; 
~ for precompiled package; 
~ also for precompiled package which contains both 

plotter and film packages; 
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APPENDIX 10 

Miniature frame and minia.tp.re ,zraph plotter output programmes 

Purpose 

The object of these programmes is to produce a. quicker plotter 

output of the l..ruLTIPLY functions only in the form shown in figure 31. 

The routine 'frame' function is separated from the graph plot function, 

which is a degenerate form of programme 3. The extent to which the 

size of the graph may be reduced is limited by the plotter increments 

of 0.005 inches. 

MINIATURE FRAME PROGEAMME 

This programme uses the final form of the graph plotter package 

DP301, in which the plotter output is on channel 2 (5 hole) • 

.XSTEP is the x distance in inches per second, 

YSTEP is the y distance in inches per plot, 

(XZERO, YZERO) is the origin of the graph in inches, 

and NN is the number of seconds. 

Data tape 

:XSTEP YSTEP XZERO YZERO NN 

Specimen data tape (frame of figure 31) 

0.5 0.25 0 0 2 

MINIATUBE GRAPH PLOTTER OUTPUT 

This is a degenerate form of programme three giving the cross-correlation 

functions only. Consequently, the arrangements of the precompiled input 

packages and of the output channels are the same as programme 3. 
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Data tape 

TNN NSTART NEND 

OUBSTEP YSTEP XZERO YZERO 

GAINMULT( 1 ) GAINMULT ( 2) • • • • • • GAINMULT( nv1 ) 

Specimen data tape (figure 31) 

100 

o.s 
1 1 

0 

0.25 

1 

1 

0 

1 1 

0 

1 
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miniature frame a.lucas; 

begin !!!! xstep,ystep,xzero,tend,yzero,xend,ytop; 
integer nn,p; 
array a,b[1:10]; 
!!!! xstep,ystep,xzero,yzero,nn; 
origin(xzero,yzero); 
xaxis(o,o,xstep,nn); 
tend:::xstep*nn; 
.!2.!: p:=1 step 1 until 10.2.2, begin a[p]:=tend; 

b[p]l:p*ystep; 

plot(a,b,1,10,5,£+?); 
ytop::11*ystep; 
xaxis(tend,ytop,-xstep,nn); 

end• -· 
~ p:=l step 1 until 10 .2.2, begin a[p]::O; 

b[p]::(11-p)*ystep; 

plot(a,b,1,10,5,£+?); 
a[1]1:b[l] :=0; 
plot(a,b,1,1,11£.?); 
~; 
~; 

end· _, 
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A.L.Lucas. miniature graph plotter o.p. cross correlation; 

begin !!!! x,y,step,ourstep,tend,xx,interval,ystep,xzero,yzero, 
zeroy,gain,signal; 

integer xO,yO,n,scale,nn,nnn,p,qq,tnn,nstart,nend,tnnf, 
aO,bO, starttime,nv1,nnO,ll,oldtnn,startn,endn,q,pp,cokey1, 

cokey2,cokey3,cokey4,keybd1,keybd2,keybd3,keybd4,xxO, 
ww,s,t,r,v,addO,multO,u,z,j,aaO,lastci,first,endtime; 

!!!! array b,a[1:101],gainchannel[1:10],aa[51:153,1:10]; 
integer array ee[1:4,1:12],aaa[1:10]; 
switch sssss:=p4; 
procedure pattern(word,n); value n; integer word,n; 

begin integer mask,m,store1,store2; 
mask::!; 

!2.!: m:=n-1 step -1 until 0 ~ 
begin store1:=word; 

elliott(3,0,storel,O,o,o,o); 
elliott(o,o,m,1,5,1,0); 
elliott(0,3,mask,0,2,0,store2); 
elliott(O,O,store2,1,7,4,4112); 

end• _, 
end• _, 

punch(3);sameline; 

p4: ~ tnn,nstart,nend,ourstep,ystep,xzero,yzero; 
nn::nend-nstart+1; 
tnnf::tnn+75*nstart+73; 
locate(tnnf,2); 
filmread(ee,2); print 2211? blocknumber?, blocknumber; 
starttime:=ee[4,2]; 
nv1:::ee[4,5]; 
nnO::ee[4,6]; 
u: =ee[4, 11; 
oldtnn:=ee[4,8]; 
startn::ee[4,9]; 
endn:=ee[4,10]; 
!! oldtnn4= tnn .!.!!!.!! 
begin print £213? tnn error?, tnn,oldtnn; 

wait; 
~; 

.!! endn<nend .!.!!!.!! 
begin print £213? future time continuity error 211??, endn,nend; 

wait; 
end• _, 
begin !!!! array vv[l:nv1],addmul[1:2,-50:101] 1 

gainadd,gainmult[l:nv1]; 
integer array ttO,tt2,tt5,ttt[1:nvll; 
switch ss::p1,p2,p3; 
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!2.!:, pl=1 step 1 until nv1 ,2 
begin tt0[p]:=ee[1,p]; 

tt2[p]&:ee[2,p]; 
vv[p]::ee[3,p]/1000; 

end• -· keybd1::4096; 
keybd3::1024; 
penx::peny::O; 
wait; 

keybd2::2048; 
keybd4:=512; 

elliott(o,a,o,o,7,0,0); 
elliott(2,3,keybd1,0,2,3,keybd2); 
elliott(2,3,keybd3,0,2,3,keybd4); 

print££13? starttime?; pattern(startttme,23); 
!2£ pl=1 step 1 until nv1 ~print 2211??,vv[p]; 
x0::3; tend::O; 

lastci::ee[4,11]; 
.!! lastci=10 l!!!!l first::1 .!!!.!. first:=lastci+1; 
.!2!: p:=1 step 1 until 10 ,2 
.!! p<first !,h!!l aaa[p] ::10.!!!!!. aaa[p] ::0; 
interval::ourstep/11; 
12£ p:=1 step 1 until nv1 ~ tt5[p]:=tt0[p]+ll-1; 

.!! nstart=startn ~ .!2.!:, p:=1 step 1 until nvl ~ 
ttt[p]::tt2[p]+1 

.!1!!..!2.!: p:=1 step 1 ~ nv1 ~ ttt[p]::O; 
multO::address(addmul)+202; 
,!2!: p:=1 step 1 until nv1 ~ 
begin~ gainmult[p]; . 

gainmult[p]::gainmult(p]*ystep/2500; 
end• _, 

origin(xzero,yzero); 
aO::address(a)-1; 
bO::address(b)-1; 
!2!:, q&=1 step 1 1,1~ nn .22, begin 
tnnf::tnn+75*(nstart-1+q)+33; 
locate(tnnf,2); ww:=+1; 
!2!, pl=1 step 1 until nv1 !2, begin 
gain:=gainmult[p]; s:=1; 
filmread(addmul,2); 
origin(-penx/200,ystep-peny/200); 
!! ww=+1 !,h!!l begin r:=ttt(p]; v:=tt5[p]; .!.!!2, 

!!!! begin r:=tt5[p]; v:=ttt[p]; ~; 
!2!:, t:=r step ww until v ~ begin 

signal:=t*interval; 
z::aO+s; 
elliott(3,0,signal,O,o,o,o);
elliott(o,o,z,1,2,0,0); 
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z::t+multO; 
elliott(o,o,z,1,3,0,0); 
elliott(2,0,signai,o,o,o,o); 
signal::signal*gain; 
z::bO+s; 
elliott(3,0,signal,O,o,o,o>; 
elliott(o,o,z,1,2,0,0); 
s:=s+1; 
!!!!!,; 
sl=s-1; 
plot(a,b,s,l,£.?); 
ww:::ww•(-1); 
.!.ru!,; 
signal:=nv1*ystep; 
origin(ourstep-penx/200,-signal-peny/200); 

.!! q=1 .!h!.!!, ~ jl=1 step 1 until nvl ~ ttt[j] ::ttO[j]; 
~; a(l]::-nn*ourstep; b(l]::O; 
plot(a,b,l,l,£.?); 

tnnf::tnn+75*nend+73; 
locate(tnnf,2); 
filmread(ee,2); 
print££11?blocknumber?,blocknumber; 
endtime::ee[4,3]; 
print ££13? endtime?; 
pattern(endttme,23); 
!! lastci+ee[4,11]~ print ££13? lastci not continuous?; 
print £end of run?; 
wait; 
goto p4; 
~ of inner block; 
~of programme; 
~for precompiled package; 
~ also for precompiled package which contains both 

plotter and film packages; 
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APPENDIX 11 

Maximum Correlation Programme 

Purpose 

This programme examines the results of the velooi ty :filtering 

calculation on the :film and, at each computati0n point, picks out 

the velocity with the maximum value o:f the MULTIPLY :function, and 

prints out the number o:f the velocity and the corresponding value 

o:f the MULTIPLY :f'uncti0n. 

The results :f0r the simulated data are shown in :figure 32. These 

resu.l ts, which have been :fully checked, indicate the di:f:ficul ty o:f 

using this type o:f programme :for interpretation. 

Data tape 

TNN NSTART 

SJ2ecimen data tape :for simulated da.ta (figure 32) 

100 0 1 
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maximum correlation programme A.Lucas; 

begin!!!! vv,element,mulmax; 
integer tnn,nstart,nend,tnnf,starttime,nvl,ll 0 tsec,endn,oldtnn, 
startn,p,q,t,maxstart,ttt,tttt,ttnnf,low,high,z,y,pp,mulO, 
crossO,mint3,minend,seccount,ttO,pmax; 
array addmu1[1:20 -50alal],cross[la8,-50:101]; 
integer array ee[1:4,1:12],tt,tO,t2,t3,count[1:8]; 

procedure pattern(word,n); value n; integer word,n; 
begin integer mask,m,storel,store2; 

mask:=l; 

end• -· 

.!2t m: =n-1 step -1 until 0 ~ 
begin storel::word; 
elliott(3,0,storel,O,o,o,o); 
elliott(o,o,m,1,5,1 0 0); 
elliott(0,3,mask,00 2,0,store2); 
elliott(O,O,store2,1,7,4,16); 
!,!!!!; 

sameline; aligned(2,2); 
.~,!,!;! tnn,nstart,nend; 
mulO::address(addmu1)+202;crossO::address(cross)-102; 
tnnf:=tnn+75*nstart+73; ttO::address(tt)-1; 
locate(tnnf,2);filmread(ee,2);tnnf:=tnn+75*nstart; 
starttimes=ee[4,2]; 
nvll=ee[4,5];lls=ee[4,7]; startn::ee[4,9]; 
oldtnn::ee[4,8]; endn::ee[4,10]; 
!! tnn~ldtnn .!!!!!!, begin print ££12?tnn error?; 

wait; 2: 
if nstart<startn or nend>endn - -~begin print ££12? processing time discontinuity?; 

wait;.!!!!!,; 
maxstarts=-50;mint3::100; 
print ££12?velocities?; 

checks(£enter p loop?); 

~..2.!: p::l step 1 until nvl .!!2 begin 
tO[p]::ee[l,p]; t2(p]::ee[2,p]; 

vv::ee[3,p]/1000; print ££11??,vv; 
t3[p]:::t0[p]+ll; 
.!! nstart>startn !!!.!.!l begin 

if tO[p]>maxstart then maxstart::tO[p]; end 
els;-if t2[p]>maxstar~then maxstart::t2[p]+1; 

!! t3[p]<i'int3 ~ mint3:=t3'fP']; 
ttnnf:=tnnf+28+5*p; 
locate(ttnnf,2); filmread(addmu1,2); 
high:=t3[p]-1;pp:=p*152+eross0; 
count[p]:=O; 
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,!2!: ttt: ::maxstart step 1 until high !!,g_ begin 
z:=ttt+mulO; y:=pp+ttt; 
elliott(o,o,z,1,3,0,0); 
elliott(o,o,y,1,2,0,0); !!!; 

end of p loop; 
~cks(2exit p loop?); 
minend::(nend-nstart)*ll+checki(mint3)-1; 
tsec:=checki(maxstart); seccount::O; 

print 2212??; 
aligned(4,0); 

~..2!: pl=l step 1 until nv1 ~ tt[p]:::::maxstart; 
digits(2); 
,!2!: tl=maxstart step 1 until minend ~begin 

!! tsec=ll !.!!!.! begin 
tsec::O; seccountl=checki(seccount)+l; 
ttnnf::tnnf+75*seccount+73; 
locate(ttnnf,2);filmread(ee,2); 
print 2212?second marker?; pattern(ee[4,2],23); 
~; 

,!2!: pl=l step 1 until nvl !!.2, begin 
!! tt[p]~t3[p] tl!!e begin 

count[p]:=checki(count[p])+l; 
tt[p]:=tO[p]; 
ttnnf::tnnf+75*count[p]+28+5*checki(p); 
locate(ttnnf,2);filmread(addmu1,2); 
low::tO[p];high:=t3[p]-1;pp:=p*152+eross0; 
~ ttt:=low step 1 until high !!,g_ begin 

z::ttt+mulO;y:=pp+ttt; 
elliott(o,o,z,1,3,0,0); 
elliott(o,o,y,1,2,o,o>; !!!; 

~; 
tttt::tt[p]j 
ZI=P*162+tttt+eross0; 
elliott(o,o,z,1,3,0,0); 
elliott(2,0,element,o,o,o,o); 
!! p~l !.!!!.! begin !! element>mulmax !.!!!.! begin 

mulmaxl=element;pmaxl=p;~;~ 
!!!! begin pmaxl=l;mulmax::element;~; 
tt[p] l=tttt+l; 
~of p loop; 
print pmax,mulmax; 
!! tsec=5*entier(tsec/5) lh!! print 2211??; 
tseca:tsec+l; 
~;!,!!!!;~; 
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APPENDIX 12 

Programme 4 - da,ta tape simulation 

Purpose 

The object of this programme is to simulate NBO seconds at seismic 

array paper tape corresponding to a square pulse crossing the array 

each seoend. There is no system parity generator in the programme, 

so that if a full simulation is re~ired, it is necessary to select 

both signal levels at all channels except number two to have an even 

number of '1' in the ten A.D.C. bits, and to sel.ect both levels of 

channel two to have an odd number of '1'. A1 ternatively, the parity 

cheCk in programme I could be suppressed. 

Notation 

AA(p), BB(p), (p = 1, 2, ••••• 10), are the two signal levels 

of channel p, and DD(p) is the del~ distance o£ cba.nnel p in metres. 

V is the assumed velocity 0'£ the pulse in lon/sec. 

CITO is the channel of the first sample of the second. 

TSTARl' is the starting time, in milliseconds, referred to the 

array reference point of the pulse with signal levels BB(p). 

TEND is the em time, in milliseconds, referred to the array ref'ere110e 

point of the above pulse. 

Data tape 

DD(1) 

v 

AA(1) 

AA(2) 

fl 

" 
II 

AA( 10) 

DD(2) DD(3) DD(4) 

CITO TSTART 

BB(1) 

BB(2) 

" 
n 

II 

BB( 10) 

DD(5) •••••••••••••••••••••• 

TEND 
t80 

NBO 

DD(10) 



Specimen data tape used for simulation 

513 960 512 961 

516 963 520 966 

528 972 544 984 

510 1008 550 975 

526 990 534 1023 

1500 1200 900 600 300 

0 -300 -600 -900 -1200 

6 2 475 525 2 
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A.L.Lucas Programme 4 Data tape simulation; 
begin integer array aa,bb,ttstart,ttend,dd,fca,fcb,sca,scb[l:lO]; 

integer coll,col2,wordl,word2,word3,char1,p,char2,v,t,cit0, 

p3: 

p1: 

p2: 

tstart,tend.;nbO,ciring,nb,cibit,tcbit,parity; 
switch SSI:p11 p2 1 p3; 
col1:=992; 
col2:=31; 
~ p:=l step 1 until 10 do read aa[p],bb[p]; 
~ p:=l- step 1 until 10 E read dd[p]; 
wait; 
!!!! v,citO,tatart,tend,abO; 
.!!.!: pl=l step 1 until 10 ~ 

begin ttstart[p]:=entier(tstart+dd[p]/v+0.5); 
ttend[p]l=entier(tend+dd[p]/v+0.5); 

end• _, 
.!2£ p:=1 step 1 until 10 ~ 
beg!n wordl::aa[p]; 

elliott(o,a,o,o,3,0,word1); 
elliott(0,31 col1,0,5,1,3); 
elliott(2,0,word3,0,o,o,o); 
fca[p] :::word3+1; 

~; 

word2::bb[p]; 
elliott(0,6,o,0,3,0,word2); 
elliott(0,3,coll,0,5,1,3); 
elliott(2,0,word3,0,o,o,o); 

fcb[p] ::word3+1; 
elliott(o,a,o,o,3,0,word1); 
elliott(0,3,col2,0,5,5,2); 
elliott(2,0,word3,0,o,o,o); 

sca[p]l=word3; 
elliott(0,6,01 0,31 0,word2); 
elliott(0,3,col2,0,5,51 2); 
elliott(2,0,word3,0,o,o,o>; 

scb[p]::word3; 

t:=950; 
ciring::citO; 
nb:=-1; 
if ciring=2 then cibit::2 else cibit::O; 
TI t:O or t::2""';;; t=22 then~it:=l 
_. _. - -

else tcbit:=O; 
if tcb~ then parity::2 else parity::O; 

t~tstart[ciri;;J ~ t<ttend"(c;i";ing] ~ soto p1; 
char1:=fca[ciring]+parity; 
char2::sca[ciring]+eibit+tcbit; 
~p2; 
char1:=fcb[ciring]+parity; 
char2::scb[ciring]+cibit+tcbit; 
elliott(O,O,charl,l,7,4,0); 
!! t:999 -~ t::O !!!!, t:=t+1; 
!! ciring=lO ~ ciring::l!!!! ciring::ciring+1; 
!! t:O .!!!!!!. nb: =nb+l ; 
elliott(O,O,char2,1,7,4,0); 
!! nb=nbO ,!;!!! t=30 !!!.!!!. stop; 
goto p3; 

!!!! of programme; 
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APPENDIX 13 

Example of calibration ( cal,culated) 

Nominal geophone sensitivi~ for 

damping 0 • 56 cri. tical :- 0•70 volts/om/sec at 3 c/s 

0•96 volts/om/sec at 6 c/s 

0•78 volts/em/sec at 20 c/s • 

A.D.C. sensitivi~ :- 1 volt input :: 113 units output. 

Standard effective line length 

of Feldom array :- 16o0 yards. 

Calculate nominal sensitivity of channel one for shot 11 at 6 c/s :-

Main amplifier gain 1000 

Channel attenuator X 8 (i.e. + 2) 

D.A.C. channel calibration :- 102 3 units = 4•8 em. 

Then 1 em. of D.A.C. deflection is equivalent to 1•90 volts 

at the A.D.c. input, 

and the nominal analogue channel gain = 200 • 1 000 1 
• 2 

1200 
• 1565 

= 77,000, 

so 1 em. deflection is equivalent to a ground veloci~ of 2•6 10-5 

em/sec. This is equivalent to a displacement of 0•7 10-6 em. 

at 6 c/s. 

Similarly, at 3 c/s, a deflection of 1 em. is equivalent to a ground 

veloci~ of 3•6 10-5 em/sec and a displacement of 1•9 10-6 em. The 

microseismic noise level on this channel is about 0.5 em. peak-to-peak at 

about 4 c/ s, which corresponds to approximately 10 millimicrons (p ... to-p). 

When considering this figure it must be remembered that the geophones 

were selected to attenuate frequencies below 3 c/s·. 
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APPENDIX 14-

Results at Feldam for first arrivals at ranges of about 280 kilometres 

-

Shot Range in Azimuth in Travel time 
No. kilometres degrees in seconds 

9A A 

9 B 265.9 228.8 40.35 
8 281.9 227.2 42-75 
7 295.0 227.4- B 

6 308.1 227.8 B 

1 322.2 228.2 B 

5 332.4- 228.5 B 

4- 346.1 2,28.8 B 

3 359.6 229.0 B 

2 373.4- 229.4- B 

10 284-.7 219.4- 42.6 

11 283.5 222.0 42.5 
12 282.3 224-.6 42.0 

13 282.5 229.7 42.0 

17'.' 282.2 232.6 
D 

42.3 
t4 283.0 235.1 42.4 

15 284-.6 237.6 4-5.7 
16 287.6 240.1 42.5 
18 288.0 24-3.2 44.0 

19 276.2 242.3 40.8 
20 268.5 244.,'1 40.3 
21 260.4 24-6.0 38.9 
22 A 

23 A 

24- A 

A - system not running at the time of the shot. 

B - not pessible to read this phase. 
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CHAPI'ER I 

THE APPLICATION OF THE lvlATHEMATICAL T'.t:IEORY OF .ELASTICITY 

TO CRUSTAL PROCESSES 

(1) Introduction 

Field observations of the faulting and folding of originally horizontal 

strata are the most obvious indication that large stress differences must at 

some time occur in the crust of the Earth. Many workers have studied the 

mechanisms of failure under conditions of stress. The simplest theoretical 

treatment of the deformation of matter is the mathematical theo~ of elasticity 

for the infinitesimal strain of perfectly elastic isotropic materials. This 

theo~ is built up from the initial assumption that the components of strain 

are homogeneous linear functions of the components of stress and vice versa. 

These simple assumptions allow a great number of static and dynamic problems 

to be considered. Other theories consider finite strains or anisotropic 

materials, but as the complexity of the model increases so the mathematical 

difficulties limit the range of successful applications. The behaviour of 

actual materials depart in different ways and to different extents from the 

elastic model, and crustal processes clearly involve finite strains, but 

nevertheless the elastic thea~ may be applied as a first approximation in 

order to study the onset of deformation in the crust. 

Two models that have been used for the crust and upper mantle as opposed 

to the whole Earth are the plane strain solutions for the semi-infinite half

space vdth various surface loads and the solid crust resting on a substratum of 

negligible strength (Jeffreys, 1962). An alternative approach used by 

Hafner (1951) is to consider stress systems within crustal blocks due to various 
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boundary stresses. The location o~ likely failure and the probable mode o~ 

~ailure can be determined ~rom the stress distribution by the application o~ 

an appropriate criterion. Further data on crustal stress systems has been 

derived ~rom direct measurements o~ stress in mine ~hafts and ~rom well ~racture 

data. Also there have been model experiments to support the theoretical investi

gations o~ the relationships between the stress distributions supposed to exist 

in the crust, the criteria ~or ~ailure and the mechanisms o~ non-elastic geo

logical processes. Indeed, much o~ the great volume o~ work currently being 

carried out under the international Upper Mantle Project is o~ some relevance to 

the particular problem 0~ crustal processes. 

The purpose o~ the present work is to extend the plane strain hall-space 

model to include the case o~ a hal~-space in which there are discrete variations 

in density over rectangular areas o~ the cross section and in which there is 

there~ ore a stress distribution due to variable gravitational body ~orces. Thus 

in this work an inhomogeneous crust is isotropic and is homogeneous with respect 

to the two elastic parameters which there~ore ~ully describe its elasticity, but 

is inhomogeneous as regards density. This independence o~ the density and the 

elastic constants ~ollows ~rom the equations o~ the plane theory o~ elasticity 

(Muskhelishvili, 1953, ~ 28). Recently Durney (1965) has published a paper 

concerned with the same problem in which he considers generalized harmonic 

variations ~ density and topographical s~ace irregularities. The approach 

used in the present work only permits static models to be considered and does not 

allow the sequence o~ de~ormation o~ one structural situation to be traced with 

time. A subjective study o~ this type o~ sequence might be made by considering 

a series o~ dif~erent models. The results will be used to calculate the stress 

distributions caused by isolated density anomalies such as granite batholiths 

and by surface loads with isostatic compensation at depth. 
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(ii) The mathematical theory of elasticity 

The aim of this section is to introduce without proof the equations of 

the mathematical theor,y of elasticit,y for an isotropic, elastic solid. A 

comprehensive account of this theor,y is given by Love (1927). Finally, a 

brief review is given of the results for concentrated forces acting within a 

semi-infinite, elastic half-space. 

The six independent components of' the symmetrical stress tensor are 

~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ xx, yy, zz, yz:, zx and x:y. The components yz, zx and zy are called "shear 

components: of' stress". At aey point within an elastic body it is always 

possible to define a set of mutually perpendicular directions, called uprinci-

pal directions" such that the shear components referred t~ these directions 

are zero. The corresponding normal stress components are the "principal 

stresses" and .PP33 • Throughout this work positive normal 

stresses are tensile stresses, and negative normal stresses are compressive 

stresses. The greatest shear stress occurring at a point is equal to half the 

difference between the greatest and least principal .atress and occurs across a 

plane whose normal bisects the angle between the directions of greatest and 

least principal stress. The most elegant representation of' the variation of 

normal and shear stress at a point is Mohr's circle diagram, described for 

example by Jaeger (1962). 

In a body in equilibrium under body forces equal to (X, Y, Z) per unit of 

volume and under sur.face tractions, the components of stress satisfy the follow-

ing equations at ever,y point in the body: 

o x".z + ~ :£~ -a 'Z~ ~ X = 0 - + 
l'X Cl~ l-;z. 

-a :X~ + ~ll1s + :!..l'1t ~ y = 0 Ol:L ~!) <1'% 

C}z~ +-a~'\ + oz1 
~z = 0 

"):x ~~ )2, 
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The.se are the "equations of equilibrium". 

The relative displacement (U, V, W) at a point ~be represented as 

the sum of a rigid bed;y anti-symmetric component and of a pure strain com-

ponent associated with some internal. deformation of the material. The six 

components of the symmetrical strain tensor are denoted by e:xx, eyy, ezz' 

The components of the strain tensor are defined by 

Love (1927) omits the half in the expressions f"or the shearing strains 

and consequently his components of strain do not constitute a second 

order tensor. The quantity A which is def"ined by the equation 

is invariant for changes in the directions of the axes and is of'ten called 

the "dilation" and represents the increment of volume per unit volume. 

The six components of strain are not arbit~ :f'unctions since they are 

all related to the partial dif"ferentials of the displacement (U, V, W) 

through their defining equations. These equations yield a set of six 

"equations of compatibility" which the strain components must identical~ 

satis:fy. It will be usef"ul here to assume the relationship between stress 

and strain discussed in the next paragraph,and give the equations of 

compatibility in terms of stresses rather than strains. By using the 
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equilibrium equations, the equations of compatibility may be expressed as 

and cr- is Poisson's ratio. 

The other four Beltrami-Michell compatibility equations are obtained by 

the cyclic transposition of co-ordinates. Equations for evaluating the 

displacement (U, V, w) may be for~mulated in terms of integrals of functions 

of strain, since strain components were originally defined as partial 

differentials of displacement. 

The theor,y of elasticity for infinitesimal strains is based on a 

generalized form of Hooke's Law, and assumes that each of the six components 

of strain is a homogeneous linear function of the components of stress, and 

vice versa. It can be shown that for a perfectly elastic isotropic material 

there are just two independent parameters relating stress and strain. If 

these parameters are taken to be the Lamf elastic parameters .\ and p , then 

., 
' 

If these equations are solved for strains in terms of stresses, then 
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' 
p - 2 (1+~ "' 
'-2:x- E Z:X 

The quantity E is "Young's modulus", the number o- is 11 Poisson's ratio", the 

quantity p is the 
11

rigidity
11 

and the quantity is the "modulus 

of compression". 

A simplifying approximation that is sometimes made is to assume the 

material to be incompressible by letting t:1 tend to zero and \ tend to 

infinity in such a way that ~~ has a finite limit. This corresponds to 

the limiting value of Poisson's ratio equal to a half. 

The stresses representing a unique and valid solution of an elastostatic 

problem must satisfy the following three requirements:-

(l) the boundar-y values of the problem, 

(2) the equations of equilibrium, 

and (3) the Beltrami-Michell compatibility equations. 

The exact solution of the three dimensional, elastostatic problem is 

usually only practicable for simple models with some symmet~. Consequently, 

it is often necessa~J to consider n1o dimensional approY~mations, and in the 

present work the "plane strain" assumption will be used, It should be noted 

that the mathematics of the "generalized plane stress" problem, which is 

applicable to the treatment of thin plates, differs from that of the plane 

strain problem only in that a different value is given to a constant. 
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For the plane strain problem, assume 

It can be seen from the stress-strain relations that ezz is zero. 

For such a two dimensional stress system, the two principal stresses 

with principal directions lying in the x-y plane are given by 

(r.1.1o) 

The third principal stress with its principal direction parallel to the 

z axis is given by 

(1.1. ~c.) 

The angle <3> between the principal direction of the principal stress pp11 

and the positive x axis is given by 

'11'...... "1i' -/.(9.>--:z /' 2. • (1.2.. 7.) 
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The equations of equilibrium now reduce to the fonn 

)£x + 1_.§~ +X ::. 0 
~~ 0~ 

(1. 2. 3) 

" ~.J'j , !:~ ..... +'j =0 
~::r. 11~ ' 

where (X, Y, 0) is the body force per unit volume, and the six compatibility 

equations reduce to the four equations 

. (1.1."1-~ 

I --1-0" 

2 " ' d'J. ( ... ... ) ( ~y '"))() '\1 "Xl.\ + - :x:x .... ,." =- - -+ -
.J ~:X d~ J.) d:X '")~ 

It can be shown that only three of the above six equations are independent, so 

that it is sufficient to find a solution that satisfies the equilibrium 

equations (1.2.3) and one of the compatibility equations, (1.2.4). 

Introduce Airy'p stress function, c{> , such that 

' 

where _(L(x,y) is a known potential function such that the components of 
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the bo~ force are given by 

Y= 

The equations (1.2.3) are identically satisfied by the definitions of 

equations (1·.2.5) and equation Cl.2.4c) is satisfied if 

T~us the problem of solving three equations is reduced to solvirg one equation 

for Air,y's stress function. In particular, equation (1.2.6) reduces to the 

"biharmonic equation" 

in the absence of body forces_. 

It seems that two general techniques have emerged for the solution of 

advanced two dimensional problems. The approach described by Muskhelishvili 

(1953), Sokolnikoff (1956), Green and Zerna (1954) and others using two 

potential functions of a complex variable stems from the fact that the 

general expression for Airy's stress function which satisfies the biharmonic 

equation may be expressed in terms of two such functions. This approach 

simplifies the formulae for the transformation of stress and strain under an 

orthogonal transformation of co-ordinates and allows regions with complicated 
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boundaries to be studied by the use of conformal representation. 

The second technique using integral transforms is described by Sneddon 

(1951). The effect of applying an integral transform to the biharmonic 

equation is to exclude temporarily a chosen independent variable and to leave 

for solution an ordinary differential equation of the fourth order in one less 

variable. The solution of this equation is a function of the remaining 

variable and a parameter, and when the solution has been obtained it is 

"inverted" to recover the second variable. The complex Fourier transform is 

used for the plane strain problem and the Hankel transform is used for axially 

symmetric stress distributions. According to Sneddon, the integral transform 

method has the advantage of being more sui ted to extension to three dimensional 

problems. 

Consider now the theory of concentrated forces acting at apoint. Love 

shows ( § 144) that the pla.i:le strain equilibrium equations in the absence of 

body forces expressed in terms of the dilatation A and the rotation t;; are 

and hence that ( ( ~ + 2.,) D -t- i. 2 p 'W ) is a function of the complex variable 

(x + iy) obeying the Cauchy-Riemann equations. If one introduces a function 

of (x + iy) equal to the integral of the above function with respect 

to (x + iy), then the displacements U and V may be expressed in terms_ of f and 

1 and an arb.i trary plane harmonic function. In order to investigate the 

problem of point forces, Love ( § 147, 148) considers solutions. which tend to 

become infinite at specific points. Such points cannot be in the material of the 

body but may be in cavities within the body. .The simplest form of singularity 
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at the origin, 

defines ( { + -l"l ) equal to the logarithmic function, and the arbitrary harmonic 

function in the expressions for U and V has to be selected to remove the term 

containing the multi-valued argument. Hence equations for the displacements 

and therefore also the stress components are derived, and the resultant of the 

stresses acting on the surface of the circular cavity may be shown to be 

equivalent to a point force of known finite magnitude. 

The problem of a concentrated force acting within a semi-infinite half-

space requires a solution thut gives the necessary boundary conditions at the 

free surface and also has a singularity at the point of application of the 

type shovn1 by Love to represent a concentrated force. The present discussion 

will be restricted to the case of forces acting in a direction normal to the 

free surface. 

Sneddon(l944) considers an equilibrium system of two equal and opposite 

11 image" point forces acting in an infinite medium. This configuration makes 

the shear stress at the 11 surface" zero, and an additional solution is found 

such that the total shear and normal stresses at the "surface 11 are zero, so 

that the physical model may now be divided along the "surface 11 without altering 

the stresses. Sneddon also gives the result, obtained by integration, for a 

force acting along·a finite line parallel to the free surface. This result 

is given in Appendix I. 

The solution of the problem using complex potential methods is given by 

Green and Zerna ( ~ 8.8) and the method is indicated by Muskhelishvili ( § 112, 1: 

working in the other half-plane. The approach here is different from that of 
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Sneddon. From the start the material is assumed to occupy only one hal:f'-plane, 

so that the two complex potential functions are only defined in this half-

plane. The definition of one of the potential functions is extended to. the 

other half-plane in such a way that using the theor,y of complex integration and, 

in particular, the Plemelj formulae, the necessar,y free surface boundar,y con-

di tions can be enforced, and the general expressions for the stress components 

be accordingly transformed. 

The problem of an internal point force applied in a direction normal to 

the free surface of a three dimensional semi-infinite bo~ was solved first by 

Mindlin (1936) and later by Dean, Parsons and Sneddon (1944). The latter 

authors also considered the case of a force uniformly distributed over the 

area of a circle of radius a at depth h lying in a plane parallel to the 

surface of a semi-infinite body. The surface stress components are tabulated 

for a range of values of hj a , assuming the medium to be incompressible, and 

for Poisson's ratio e~al to -l: and i (incompressible'medium) for the case hfa = 

9~2. These are thought to be the most significant stresses because, for the 

two dimensional line force analogue, the maximum stress differences occur at the 

free surface. It is found that the effect on the surface stresses of the 

assumption of incompressibility does not significantly alter the shape of the 

surface stress distribution but alters the magnitude by a factor that ~ be 

readily calculated. Sneddon (1944) gives further results for stresses in the 

planes z = h (r >a) and z = ~ for.an incompressible medium. The treatment 

by Sneddon of the plane strain solution for a line force is an approximation to 
'"iia2 zr 

this three dimensional problem. The function F is compared to the ,_ 
2a ;xy 

corresponding plane strain function F and is shown to be similar in 

form and magnitude. It is also concluded that the assumption that the medium 

is incompressible does not affect the physics of the problem in any significant 

manner. 
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(iii) The application of the theory of elasticity to crustal processes 

The deformation of the crust of the Earth cannot be fully described by any 

rheological model. The principal difficulties apart from the mathematical com

plexity arise from uncertainties in the behaviour of materials at great confining 

pressures and over long periods of time. Tvm simple rheological models that give 

useful theories of deformation are the infinitesimal theory of elasticity, which 

is defined by assuming that displacements are always small and that Hooke's Law is 

obeyed, and the hydrody11..amic theory of viscous fluids, which assumes that a fluid 

cannot resist transverse shearing but that a resisting force acts with a magnitude 

proportional to the rate of shear. A further mode:J_ is the perfectly plastic solid 

whose behaviour is elastic for stresses below some 11yield stress", but which can 

sustain no stress greater than this. lunother model for. materials possessing a 

yield point is the Bingham body which behaves as an elastic body for stresses less 

than the yield point, and for greater stresses gives a steadily increasing strain. 

There are many properties of deformation that linear models such as these fail to 

explain. In the present context the most important of these is probably "steady 

state creeprr, which can over long time intervals produce slow steady deformation 

under load even for stresses in the elastic range. The rate of this creep 

increases rapidly with both the magnitude of the stresses and the temperature 

(Jaeger, 1962). Another non-linear process is discussed by Orowan (1965) who 

points out that the mantle is usually believed to be substantially crystalline, 

and that crystalline materials show no viscosity but o11~y plasticity with trans

ient creep in the low temperature range, and a characteristic non-Newtonian viscos

ity at higher temperatures. For many materials the gradual transition between the 

two temperature ranges takes place around one-half of the absolute melting 

temperature. This typical non-Newtonian viscosity of crystalline matter was 

I~cognized, and separated from transient creep, by .~drade (1911). Transient 
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creep is the process whereby, in the plastic range, strain is not taken up 

instantaneously but is approached asymptotically. Andradean viscosi~ is closer 

to ideal plastici~ than to Newtonian viscosity, ~or ~ the shear stress sinks 

below the creep limit, the strain rate vanishes, but i~ it rises above the 

limit, the ~low rate increases rapidly in a quasi-exponential manner. Gravimetric 

evidence also indicates that crustal processes cannot be explained by a viscous 

~low mechanism in the upper mantle which would tend always to produce exact 

isostasy, but are not inconsistent with what would be expected ~ the rocks at 

great depth have a no~zero sjrength and. ~low is negligible unless the stress

~~erence exceeds the strength (Jef~reys, 1962, p. 347). Thus a model is built 

up of a relatively strong lithosphere de~orming elastically or behaving as a 

series o~ separate blocks overlying an asthenosphere in which Non-Newtonian flow 

occurs. Criteria for fracture will be applied to the c.rust and yield criteria 

will be applied at depth in the mantle. The application of the theor,y of elastic-

i ty to the crust is therefore _valid so long as brittle ~ailure or flow do not occur 

in the vicinit.y. If they do occur there will be. stress re-adjustment and the static 

model will no longer be applicable. However, it is the purpose of such studies to 

determine the likelihood of such processes occurring. 

The supplementary stress system due to some structural situation under study 

has to be added to the "natural state 11 of stress in the uniform crust due to 

gravi~. Any supplementary or natural state stress distribution must satisfy the 

boundary condition that, at the free surface y equals zero, 

yy = zy = zy = 0 

One possible natural state is to suppose that rock pressure is essentially that 

due to the weight of the overburden with the lateral pressures adjusting themselves 
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according to Poisson's ratio o~ the material. I~ it is assumed that there is 

no horizontal displacement, then the principal stresses at a depth y below 

the surface 'are equal to th~ Cartesian components given by 

This system has the ~eature that the stress-dif~erence increases rapidly with 

depth, and ~ the magnitude of the stress-~~erence is a valid criterion, ~low 

will occur. An alternative assumption is that because o~ such ~low or because 

o~ steady state creep, the stresses at a~ depth will tend to become hydrostatic 

so that at a depth y they are given by 

(1.~. z) 

Equation (1.3.2) is not a plane strain solution, but nevertheless is a valid 

solution o~ the general equations o~ equilibrium and o~ compatibility. The 

corresponding plane strain system is 

which is only identical to equation (1.3;.2) ~or liquids, ( (!" = ~). The 

di~~erence between the states o~ stress represented by equations (1.3.1) and 

{1.};.2) is not ~undamental in the sense that it may be represented by a super-

posed horizontal stress of the form 

~ ,... I-2.CT 
:x:x = "Z"Z. = --1- <T 
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which again is a valid solution of the equations of elasticity. 

Ma~ writers follow Anderson (1951) and regard the ~drostatic assumption 

of equation (1.3~2) as the standard reference state and refer to increase or 

relief of stress relative to it. ~Field meaaurements of stresses in mine 

shafts tend not to clar.if.y the problem of the natural state because of the 

uncertainties of the effects of irregular terrain, tectonic influences and of 

the mine itself. Jaeger (1962) concludes that the results given by Talobre (1957) 

give some support to the ~drostatic assumption. Murrell (1965) reports ·the work 

of Hast (1958) who has shown that the stresses in the groundrock around mining 

excavations in Scandanavia are related to the tectonic structure of the region. 

Kehle (1964) has advanced the thea~ of the determination of tectonic stresses 

from the analysis of hydraulic well fracture data and gives five examples where 

the tectonic stresses in apparently orogenically inactive continental areas are 

in a relaxed state which approximates to a ~drostatic pressure. However, this 

method is still the subject of controversy (Gretener, 1965). The assumption of 

a hydrostatic natural state does give a workable model that permits the relatively 

,simple treatment of stress distributions within the ·Earth. In particular, the 

stress-difference and the orientation of the principal directions are independent 

of the hydrostatic pressure. 

The approach to crustal problems indicated above implies that the anomaly 

giving rise to the supplementa~ stress system is not erased by stea~ state 

creep. This is only a re-statement of the fact that for stress-differences less 

than the strength, the apparent influence of flow on geological processes is 

nc;:gligible, and also that large anomalous crustal loads are known to exist for 

long periods of time. 

Before discussing the stress distributions obtained in crustal models, the 
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criteria ~or interpreting these systems will be considered. Brittle materials 

II 
such as rocks s~~er "shear ~racture under compression and "brittle ~racture 11 

under tension. However, brittle materials tend to become ductile under high 

conf'ining pressures. Orowan (1960) concluded that the mechanism ~ seismic 

faulting must be based on some such plastic phenomenon, and a great deal ~ 

experimental work has been done on the brittle-ductile transition. 

The simplest criterion ~or ~racture that goes some way towards explaining 

experimental observations is the Coulomb-Hopkins Law that failure occurs when 

the maximum shear stress reaches some definite value which is called the shear 

strength of the material. The main faults in this criterion are that it implies 

that the tensile and compressive strengths are equal and that ~ailure should 

occur across a plane inclined at 45° to the direction ~ the greatest principal 

stress. Navier modified this criterion to overcome these two difficulties by 

assuming that the shear strength is increased by a constant multiple, p , 

of the normal pressure across the plane o~ fracture. The constant p is called 

the "coefficient o~ interna 1 friction". This modification yields the rule that 

failure takes place when 

) 
. (l.~.l) 

where So is the shear strength and PP11 ~ PP22 ~ pp33 , across two planes whose 

normals are at an angle 0 to the pp11 principal direction which is given by 

(1.11. +) 

Thus the planes of' ~racture pass through the axis of the intermediate principal 

stress and make an angle ~ with the greatest principal stress 
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where f equals (arctan f ) and is the "angle of' internal f'riction". In the 

present work the f'unction equal to So in the above equation vdll be called the 

Coulomb-Navier f'racture function", since f'ailure will occur when it equals the 

shear strength. This thea~ gives a reasonably accurate quantitative account 

of' the behaviour of' rocks under compression and below the yield point. Labor-

ato~ experiments on rocks at moderate conf'ining pressure and room temperature 

give values of' So ranging usually between 100 and 300 bars and values of' 

between 30° and 55° (Jaeger, 1962, p. 173). The shear strength So increases 

with increasing conf'ining pressure and decreases with increasing temperature. 

However, under tensile stresses f'ailure generally occurs by brittle f'racture 

with the plane of' fracture normal to the direction of tension. According to 

the Griff'ith theory of' brittle f'racture (Grif'fith, 1920) it is supposed that 

the material contains a large number of randomly orientated,incipient cracks 

and that failure occurs when the highest local stress at the longest crack of 

the most dangerous orientation is equal to some critical stress dependent on 

the properties of the material according to a simple theo~ of crack formation. 

In this theor,y the crack is likened to an elongated ellipse and the approxima-

tion is made that the radius of curvature of the ellipse at the end of the major 

axis is of the order of the intermolecular spacing. This theo~ which fits 

quantitatively with experimental results gives the criterion for failure 

Pf - f. ·, ( 
I II- 0 l t 

where To is the tensile strength in uniaxial tension. 

Jaeger (1962, p. 75) quotes tensile strengths of rocks in the range from 20 to 
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60 bars. The above criterion is expressed in terms of pp11 and pp22 because 

its derivation uses a plane two-dimensional model for a crack. Sack (1946) 

extended the model to three dimensions with axial symmet~ by considering the 

tensile strength of a brittle body containing circular cracks. McLintock and 

Walsh (1962), Brace (1960) and Murrell (1964a) have considered the form of the 

criterion under general plane two dimensional conditions of stress. Murrell 

(1964b) adopted a reasonable hypothesis in order to extend the criterion to 

triaxial stress systeillW and tested the results experimentally (Murrell, 1965). 

Mohr's theory of fracture takes a generalized form in which it is only 

assumed that at failure across a plane the normal and shear stresses across 

the plane are connected by some functional relationship characteristic of the 

material. The "Mohr envelope" is the envelope of Mohr circles corresponding 

to all conditions at which fracture takes place. The Coulomb-Navier criterion 

corresponds to a Mohr envelope made up of a pair of intersecting straight lines 

and the Griffith criterion for fracture under tension to a parabolic envelope. 

The mechanics of a fluid filled porous solid was considered by Hubbert 

and Rubey (1959) who discussed its application to overthrust faulting. In 

discussion in 1960 they defended their model against criticism from Laubscher 

(1960).· The inf~uence of fluid pressure on both the Coulomb-Navier and the 

Griffith criteria is to reduce the effective principal stresses by the magnitude 

of the pore pressure (Jaeger, 1962, p. 166). 

In order to formulate the equations. of a rheological model to study ductile 

materials a generalized yield criterion is required. Such a criterion is 

applicable to the processes of flow occurring at depth in the mantle. The 

simplest criterion is that yield occurs when the maximum shearing stress (or 

the stress-difference) reaches a critical value. This law which is analogous 
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to the Coulomb-Hopkins Law for the fracture of brittle materials is called 

Tresca' s criterion. The von Mises criterion may be introduced either from the 

concept that any JZield criterion that is to be independent of the mean normal 

stress must be expressible in terms of invariants of the stress deviation or 

from the criterion that yield takes place when the elastic strain energy of 

distortion reaches a value characteristic of the material. The invariant 

equal to 

. cl.'~. ") 

will in the present work be known as the "von Mises function". Failure occurs 

when this function equals one third of the square of the yield stress in 

uniaxial tension or compression. The results of experimental work on yield 

stresses tend to support the von Mises criterion rather than Tresca's criterion. 

Consider the application of these theories of fracture and flow to the 

features of crustal and mantle dynamics. Anderson (1905, 1951) used the 

Coulomb-Navier criterion to explain the three major types of fault. It is 

assumed that one princ:ipal s L.ress is nearly vertical and always compressive and 

that the natural state is approximately ~drostatic. It is then feasible to 

distinguish the three cases in which the compressive vertical stress is the 

greatest, intermediate or least principal stress in magnitude and which give 

rise to normal, transcurrent or thrust faults respectively. The dips of thrust 

and normal faults (Hubbert, 1951) and the orientation of transcurrent faults 

(Moo~ and Hill, 1956) measured in the field give values of the angle of internal 

friction agreeing with laborato~ measurements. Hubbert also performed 

experiments to demonstrate these mechanism of faulting. Vertical ~kes are 

tensile in origin, at least in the sense that they occur under conditions when 
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the magnitude of the horizontal stress is considerably less than the magnitude 

of the vertical compression. It is generally supposed that they are opened by 

the magma pressure so the theo~ of fluid pressure in a Griffith crack may be 

applied. The formation of large scale joint systems is considered by Price 

(1959) who concludes that they are post tectonic phenomena which develop as a 

result of uplift. 

It is now necessa~ to consider the interpretation of two dimensional 

plane strain stress distributions which might be supposed to exist in the 

crust in terms of these processes. It will be assumed that the calculated 

supplementary atress system is superimposed upon a nydrostatic natural state 

so that the 11 isostatics 11
, which are the orthogonal system of curves.whose 

directions at any point are the directions of the principal axes, are unaltered 

by the natural .state. Then, assuming it is known which family of curves 

correspond to the greatest principal stress, a set of curves ~ be plotted 

using the Coulomb-Navier theo~ for a specified value of the angle of internal 

friction ~ , which, if the Coulomb-Navier fracture function was large 

enough, would represent the possible fault planes. Then the Coulomb-Navier 

fracture function could be plotted and contoured for the same value of the 

angle, f . This approach has the disadvantage that although the variation 

of the potential fault surfaces with the value of r} is easily visualized, 

.the variation of the Coulomb-Navier fracture function is much more complicated. 

Also, this function is not independent of the hydrostatic pressure except in the 

special case where r is zero. Such potential fault surfaces are of course 

based on the original stress distributions and no allowance is made for the 

alteration of stress due to fracture. Anderson (1942) considered a model for 

the relief of stress by a transcurrent fault and found. that pronounced changes 

in both the intensit.y and magnitude of stress occur in the immediate neighbourhood 
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of' the f'aul t but that they diminish rapidly with distance. 

Assuming a hydrostatic natural state and the absence of' any tectonic 

stress, the principal directions at depth can deviate considerably f'rom the 
-. 

horizontal and vertical, and if' this occurs then the interpretation of' f'ailure 

in terms of', f'or example, normal f'aulting is meaningless. However, consider 

the ef'f'ect of' a horizontal tectonic tension 

. . (l.l.-v 

where the magnitude of' the tectonic stress is much greater than the components 

of' the supplementa~ stress system. There does now exist at depth a vertical 

principal direction and the corresponding principal stress is the greatest 

compression, so that f'ailure vdll be by normal f'aulting. Similarly, f'or a 

horizontal tectonic compression, the compression of' least magnitude has a 

vertical principal direction and f'ailure is by thrust f'aul ting. 

At shallow depths where one principal direction must tend towards the 

vertical, the justif'ication of' the nydrostatic natural state hypothesis becomes 

less likely, and, indeed, absolute tensions as opposed to tensional relief' 

of' the hydrostatic state can occur. In this circumstance the Grif'f'ith criterion 

is applicable. The simple model used to represent a tectonic tension breaks 

down at the f'ree surface, where the natural state does not contribute, in the 

sense that it gives a large absolute tension which, if' it did in f'act exist, 

would certainly cause brittle f'racture. 

Two usef'ul yield criteria f'or plastic solids are the magP~tudes of' the 

"stress-dif'f'erence" and the von Mises £'unction, which have alreaey-been discussed. 

The stress-dif'f'erence is def'ined to be the positive dif'f'erence between the 
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greatest and least of the three principal stresses. In the presence of a 

horizontal crustal tension, a large value of the stress-difference in the 

elastic crust indicates that the supplementary stress system tends to 

reinforce the tectonic stress and increase the likelihood of normal faulting. 

Conversely, a low value of the stress-difference in the crust would indicate 

the decreased likelihood of normal faulting. Similarly, in the presence of 

a horizontal crustal compression, a large stress-difference indicates an 

increased likelihood of thrust faulting, and a low stress-difference 

indicates that thrust faults would tend to be inhibited. 

In general the numerical results obtained in Chapter 3 will be inter

preted using this stress-difference technique, although the use of some of 

the other criteria will be demonstrated. 

Finally, the published work relating to the application of the theory 

of elasticity to crustal processes will be reviewed. 

If studies of stresses in spheres due to their own gravity are excluded, 

three elastic models have been used to consider stress distributions in the 

crust of the Earth (Jeffreys, 1962). It should be noted that, unless the 

mode of formation is considered, stresses in spheres under their own gravity 

cannot satisfy the requirement of zero initial stress implicit in the thea~ 

of elasticity. The first model is that of a ~ere with a load expressed by 

surface harmonics. The second is the plane strain solution for a semi-

infinite elastic half-space with surface loads. Since this model neglects 

the curvature of the Earth, its application is restricted to features with a 

maximum horizontal scale of some hundreds of kilometres. Other restrictive 

asswnptions are those of homogeneity and isotropy. Solutions for various 

surface loads of this model have been used to estimate the maximum stress

difference that must occur in the crust in order to support the topography, 
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and thereby give a minimum estimate of' the strength at the corresponding depth. 

Non-elastic solutions, in which the relationship between the stresses and the 

displaeements are relaxed, have been considered, but give very similar results. 

It is f'ound that stress-dif'f'erences equal to about half' the surf'ace load will 

occur somewhere. The third elastic model, which is particularly relevant to 

the question of' isostasy, is that of' a surface layer resting on a substratum 

of' negligible strength. In the case of' a horizontal f'eature large compared to 

the thickness of' the layer, it is f'ound that the stress-dif'f'erence may be up to 

ten times the surf'ace load, and also that isostatic compensation f'or loads of' 

less than several hundreds of' kilometres in extent is poorer than is indicated 

in practice by gravi~ measurements. However, a no~elastic solution of' this 

problem may be obtained in which not only is the isostatic compensation improved 

but also the greates·t stress-dif'f'erence is reduced and is about equal to the 

load. When investigating isostasy using the f'loating crust model with allow-

ance f'or the curvature of' the Earth, Jef'f'reys (p. 206) f'ound that the condition 

that mass per unit area is unif'orm did not quite corTespond to the. distribution 

of' stress that gives the smallest stress-dif'f'erence. In considering the results~ 

of' the present work, which of' course uses the half'-space model, we will.f'ind 

that isostatic compensation greatly decreases the stress-dif'f'erence below the 

level of' compensation, but tends to increase it above this level. Vening Meinesz 

(193.9; .. 1941) modif'ied the Airy theory of' local isostatic compe:n:3ation to permit 
'. 

re~.o@ compensation by considering the elastic def'brmation of' a· nf'loating11 

:~l ·' \. _,., 

cru~,t. _ The stress required f'or the elastic buckling of' the crust is f'ar 

greater than the strength of' the crust, so that elastic buckling would not be 

expected to occur. He also introduced a theory of' plastic def'ormation of' the 

crust :).eading to downward buckling, and used this theory to explain the occurrence 

of' the negative gravit.y anomalies associated with island arcs. 

,. 
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Bott (1965), using the hal~-space model with a uni~orm surface load o~ 

finite lateral extent, considers the e~~ect o~ a superimposed uni~orm horizontal 

tension and shows that under regional tension the maximum stress-di~f'erence is 

increased beneath the load and reduced beneath the adjacent regions. This is 

interpreted in the manner discussed earlier to indicate that normal ~aulting and 

other tensile ~eatures are enhanced at depth in regions o~ positive isostatic 

anomaly and inhibited in regions o~ negative anomaly. It is suggested that the 

tectonic and igneous history o~ the Midland Valley o~ Scotland o~fers some 

conf'irmation of this hypothesis. H~ner (1951) considered the two dimensional 

stress distribution within a block in static equilibrium subject to various 

boundary forces, and plotted isostatics and planes of potential shear for 

equal to 30°. He uses an empirical form of the Coulomb-Navier criterion in 

which some allowance is made for the increase o~ the shear strength So.with 

co:nf'ining pressure. The results of this study are confirmed by the model 

experiments of Hubbert (1951). Sandford (1959) considered analytically the 

elastic response of a homogeneous rock l~er which is 5 kilometres thick to 

three types of displacement applied along its lower edge. The displacement 

field, isostatics and distortional strain-energy density (i.e. von Mises function) 

diagrams are presented, and the modes of ~ailure predicted analytically are 

largely confirmed by model experiments. 

In a recent paper Durney (1965) considered the plane strain model o~ the 

homogeneous hal~-space with harmonic surface loads and anomalous internal densi~ 

distribution of the form 

where, in his notation, the material is situated in the negative y ~-space. 
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A linear increase in density with depth decreases the signii'icance of "induced 

body forces" Clue to increases in density under deformation. This secondary 

density contrast which Durney calculates for his examples of stress in a 

homogeneous half-space is therefore an overestimate, and because this induced 

density contrast is numerically much less than the primary density anomaly, it 

has no significant effect on the stress distribution in the two dimensional.model. 

Durney finds that a one dimensional model vdth a surface load and also the 

two dimensional model with a harmonic surface load in the special case of the 

wavelength tending to infinity both give very large, or even infinite, surface 

displacements. P~so, the one dimensional model gives finite stresses at 

infinite depth. He attributes these effects to the need to add material to the 

half-space to maintain the boundary conditions as the boundary deforms under the 

imposed load. The author of the present work wrote to Durney, (21 March, 1966), 

expressing concern about this dynamic interpretation of a solution of the elasto

static equations and demonstrating that, for a simple model, these large displace

ments and non-zero stresses at infinity could be exactly e::pJained by the fact 

that the system of forces to which the model was subjected did not preserve its 

equilibrium. Consequently, the equations of elasticity, which are derived from 

. the equations of equilibrium and not from the equations of motion, are invalid. 

It is necessary to allow for the additional effects of the simplest force distri

bution necessary to preserve equilibrium. 

The reply, (4th April), dealt only with the case of the harmonic load, and 

the interpretation of infinite displacements in the case of k equal to zero was 

agreed. The point was made that for i:;he case of a "Gaussian" mountain the removal 

of the Fourier components for small k was not arbitr~, but was such that the 

total surface force was reduced to zero and equilibrium was maintained. 

Durney's general results for harmonic loads and density anomalies are, of 
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course, not ru~fected by these problems. He discusses Gaussian mountain profiles 

a.nd density distributions and, in general terms, their application to isostasy. 

He shows that if the horizontal dimension, D, of a density deficiency is much 

larger than its vertical dimension, ( ~ ), an equilibrium situation exists 

formed by the density deficiency and a mountain above it such that stresses are 

small for depths large compared to ~ • In a numerical eY..ample, ( ~ = 20 km., 

D = 400 km.), the stresses at a depth of a hundred kilometres are said to be 

less tlcan a tenth of those due to the density deficiency alone. In this case the 

compensation is "local" in the sense that the topography directly reflects the 

mass deficiency beneath. As an illustration of the general results the magni-

tudes of the stress components are plotted with depth for a density excess of the 

form 

_1_ -1 
where p and q equal 300 km 

_1_ 
and 200 km-1 respectively and fo equals 0.35 

1 
gm/cc, for three different values of k equal to 100, 250 and 400 kilometres. The 

induced density anomalies are calcula ted and shovm to be insignificant. 

In a second paper (to be published) entitled 11 Equilibrium configurations 

between density and topographic surface irregularities in a purely elastic Earth 

model", Durney derives the shape of the mountain in equilibrium with a density 

deficiency by specifying that the vertical displacement due to both the mountain 

a.nd the density deficiency vanish at the 11 surface". He considers a Gaussian 

lateral distribution of density but a "square pulse 11 distribution with depth, as 

in the present stu~. This model yields regional mass compensation (as opposed 

to local mass compensation) and it is found that the height of the "mountain" 
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decreases as the depth of: the density def'iciency increases. He also considers 

one mod.el of local mass compensation occurring within the half'-space. 
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CHAPTER 2 

A MODEL FOR CALCULATING- S1'RESS ·SYST.ElvlS IN AN ELASTIC CRUST 

OF VARYING- DENSITY 

( 1) The. initial equations 

The model used for this work involves the double integration of the plane 

strain solution for a concentrated force acting at a point in a semi-infinite 

elastic half-plane in order to simulate the effect under gravity of a densi~ 

anomaly existing over a rectangular area of the cross section, (see figure 1). 

Throughout this work the anomalous bo~ forces will be assumed to be balanced 

analytically by concentrated forces at great depth so that the equilibrium of 

the half-space is not affected. 

In ignorance of the work of Sneddon using Fourier transforms, the problem 

was approached using complex potential functions (see(ii) of Chapter l). The 

derivation of the point force result is indicated by Muskhelishvili, (1953, 

§ 112, 113), and is given in full by Green and Zerna, (1954) in paragraph 8.8. 

If the x axis is taken to represent the free surface and the y axis to be 

positive into the half-s~;ace (see figure 1), then the Cartesian stress components 

at a point z(x,y) due to a concentrated force P equal to iY acting at a point 

Zo (u,v) may be shown to be given by 

" .... 2· .... -i.Y! K K z-z. (3+'!)-=.i-(~+k")z-7o_2 (7.-z)(~-~~ J .... r:.. 1.i' ::k::X-~'j+ .1 :X~=-. - -=-- ---. -J~ + - -- \. ... ') 
. -t:(I+K) z-Z.. z-z. (2:-.Z. (Z.--z.)2. (z-:z:.)L'3 

(2.1.7.) 

' 
where, for a plane strain solution, k = 3 - 4~ 
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:Note that :XX, yy and xy all tend to zero in the special case of' ~ , 
v 
y 

and ~ all tending to inf'inity. Referring to diagram (l) of' f'igure 2, this 

means that if' the point f'orce required f'or equilibrium is considered to be 

applied at very great depth, then the point f'orce does not contribute to the 

stress components in the region of' the density anomaly. 

(ii) The f'irst integration 

The next stage was to replace Y in equations (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) by the 

inf'initesimal element L du where L is the magnitude per unit length of' the 

line f'orce in the positive y direction, and integrate with respect to U between 

the limits + a to - a, so obtaining the result f'or a line f'orce acting along 

a f'inite line in the cross section. This line is parallel to the f'ree surf'ace 

and of' length 2a. The results were obtained in the following forms 

\li0-1-Q, 

x:x-~ ... .Zi ~~:. -iL·\ r(l-l<){ lo01 ("i-~-lo~(i-z~} -+2i) _•_ + ~ J + ('i-z)J_ '- -+-~ -(_!iv)z} J ... (:t.2..1 
J -r. (1+ K_~ L ..J .J ~ t -x-z. z-z.. lx.-z. z.--z.. -z-z. , 

- ,._, 

Separating the real and imaginary parts of' equation (2.2.1), remembering that 

(arc tan~) is an odd function of' y, gives 

1,1.:-+ll. 

£:x.-~ -=_!::_ [(1<-~f o...,.d .. ,.. ~ _ Oo«tc.,.. ~ }- 2 {'j-v)(:x-0 ~ _ 2 (k't-v)(~- ... ) _ 'B~v(-:z.-...)C:s+v)2] . . (va. . 
.,.,~ 1i(w+~ l ::x--.. x-.... (:x-... ),_+ (~-v) {:x-v..) 1

+ (~..-v)2. (c:x.-... )1-+-(:!•"YJ 
u=-~ 

a.-.. cl J\ [ { l r 2. 21 l [ 7... ;)?...]] 2 ('j-V) 2. A_ (X-"-)'1._ (';\+Vt ;x.~_:._L __ ~.(1<-~ oql(:x-... )-+(~-v)j- .. , (x.-u.)-+(~j+V; -2. t.+ --r~V ( 
1 

~} 2 
2:r.(w-... ~ -.J (:x-.- ..... ) +('!-v) l(x-... ) -t (:!-+") 
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Equation (2.2.2) gives 

It is shown in Appendix I that equations (2.2.3), (2.2.4.) and(2.2.5) agree 

with the results obtained by Sneddon (1944). 

The standard case of a normal suri'ace load may be considered by putting 

V equal to zero in equations (2.2.3), (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) as follows 

:x.~- ~~: L 2 { x•a. ~-a. } 
" ~ (: ...... )1+ ~':I. - (:x.-o..)'Z.-+ 'j7.. ., 

.. J:,_ 1{ I (-x-~)2.-+ ~1 } 
:X.~::. ..,.. ~ (••"')'\L+J"-

-

~...a. " ,. :Z.L [ Q/T~t~w-~ - o.l"'ta.w~~ J 'X::X.+~' :=. -;;=-- X. .... 0.. :X. 

These equations are commonly expressed in the forms 

" ~ t C>v1"c.ta.w.l- - .. nA-... "' .:!- -
2 ~!I (:x.t.-~1- 'j"-) } ::X.tlt = 

' ~+~ ~-~ t (:x ... a.)1.+~1J. f (:x-aY'+ ~'- ~ 
'I 

A ~ f <VrC. t G. tv _!I_ - <Vr'C. t CUll _i_ z~~ (-.x"--Q.""-'j1) 

J 
~~: + • 1+"- x-a. 

{ c::x. ...... ) ~ 'j" L f c::x.- ... t ... ~,. ~ 

a.-...a " L 4 O.'X. ~/ 
~= 

- ::r. {(::x. ... o.)~~'"l. fc~- ... t-+~1 } 

(2.~.' ~) 

Before proceeding to the second integration it is necessary to examine equations 

(2.2.3), (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) in order to determine whether for any values of 

Z(x,y) equations (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) are invalid. Clearly the stresses cannot 

be evaluated at the two end points of the line force, where Jxl = a and y = V • 
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1Uso, log z has a branch point at the origin, and the principal value of: log z 

is that such that I ~ ( l...~ z.) \ < "1T , which corresponds to a cut along the 

negative real axis. (Jeff:reys and Jeff:reys, 1946, p. 332). 

the inverse tangent of: (~) an odd function in y. 

This cut makes 
y-V 

Thus, the term arc tan x- a 

is indeterminate it: y = V and x - a ~ 0, and the results f:or a line force 

along y = V,lxl ~ a, are not applicable at points (x, y) along the semi-infinite 

line, y = V and - oo ~ ';l: ~ + o.... • 

(iii) The second integration 

In order to simulate the effect of a body force of magnitude P units per 

unit of cross sectional area acting in the positive y direction over the area 

lx.l ~ a, y1 ~ y ~ y2, substitute the infinitesimal element P dv for L in 

equations (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) and integrate with respect to V between the limits 

V = yl and V = y2. It has been shown in the previous paragraph that the stress 

due to a line force cannot be evaluated at all points in the half plane, and 

because of this it is necessary for the second integration to divide the cross-

section into three zones denoted by A, B and C, (see diagram (1) of figure 2). 

Consider a poini; z (x, y) in zone C def:ined by y ) y2 ..£!: y <. yl ..£!: 

x > a. For such a point the stress distribution at z due to a line force along 

y = V, 1x1 ~ a, may beretermined for any value of: v in the range y1 ~ v '= y2, 

and thus equations (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) with P dv substituted for L may be 

integrated directly with respect to v between these limits. Taking real and 

imaginary parts of: the resulting equations and introducing the notation 
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gives 

T'). -
V='11 ') 

,;, = 2..-~ .. 0 [ G (•-~ (~-0 l., (T9 + -,i I(> ••<) j• (•-H l., ( ·~ + (••'l (x-~)( 9+,1) 

and 

Solving equations (2.3.1) and (2.3.3) gives 

and 

i~= 2:Cw+i) [ ~ (w+~(~-")lo~( ~:)+ (w~~('j-v)(~+9)- ) 

] 

... =+o. J v=y ... 4yv(x- .... 
' ""R2. 

,...,_.,.. v= 'f, • 

Thus· expressions have been derived for fX, yy and xy at a point (x,y) in the 

infinite zone C. 

Now consider the cases of Z (x,y) in zones A or B. Remembering that the 

results for a line force acting along y = V,lxl' a, are not applicable at z 
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on the semi-infinite line y = V ;•f~~o., it f'ollows that f'or Z in zones 

A orB it is necessary to replace the integral with respect to v by the sum 

of two integrals between the limits v = y1 to v = y -d andv=y+i to 

v = y2, where i is positive and tends to zero. This procedure excludes the 

theoretically indeterminate effect of the force acting along a particular line, 

but the body force acting along a particular line is zero so that this omission 

has no effect. An equivalent viev~point is that ±ntegration across the discon-

tinui ty in the :.mgle /; is avoided b:y· this process. Terms other than those in 

/; are continuous and are theref'ore not affected by this inf'ini tesimal break 

in the integration path. 

In fact it is round by letting tf tend to zero that :Xx and yY given by 

equations (2.).4) and (2o3o5) are directly valid in zones A and B. This comes 

about because whenever /; is indeterminate it is multiplied by a zero factor, 

so effectively removing the discontinuity. 'l'hus equations (2. 3.4) and ( 2. 3.5) 

are the required expressions for :Be and yy for z in any of the three zones, and 

are continuous and may be evaluated throughout the positive half-plane except 

at the corners of' zone A,lxl= a, y = y1 or y = y2., where the logarithmic terms 

have poles • 

.Uivide the expression f'or ~r given by equation (2.3.2.) into two components 

such that + •••••••• (2.3.6) 

where, for all z , 
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The component xy1 has poles at the ~our corners o~ zone A, but is other-

wise continuous. 

Equation (2.3,8) m~ be evaluated ~or Z in a~ o~ the three zones, For 

Z in zone A, (de~ined by 

(z.~.v 

~or Z in zone B,( de~ine~ by x < -a ~ y2 ~ y ? y1), 

and ~or Z in zone C, ( de~ined by x) a _2!: y > y2 £!: y < y1), 

The expression ~or xy2 given by equation (2.3.11) is, o~ course, identical with 

the term in~ in equation (2.3.2). 

It can be demonstrated that xy2 as de~ined by equations (2.3.9), (2.3.10) 

and (2.3.11) is a continuous ~unction throughout the h~-plane. 

In the circumstance y = yl = 0, x - u ( 0 the angle ~ is analytically 

indeterminate but may be given the value ( +~) since there is no question o~ 

the integration path crossing the discontinuity. 

To summarize, the stress components may be avaluated throughout the x - y 

half-plane except at the ~our points lXI = a, y = yl or y = y2. The com-

ponents :iX, :fy and :XY1 are given ~or all other values o~ z by equations (2.3.4), 

(2.3.5) and (2.3.7) respectively, and iY2 is de~ined ~or all z by e~ations 

(2.3.9), (2.3.10) or (2.3.ll). 
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(iv) The symmet~ of the general result 

Consider firstly the symmetry of the general result with respect to x in 

order to check that :XX and yy have even and f::J has odd symmetry with respect to x. 

The general form of the expressions for the stress components is 

It follows from equations (2.4.1) and (2.4'e2.) that the symmetry of pq with 

respect to xis the opposite of that of the function f with respect to (x-u). 

By inspection, the logarithmic and algebraic terms (i.e. all terms excluding 

the inverse tangent terms) within the double brackets of equations (2.3.4) and 

(2.3.5) for xx and yy are odd functions of (x-u), and the corresponding terms 

in equation (2.3.7) for xy1 are even functions of (x-u). Therefore the 

contributions of these terms to Xx and yy are even functions of x, and the contri-

bution to ~1 is an odd function of x. 

Now consider the contributions of the remaining inverse tangent terms which 

are of the form 

. (z..t.~ 

Using the relationship 
y 

= (sign o~ y) x ~ arctan 
:£.. 
X arctan 

-x 

an analysis of p~q (-x,y) where F1 and F2 have the forms occurring in equations 

(2.3.4), and (2.3.5) and (2.3.7), shows that, for such F1 and F2 , 
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Thus, for these terms, the symmetry of pq (x,y) in x is the same as that of the 

c.oefficients of the inverse tangent terms in (x - u) • It follows from inspection 

of equations (2.3.4), (2.3.5) and (2.3.7) that it has now been proved that xx and 

yy are even functions of x and that ~1 is an odd function of x. 

It only remains to prove that xy2 is an odd function in x. This is easily 

done by using equations (2.3.9), (2.3~10) and (2.3~11) to prove the following 

three identities 

(1) for y < y1 .£!: y ) Y2, C:ZY2 (x,y) ) Zone C = - (zy2 ( -x,y)) Zone C 

(2) for Yl~ y ~ Y2 and lxl ~a, 
·'one A 

(xy2 (x,y) ) ~ = - CiY2 (-x,y)) Zone A 

and (3) for y1 ~ y ~ y2 and x > a, (xy2 (x,y)) Zone C = - CiY2 ( -x,y)) Zone B ~~· 

Hence it can b~ shown that the general result satisfies the fundamental require-

ments with respect to syrr~etry in x. 

(v) The stresses at infinity 

A further fundamental requirement is that the stress components Xx:, fy and 

X:f. should, for finite a and y2, tend to zero as 1 XI or y tend to infinity. 

By considering the expressions within the double brackets of equations (2.3.4), 

(2.3.5), (2.3.7), (2.3.9), (2;3.10) and (2.3.11) term by term for the three cases, 

X_ ... and y = ex~- , (where cis a positive constant), 

it can be simply shown that the terms inside the brackets tend either to zero or 

a function independent of the limits which yields zero on expansion of the 

brackets. 

It follows from consideration of the physical model that the general result 

should contract to the point force result given by equations (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) 
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for the case U equals zero if a tends to zero, Yl and Y2 each tend to v, and P 

behaves in such a manner that 2a (y2 - y1) P tends to a constant Y, which is the 

magnitude of the equivalent point force. 1Jilhen this arduous task is carried out 

it is found that the general result does satisfy this check. The process used is 

of course basically a double differentiation carried out from first principles, 

but it has the advantage that it can be thought of purely in terms of the physical 

model rather than the mathematical model. 

(vi) The equations of equilibrium 

In order to prove the validity and uniqueness of the general solution it 

is necessa~ to show that the stress components satisfy the equations of equilibrium 

and the equations of compatibili~. For the plane problem, the equations of equil

ibrium reduce to equations (1.2.3), which are 

. (:z.6.2.) 

It must be remembered that in trte original point force model X and Y were zero, 

but now there is a simulated bo~ force in zone A so that X is zero for all z, 

and Y is zero in zones B and C but equal to P in zone A. 

Remembering that (yx) equals (xy), differentiate and add equations (2.3.4) 

and (2.3.7), giving, for all (x,y), 
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which, since constants within the brackets cancel on e:~ansion, can be reduced 

to the f'orm 

Subtract equation (2.6.3) from equation (2.6.1) and put X equal to zero for 

all (x,y), giving, for all (x,y), 

(:z.6.4) 

If the e~ressions for :2cy2 as given by equations (2.3.9), (2.3.10) and (2.3.11) 

·for (x,y) in zones A, B and C are examined in turn, it m~ easily be shown that 

they all satisfy equation (2.6.4) and that therefore the general 'results satisfy 

~quation (2.6.1). 

Similarly, differentiating and adding equations (2.3.7) and (2.3.5) gives, 

for all (x,y), 

~ (~~.} + ~ (5')) -= __]_ [ [- ~ (w-~(~j-v) 2-(z-.. ) -..!.. { {~k+'S)'<+(~<-i)v} Z(z:"-) - (k+l) f- ~-"')C.,+v) + G-1 
a:x. ~~ 21i (K+I) 'T.,_ 2. ,J It l ll.~ j 

c " 
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which reduces to 

• 

Subtracting equation (2.6.5) from equation (2.6.2) gives 

It may readily be shown from equations (2.3.9), (2.3.10) and (2.3.11) 

that equation (2.6.6) is satisfied for (x,y) in zones B and C where Y equals 

zero and also for (x,y) in zone A where Y is put equal to P. 

Thus the general results are seen to satistY the equations of equilibrium. 

(vii) The equations of compatibility 

If stress components are to pepresent a valid solution of the elastic 

problem they must satisfy the equations of compatibility (see(i~ of Chapter 1). 
dy "dy 

Assuming a plane strain solution and that = 0 everywhere, 
oy 

the equations of compatibility reduce in number to fo~r of which only one is 

independent of the other three and the equations of equilibrium. The present 

model is such that although changes in the bo~ forces occur at the boundaries 

of zone A, it is not possible to specify co-or~nates at which the differentials 

of Y are not equal to zero. 

Consequently the equations of compatibility are proved to be satisfied if it 

is shown, for example, that 

which is equation (1.2.4c). 
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It follows from equation (2.3.3) that for (x,y) in zones A, B or C, 

,. "' p [ [ ] 1.\='-T"'- ]V::~"-
X'1~~':\"" _z_ F 

11' (K-+ 1) 
"'"'-"" V: ~~ ' 

where F = t-\ (•·~(~-~ l.j ( ·~- 1" (1-01·~ (T9 ~ ( ~-v) f - ( ( K••)) • kv J <>] . 

It follows from equatioP~ (2.7.3) and (2.7.4) that 

and therefore that equation (2. 7.1) and all the equations of' compatibility 

are satisfied by the general result. 

(viii) The stresses at the free surface 

Consider the stress- system at the free surface by putting y equal to zero 

in equations (2.3.4), (2.3.5), (2.3.7), (2.3.9), (2.3.10) and (2.3.11). Making 

use of the fact that (arctan Y ) is an odd function of' y, it follows that, ex
x 

eluding the two points ( I xI = a, y = 0) in the special case where y1 
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equals zero, then 

. (2.8.1) 

Thus the inperent boundary conditions at a ~ree surface are satis~ied. 

(ix) The plane substratum 

Consider the case o~ an infinite, plane, horizontal substratum by letting 

the dimension a tend to infinity in the general results. The corresponding 

simplest equilibrium system is shown in diagram 2 of figure 2. It is necessary 

to maintain the equilibrium o~ the half-space by a line force applied along a 

line at great depth and of inf'ini te length. Unlike the point force or line 

~orce o~ finite length used to maintain equilibrium in the general case, this 

line force distribution o~ infinite length does not have a negligible effect 

near the surface, and the associated stress system must be rega~ded as part o~ 

the main solution, since equilibrium is a primary requirement. 

Consider ~irst this supplementary stress system by letting a and v in 

a 
equations (2.2.2), (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) tend to infinity in such a way that v 

also :t¢nds to infinity. The only terms that are sig~icant as a tends to 

infinity and the expressions are expanded are those in which the limit is a 

~unction o~ V o~ such a type that the terms do not cancel. This is true whether 

the 11 limi t 11 of the term be finite or inf'ini te. Thus only the inverse tangent 

terms prove to be sig~icant as a tends to infinity. 

Assuming y ~ V and putting L = -P (y2 - y1) into equations (2.2.2), 

(2.2.3) and (2.2.4) gives, as a tends to infinity, the supplementary stress 
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system defined by 

(2.'J.r) 

Y"!:v 
Now let a tend to infini. ty in the main results. Since arc tan 

x +a 

tends to zero as a tends to infinity for all (y ~ v), it follows from equations 

(2.3.4) and (2.3.5) that 

The limits of these equations as a tends to infinity are functions of y, so 

that the three ranges of y must be considered in turn. The results obtained are 

, 

., 
. ' . 

The stress component Xy defined by equations (2.3~6), (2.3.7), (2.3.9) and 

(2.3.11) may be treated similarly except that both limits of u have to be 

considered since when the inverse tangent tends to ~ero, it is multiplied by a 

term tending to inf'ini. ty. The result obtained is 
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,.. 
' ':1:~ = 0 

Add the stress system given by equations (2.9.1), (2.9.2) and (2.9.3) to · 

find the following final results for the case of the plane substratum, 

' 

' ' 

, :X~= o 

A further special case is that of the homogeneous half-space in 

equilibrium. This may be considered by putting y1 equal to zero in equations 

(2.9.4) for the case y1 ~ y ~ Y2 

Thus, 
A 2- k "' - Py, .XX = pk+ly, yy = 

1\ 
xy = o, (2.9.5) 

which is, of course, the expected result. Note that the plane strain solutions 

for the substratum and half-space are comp:Lete solutions in that the physical 

assumptions in the x and z directions are identical and 

(x) The terminated substratum 

A.further case of interest is that of the terminated, semi-infinite substratum 
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shmvn in diagram 3 of figure 2. The results for this case may be regarded as 

an alternative expression of the general result since a finite rectangular 

density anomaly may be built up by adding two terminated substrata. This is 

illustrated by figure 4. 

The method of obtaining this result from the earlier general result is to 

move the origin to -a, so that (x - u)u = a is replaced by (x - 2a) and 

(x - u) ~ is replaced by x, and then let a tend to inf'ini ty. 
u = -a 

Consider first the stress system due to the line force required for 

equilibrium. Applying the above procedure to equations (2.2.2), (2.2.3) and 

(2.2.4), and assuming that v also tends to infinity, but in such a way that~ 

tends to inf'ini ty, it can be shown that for finite x and y, 

(:z. lo.1) 

If' this process is now applied to the general results given by equations 

(2.3.4), (2.3.5), (2.3.7), (2.3.9), (2.3.10) and (2.3.11} it is found that 

(2.1o,• 

. (:z.lo·+) 

., 
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for z in zones A or C, 

and for z in zone B, 

On adding the supplementa~ system given by equation (2.10.1), with L equal 

to -P(y2 - y1),only equation (2.10.2) is modified and becomes 

Thus the full solution for the case of the terminated semi-infinite 

(2.1o.s) 

(2.. lo. G) 

. (2.. lo.1) 

substratum is given by equations (2.10.7), (2.10.3), (2.3.6), (2.10.4), (2.10.5) 

and (2.10.6). 

In order to find expressions for the surface stresses in the case of 

the terminated substratum, put y equal to zero in these equations. 

Then, 

('z..lo. ~) 
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(ri) s~~acy 

Plane strain solutions have been derived for the stress components at 

points vdthin an otherwise homogeneous elastic half-space in which there are 

various rectangular zones of the cross section with a contrasting density. 

These zones are defined by planes parallel or normal to the free surface. 

It is emphasized that the solution has been obtained to a static problem. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SOME NUMERICAL RESULTS Al\Jl) THEIR INTERPHETATION 

(i) General considerations 

The results of Chapter 2 are to be applied to geological models, and 

thererore only the plane strain solution will be used. The work or Dean, 

Parsons and Sneddon (1944) and of Sneddon (1944), which was described in Chapter 

1, suggests that the errects or this approximation are unlikely to be serious. 

The stress field is a runction of only one elastic parameter, namely Poisson's 

ratio. It has been shown numerically rrom equation (2.8.1) that the stress 

distribution over the free surface for a wide range or models is not unduly 

sensitive to changes in the value or Poisson's ratio. A similar conclusion was 

reached with respect to their own model by Dean, Parsons and Sneddon. In the 

numerical work described in this chapter Poisson's ratio is equal to 0.25, 

except for the simulation of the results obtained by Durney, where his value or 

0.28 is used. Similarly, the acceleration due to gravity is put equal to 

1000 cm/sec2 in this special case but is otherwise taken as 981 cm/sec2• 

The values of the stress components given by the results of Chapter 2 are 

directly proportional to the density contrast, the acceleration due to gravity 

and the linear scale or the model. Thus, when considering only the rorm, (and 

not the magnitude), of the stress field, models may be scaled so that one 

dimension is always constant. H this is done, the~ there are generally two 

independent dimensional parameters required to specify the shape and location of 

a single mass anomaly. 

The method of applying the e::-.."Pressions derived in the previous chapter is 

to evaluate the state or stress at a series of grid points over the area of the 

cross section of the model. If the model is symmetrical, then only hair of the 
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cross section need be considered. As indicated in Chapter 1, the function 

most generally evaluated and contoured will be the positive stress-difference 

of the three principal stresses. The main problems that will be considered 

numerically are the general variation of stress at the free surface, U1o 

models representing a mass anomaly within the crust and presented here as 

models of a granite batholith either outcropping at the free surface (first 

model) or existing at considerable depth (second model), and a set of models 

representing the Ju~ isostatic compensation of a surface load such as a large 

mountain chain. The granite batholith models are defined by (y2 - yl) equal 

to eight kilometres, 'a' equal to eleven kilometres, the density contrast 

equal to -0.1 grn/cc, and yl equal to zero (first model) or to eight kilometres 

(second model). The compensated mountain chain model is made up of a uniform 

surface load, which represents a mountain with a width of 600 kilometres, an 

average height of 3 kilometres and a density of 2.8 gm/cc, and which is 

compensated by a rectangular mass deficit of equal magnitude defined by y1 equal 

to 30 kilometres, y2 equal to 51 kilometres, 'a' equal to 300 kilometres and a 

density contrast of -0.4 gm/cc. 

The stress-difference used for the numerical calculations is defined as 

the positive stress-difference of the three principal stresses. This is 

contra~ to the practice of many authors who consider the difference of the two 

principal stresses in the x - y plane. This two dimensional definition 

correspond~ to the function determined by photoelastic results. There are two 

reasons for using the three principal stresses in the present problem. Firstly, 

the plane strain assumption assigns a value to all three principal stresses, and 

therefore it is necessa~ to include all three stresses in the definition in order 

to be consistent with the implications of tr~s initial assumption. Secondly, 

the definition involving all three principal stresses has physical significance, 
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because it is a measure of the approximation of the stress to the hydrostatic 

state. Jeffreys (1962) uses this definition of the stress-difference while 

discussing harmonic surface loading of an elastic half-space when at small 

depths his pp 22 , ( _ ~ ), is an extreme stress. 

(ii) The half-space stress computer programme 

A computer programme has been written in the Algolprogramming language 

which calculates the state of stress at aey point in a half-space of specified 

density due to any number of rectangular density anomalies, infinite or semi-

infirate plane substrata and uniform surface loads. The position of each .of 

these components along the horizontal x - axis is variable, and tectonic 

stresses may be allowed for according to equation (1.3.7). 

The progran@e and its specification are given in appendices 2 and 3 

respectively. The programme consists of a series of "procedures" (sub-routines) 

corresponding to the different model components and stress functions that may be 

required, and a main part which reads the model parameters from data tapes, 

' calls up the required procedures, and controls the form of the output. 

The following is a brief description of the procedures. 

INVTAN This procedure evaluates inverse tangents in the range +'11 to -T • 

Unusual precautions are necessary since the procedure operates upon 

identifiers of type real, which are often the small difference between 

two large numbers, and therefore liable to significant error, which 

might prove critical.in evaluating a discontinuous function such as 

the inverse tangent. The ntunerical constants used in this procedure 

imply that when the progrcurune is used to stu~ geological models, the 

unit of length should be of the same order of magnitude as the 

centimetre. 
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INSIDE and RECTANG-LE These procedures calculate the Cartesian stress 

components xx, yy and xy, given by equations (2.3.4), (2.3.5), 

(2.3. 7), (2.3.9), (2.3.10) and (2.3.11), at a given point (x,y) for 

a rectangular densi~ anomaly. 

INSD~CT and SURECT These procedures calculate xx given by equation (2.8.1) 

at a given point (x,o) at the free surf'ace for a rectangular density 

anomaly. 

SUBSTRATUM This procedure calculates :XX and fly given by equations (2.9.4) 

at a given point (x,y) for a plane substratum model. 

SU~~CE This procedure calculates xx, yy and xy given by equations (2.2.6) at 

a given point (x,y) due to a uniform surface load. 

INNER and TEBMHTATED These procedures calculate :XX, yy and xy, given by 

equations (2.10.7), (2.10.3), (2.3.6), (2.10.4), (2.10.5) and (2.10.6), 

at a given point (x,y) for a semi-infinite substratum model. 

SURTERM This procedure calculates xx given by equation (2.10.8) at a given 

point (x,o) at the free surface for a semi-infinite substratum model. 

PRINCIPAL STRESSES This procedure calculates the three principal stresses of 

!USES 

the plane strain solution from the values of Xx, yy and xy according 

to equations (1.2.1), and prints out these three principal stresses, 

the angle ~ given by equation (1.2.2), and the positive stress

difference of the three principal stresses. 

This procedure calculates the von ~lises function given by equation 

(1.3~6) from xx, yy and xy, assuming a plane strain solution. 

CLASSIJ:t""'Y In order to reduce the considerable labour of examining the results, 

this procedure may be used to classify the state of stress at a 

point (x,y) given in terms of the principal stresses in the following 
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manner:-

(a) A 'g', 'i' or 11' is printed according to whether the third 

principal stress, tz, is algebraically the greatest, inter

mediate or least principal stress. 

(b) An 'a', 'b', 'c' or 'd' is printed according to whether three, 

two, one or zero principal stresses are less than zero, 

(i.e. compressional). 

(c) If the sum o~ three principal stresses is less than zero, then 

print 'en' and the values o~ the Coulomb-Navier ~racture 

~unction, which is the value o~ So given by equation (1.3.3), 

~or the cases ~ = 30° and ~ = 55° • Otherwise, i~ 

3pp11 + PP22 ) 0 print 1 ga' , else print 1 gb' , and then the 

value o~ the tensile strength necessary ~or ~ailure according 

to the Gri~~i th theory o~ equation (1.3.5). In the programme 

which has been used ~or production work and which is given in 

appendix 2, this part o~ this procedure is not strictly correct 

in that the Gril~ith criterion is evaluated in terms o~ the 

greatest and least principal stresses instead o~ pp11 and pp22• 

The signi~icance o~ this distinction is indicated in Chapter 1. 

However, in all the cases that it has been used, zz has been the 

intermediate principal stress. 

In the main programme parameters such as the density and Poisson's ratio 

o~ the half-space, the acceleration due to gravity, tectonic stress systems 

represented by equation (1.3.7), the programme control integers which determine 

the sequence of the calculations, and the parameters of the mass anomaly models 

are read ~rom data tapes. The values of(x,y) are either read directly ~rom data 

tapes or defined by a grid. The common case of the supplementary stress for a 
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hydrostatic natural state is treated by putting the half-space density equal 

to zero. A flow diagram of this prpgramme and details of the data tape format 

are included in appendix 3. 

The reasons for writing the programme with so many distinct special cases 

were to check the consistency of the different equations derived in Chapter 2 

and to save computer time during production runs. This saving of computer 

time was of course reduced by the extra time taken to compile the programme 

during testing. Numerical calculations using the results of Chapter 2 were 

first carried out in 1963 using a Pegasus Autocode programme which was thoroughly 

tested by comparing the results with hand calculations. The programme described 

here, which was written in 1966 using the much simpler .Algol language, was 

fully tested and found to be self consistent (e.g. simulation of a rectangle by 

two semi-infinite plane substrata) and also to give identical results to the 

Autocode programme. New results such as SURFACE, MISES or CLASSIFY were tested 

by hand calculations. 

The accuracy of the calculation is limited by the number of significant 

figures used for constants such as 1r • The accuracy of about 1 in 104 is 

clearly more than adequate for the type of problem considered, and the error 

is insignificant in comparison to the effects of the various approximations 

implied in the model. 

(iii) The stresses at the free surface 

The discuss.ion of the state of stress at the free surface of the elastic 

half-space due to internal density anomalies is simplified by the facts that 

the principal directions are orientated parallel and normal to the free surface 

and that only one principal stress, (equal to xx), is.not zero. Also, in the 

absence of tectonic stresses, the surface stress is independent of the assumed 

natural state at depth. 
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The variation of surface stress over a semi-infinite terminated substratum 

with a density contrast of + 0.1 gm/cc and thickness of one kilometre is shown 

in figure 3 for different depths (yl) to the upper surface. The magnitude of 

the surface stress is zero directly above the end of the anomalous mass, (x = 0), 

and increases steadily as 1 xj increases, reaching a maximum value when lxl 

equals 1.25 1.5 times y2, (y2 is the depth of the lower surface of the 

anomaly). The magnitude of the surface stress decreases only slightly for 

further increases in (x( • The magnitude of the maximum surface stress is 

largely independent of the depth of burial, and is equal to about 4.10
6 ~nelcm2 , 

(i.e. 4 bars). The use of these curves for interpretation tends to be misleading 

because of the infinite extent of the model. The importance of these results 

is the understanding that they give of the variation of surface stress over a 

rectangular density anomaly of finite lateral extent. The relationship between 

the two cases is demonstre.ted in figure lf.. The distribution of surface stress 

due to a rectangular density contrast of + 0.1 gm/cc, with a thickness of one 

kilometre and various widths, is shown in figures 5, 6, 7 and 8. The surface 

stress is greatest and compressional over a positive density anomaly, and tends 

to be tensile outside the limits of the anomaly. Except for the case of anomalous 

bodies with a vddth, 2a, much greater than the depth to the lower boundary, y2, 

the maximum surface stress amplitude occurs over the centre of the boqy. In the 

exceptional case, it occurs over the limits of the bo~, but the value over the 

centre is still high. 

The surface stress over the centre of a finite anomaly of width 2a equals 

twice that over the corresponding terminated substratum at x equal to a. Thus, 

for fixed thickness (y2- y1), the central surface stress increases steadily as 

'a' increases from zero to about 1* times y2, and then decreases slightly for 

further increases in 'a'. For a positive density anomaly of 0.1 gm/cc, with a 
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thickness of one kilometre, the surface stress of greatest magnitude, 

(corresponding to an optimum value of 'a'), is equal to about -8.bars. 

The surface stress over an anomalous mass of general thickness may be 

considered by summing the effects of the constituent one kilometre layers. 

In particular, if 1 a 1 is greater than about 1-~ times y2, each layer makes 

an equal contribution to the maximum surface stress of approximately -8 bars 

per 0.1 gm/cc positive density contrast per kilometre thickness. The magnitude 

of the surfe.ce stress at the secondary maxima or minima lying outside the limits 

of the anomaly is at least an order of magnitude less than the value over the 

centre of the anomalous body, and is greatest for a body at or near the surface. 

Before considering the interpretation of the surface stress results, two 

comparisons will be made with available similar results. 

Taking rr or ~~ of Dean, Parsons and Sneddon (1941+) to be analagous 

to :XX, then, from their figures 5 ana 6, (where 

results give 

£x: = o.55xF , 

0" = and 
h 
a 

where F is the force per unit area of the circle of radius a and 

depth h, acting towards the free.surface. 

Putting F = -gp (y2 - y1) 

= 0.2), their 

= 2 
dyne/em per 0.1 gm/cc per kilometre thickness, 

then xx = -5.5 bars. 

Considering the great difference in the two models, this value is 

consistent vrith the value of -8 bars obtained in the current work. 

A second opportunity for comparison is given in the second unpublished paper 

by Durney, where the density excess 
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forD = 100 km, fo = 3.5. 10-
2 

gm/cc, and l(l,d) = 1 for d ~ Y?l and 
zero otherwise, 

is said to give a surface comppession at the centre of about 185 bars. This 

distribution may be crudely simulated by model I of figure 5, with a linear 

scaling factor of 200 and a correction factor of for an equal total mass 

anomaly. 

Thus from figure 5, 

xx = - 3.9 x 200 x 0.35 x 0.886 bars 

= - 242 bars. 

The discrepancy in magnitude is not unexpected in view of the significantly 

different lateral mass distribution and the different value of Poisson's ratio 

used by Durney. 

The application of these theoretical results to the surface of the Earth 

in the absence of tectonic stresses naturally concentrates on the surface tensions 

produced by a structure of anomalously low density, because much lower stress 

magnitudes are required to initiate failure under tension than under compression. 

For example, a density anomaly of - 0.1 gm/cc and thickness 5 kilometres could, 

according to this theory, give a surface tens~~on of 40 bars, which is the 

approximate tensile strength of granite (Jaeger, 1962). Thus,according to this 

theory, significant tensions can occur at the surface of an inhomogeneous crust 

without the occurrence of regional tectonic stresses. However, it seems unlikely 

that the existence of the stresses due to density anomalies could be proved in 

thefield, since this would require the elimiP~tion of effects due to the mode of 

origin of the density anomaly and due to other consequences of external tectonic 

stresses. 

The justification for assuming a hydrostatic natural state of stress becomes 
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uncertain near the free surface. The state of stress at shallow depths was 

investigated using various failure criteria for the first granite batholitp 

model and a half-space of density 2.7 gm/cc. The results are demonstrated 

in figure 9. The first point is that, in fPite of the overburden, the main 

stress is tensile to a depth of about 150 metres. This indicates that 

tensile phenomena caused by this effect could appear at the surface as quite 

major features. The Griffith theory is the appropriate criterion in this 

tensile zone. The second point, which relates to the use of failure criteria, 

is that the trends of the contours of the stress-difference and the von Mises 

function are similar, (i.e. the two criteria are approximately consistent,) 

but that the trends of the Coulomb-Navier fracture functions for the angle of 

0 
internal friction, ~ , equal to 30 and 50° are entirely different. Note 

also that this natural state yields an increasing positive stress-difference, 

(~ = o), with depth and an increasingly negative Coulomb-Navier fracture 

function with depth for~ equal to 55°. For Poisson's ratio equal to 0.25, this 

natural state does not contribute to the fracture function if~ equals 30°. 

The effect on the surface stress of a uniform tectonic stress represented 

by equation (1.3.7) is to move the zero stress axis of the surface stress 

diagram, but to leave the shape of the distribution unaltered. Under conditions 

of increasing crustal compression, failure at the free surface will first occur 

at the location where the anomalous surface stress has its greatest compressional 

value, and similarly, under conditions of increasing cr~stal tension, failure 

will occur where the sup:Pementary surface stress has a maximum tensile value. 

~his approach assumes that failure will not occur elsewhere in the model for a 

tectonic stress of lower magnitude. 

Thus the following trends for failure at the free surface are indicated. 

For a positive density anomaly, failure under crustal compression will generally 
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occur above the anomaly, and failure under crustal tension will generally 

occur outside the limits of the anomaly. For a negative density anomaly, the 

reverse is true. 

(iv) The stresses due to a uniform surface load 

In diagrams (a) of figures (16), (17) and (18), the stress-difference 

within an elastic half-space due to a uniform s~~ace load is considered for 

models corresponding to cases of .no tectonic stress, tectonic tension and tec

tonic compression. The uniform crustal load is a large feature corresponding to 

a mountain range with an average height of 3 kilometres, a width of 600 kilo

metres and a density of 2..8 gm/cc, and the assumed tectonic stresses are of 

the same order of magnitude as the stresses due to the surface load. The case 

of a crustal tension has be:en considered by Bott (1965), and although his results 

appear slightly different ·because here the stress-difference is defined as the 

maximc:!ID positive difference between the three principal stresses, it still 

follows from the results that normal faulting is most likely to occur beneath 

the load and is least likely to occur in the adjacent regions. Diagram (a) of 

figure (18) shows that for the case of a crustal compression large stress

differences occur throughout the diagram and particularly beneath the extremities 

of the surface load. One cot4-d speculate that this large stress-difference 

beneath the limits of the surface load, which is a feature of the uniform 

surface load result for depths much less than the vridth of the load, might 

favoux the onset of local isostatic compensation by permitting the crustal block 

bounded by these regions of likely failure to sink under the surface load. 

Comparison of diagrams (a) and (c) of figures (16), (17) and (18) show that the 

effect of any isostatic compensation according to the Airy hypothesis, (see 

section (vi) of this chapter), has the effect above the level of compensation of 

tending to exaggerate the features of the stress-distribution due to the surface 

load alone. 
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(v) The stresses due to an internal density anomaly~ 

Three different models for a rectangular density anomaly within an elastic 

half-space model of the crust will be considered, and each vdll be examined 

under conditions of crustal tension and crustal compression represented by 

equation (1.3.7). General conclusions vdll be drawn from these models, but the 

first two models are particularly selected to represent granite batholiths 

occurring within the crust and the third model is designed for use in the 

discussion of the isostatic compensation of surface loads. The parameters of 

these three models are given in the table below. 
density 

a, yl, y2, contrast figure 
in km. in km. in km. in gm/cc numbers 

First granite model 11 0 8 -0.1 10, 11, 12. 

Second granite model 11 8 16 -0.1 13, 14, 15. 

Mountain root model 300 30 51 -0.4 16B, 17B, 18B. 

TABLE (3.5.1) - The parameters of the rectangular density anomaly models 

However, before these models are discussed, a calculation wi:Ll be described 

which aimed to compare the results of chapter 2 with those of Durney (1965). 

Durney considers the density distribution 

1 -1 
where p equals 

300 
km 

1 
and k equals 100,250 

1 -1 
q equals 

200 
km 

or 400 km. 

' 

The functions T1 (y), T2 (y) and T3 (y) defined by 

equals 0 • .35 grn/cc 

are plotted for the three values of k. A simulation using the same values of 
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Poisson's ratio and the acceleration due to gravity was carried out for the 

_j_ ,.....;-1 
case of k equal to 250 ~~ using six rectangular anomalous blocks of identical 

total mass per wavelength of x. This simulation is demonstrated in fi9Ure (19). 

The functions xx (o,y), Xy ( ~ , y) and yY (o,y) are anologous to T1(y), 

T2(y) and T3(y) respectively, and are illustrated for this one value of k. If 

these curves are compared with those of Durney's paper, yy and~ show good 

agreement over the range of y considered, but xx, which shows good agreement at 

the free surface, is too large at the maximum occ:urring at a depth of about 800 

kilometres, (490 bars instead of about 250 bars). This discrepancy, which is not 

so significant if it is related to the free surface value of -1680 bars, can be 

attributed to the effect of the large step in the simulated density function 

occurring at a depth of 500 kilometres. In general, the agreement between the 

results is unexpectedly good when the method of simulation is considered. 

Consider the contours of equal stress-difference for the three models of a 

low density anomaly in the crust wr~ch is free from tectonic stresses. Figures 

(10) and (13) include the isostatic curves for the two granite models. These 

curves represent the orientation of the principal directions, and are drawn to 

indicate whether the principal stress whose principal direction is parallel to 

the curve is compressional or tensile. They also indicate the orientation of 

possible fault planes according to e-quation (1.3.4). It can be seen that the 

stress-difference is large at the ffree surface above the density anomaly and at 

the side contact and below the anomaly. It is low at the centre of the anomalous 

bo~ and near the surface outside the limits of the bo~. This is true whatever 

the sign of the density contrast. For a mass deficit, (negative density contrast), 

the average stress is tensile except ve~ near the free surface outside the limits 

of the bo~. The converse is true for a mass excess, (positive density contrast). 
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The maximum stress..:.difference for the two granite models occurs at the free 

surface. The maximum value in the mountain root model occurs at the side 

contact of the mass deficit, but is only ve~ slightly larger than the 

maximum stress-difference at the surface. The interpretation of surface 

stresses has been discussed in section (iii) of this chapter. 

General conclusions about the influence of density anomalies in an 

inhomogeneous elastic crust on tectonic stresses will be derived from 

consideration of the two granite models only. This is because the mountain 

root model is complicated by the fact that the stresses due to the mass 

anomaly are of the same order of magnitude as the assumed tectonic stresses. 

However, the stress-difference follows the same general pattern as will be 

deduced from the granite models. This would be more evident if the mountain 

root model were extended to a depth comparable to its width. The general 

conclusions derived from figures (ll], (12), (14) and (15) of the granite 

models are as follows:-

for a density low and a crustal compression 

or a density high and a crustal tension, 

the stress-difference is increased below the density 

anomaly and is decreased above and to the side of the 

anomaly, 

and for a density low and a crustal tension 

or a density high and a crustal compression, 

the converse is true; 

that is, the stress-difference is increased above and to the 

side of the density anomaly and is decreased below the 

density anomaly. 

It·will be recalled that, according to the principles outlined in section(iii) 

of chapter 1, a large-stress difference under a crustal tension tends to increase 
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the likelihood of normal faulting, and a large stress-difference under a crustal 

compression tends to increase the likelihood of thrust faulting. If one 

considers only faulting occurring above or within the upper half' o£ the density 

anomaly, it may be postulated that in a region of uniform topography, the likeli

hood of normal faulting is increased in an area of anomalously low gravit,y and 

the likelihood of thrust faulting is increased in an area of high gravi t,y. Of 

course, these ~To different types of failure would not occur at the same time, 

but under conditions of regional crustal tension and compression respectively. 

Conversely, if one considers processes in the lower half of the anomalous region 

or below, normal faulting is most likely in regions of high gravi t,y and thrust 

faulting in regions of low gravity anomaly. 

It is worth repeating here the opinion expressed during the discussion of 

the interpretation of surface stresses, derived using the present relatively 

simple model, that the mechanisms of crustal processes are so various and relatively 

complex that it is very unlikely that one can isolate an effect such as those 

discussed above and prove its occurrence in the field. At the best, one can use 

acme reasonable theory to explain trends of behaviour which are consistent with 

the field data. However, the uncertainties of geological science are such that 

this consistency is in no way a proof of the theory. 

The second case considered above corresponds to that treated by Bott (1965), 

since the distributed load was simulated by a surface load, and the entire half

space was necessarily below the anomaly. He cites the tectonic and igneous 

history of the Midland Valley of Scotland as a possible example of this mechanism, 

and attributes the normal faulting and dyke-intrusion of late Palaeozoic and 

early Mesozoic age to a positive gravity anomaly due to either a thinner or a 

denser crust. It is postulated that the high regional Bouguer anomaly over the 
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north-eastern Irish Sea similarly corresponds to a load on the underlying mantle 

and enhances the likelihood of normal faulting therein, leading to the formation 

of sedimentary basins. Subsidence is supposed to be initiated by local flow in 

the upper mantle due to the uplift of nearby mountains in response to erosion 

(Bott, 1964b). 

The present work emphasizes the point that this theory requires that the 

initiation of normal faults and dykes occur below the mass anomaly and therefore 

near the bottom of the crust or in the upper mantle. The state of stress above 

the anomaly is such as to inhibit the origination of these tensile features. 

However, once the initial breakdmvn has occurred at depth beneath the load, the 

state of stress is greatly modified and the current model is invalid. In 

particular, large stress-differences will occur above the region of yield, and 

faults or dykes may propagate to the surface. 

(vi) A model r4th mass compensation 

Consider the mountain range model for an unstressed crust as shown in 

figure (16). Diagrams (a) and (b) represent respectively a uniform surface load 

and an internal mass deficit of equal magnitude situated at the base of the crust. 

In both cases it can be seen that the stress-differences are still large at 

depths of a hundred kilometres. In diagram (c) the two models are combined 

to give simple local mass compensation at depth. This corresponds to a form of 

Airy-Heiskanen isostatic compensation, (Heiskanen and Vening Meinesz, 1958), with 

a non-standard value of the density contrast and ignoring the effect of curvature 

of the Earth. It is immediately apparent from diagram (c) of' figure (16) that the 

stress-differences below the level of compensation are an order of magnitude 

smaller than those at the same location in diagrams (a) or (b), and that large 

stress-differences occur in the leyer between the two compensating mass anomalies. 
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The diagrams or figures (16), (17) and (18) also indicate whether the average 

principal stress is tensile or compressional. The average principal stress 

is compressional in the layer between the two compensating mass anomalies. 

It is seen from figures (17) and (18) that the effect of a crustal stress 

(represented by equation (1.3.7)) on the compensated model is to give 

approximately the tectonic background stress-difference below the level of 

compensation and to the side of the anomalous region. In the case of a crustal 

tension large stress-differences occur above the compensating mass deficit, but, 

for a c~ustal compression, these values are not much greater than the background 

level. In both instances the average stress in this region is compressional. 

Two features of these diagrams which may seem unexpected are the facts that, 

firstly, the 'surface' stress-difference is the same in diagrams (b) and (c) of 

figures (16) and (17), (the same is true of figure (18) for x > 300 km.), and, 

secondly, the largest stress-difference in the layer between the mass anomalies 

occurs for a tectonic tension, even though the average stress in this zone is 

compressional. 

The first feature is a consequence of the fact that the solution of the 

uniform surface load problem gives xx = " yy = L at y = 0 , so that, for 

Poisson's ratio_ equal to~' the corresponding stress-difference is tL. Thus, 

when the surface load is added to diagram (b), xx and yy are changed equally, so 

that, if zz is the intermediate principal stress, the stress-difference is 

unaltered. The second feature is a consequence of the fact that the stresses 

occurring in this large scale crustal model are larger than the assumed tectonic 

stress magnitude of 400 bars. The dominant principal stress in the layer above 

the compensating mass deficit is a near-vertical compression of sufficient 

magnitude to keep the average stress compressional. The effect of a horizontal 

tension represented by equation (1.3. 7) is therefore to increase the stress-

difference, and the effect of a horizontal compression is to decrease it. 
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(vii) Conclusions 

The exact solutions of chapter 2 for a two-dimensional, elastostatic 

model of an isotropic half-space with homogeneous elastic properties but 

inhomogeneous density have been used for numerical calculations of the 

supplementary stress systems due to the variations of the density. The elasto

static stress fields have been described for models corresponding to certain 

geological situations, and the results have been used to discuss some of 

the non-elastic, dynamic processes that are thought to occur in the crust of 

the Earth and the upper mantle. Consequently, the approach to the interpreta

tion has been cautious. 

It has been shown that density anomalies in the crust can induce stresses 

of sufficient magnitude to have a significant effect on the tectonics of the 

region. It seems from the models examined that, in the absence of superposed 

tectonic stresses, the stress-difference never attains a value that is 

significantly greater than the maximum stress at the free surface. Data has A •. , vc"' 

been presented which enables the surface stress to be estimated in the vicini~ 

of any uniform, rectangular density contrast. This rectangular density contrast 

must be defined by planes which are parallel or normal to the free surface. The 

stress at the free surface can be as large as - 8 bars for a density anomaly of 

+ 0.1 gm/cc magnitude and one kilometre thickness. Because the tensile strength 

of rocks is much less than their strength under compression, the most important 

case is the surface stress existing above a mass of anomalously low density. 

In the absence of tectonic stresses, the stress-difference is small at the 

centre of an anomalous body, and is larger above and below the body and at the 

side contact. The effect of a superposed tectonic stress is either to make the 

stress-difference larger above the anomalous mass and smaller below, or vice 
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versa. For example, a tectonic tension enhances the likelihood of the 

initiation of tensile features above a mass deficiency or below a mass 

excess. 

A model of Ai~ isostatic compensation of a surface load in the 

absence of tectonic stresses shows that the stress-difference is greatly 

reduced below the compensating mass deficiency, but that the maximum 

stress-difference >vithin the crust is increased by isostatic compensation. 
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APPENDIX I 

The plane strain solution for a line force within a half'-space 

The purpose of this appendix is to quote the results obtained by Sneddon 

(1944) for the components of stress at the point (x,y) in the interior of a 

semi-infinite elastic medium defined by x > 0 due to the action of a force 

of magnitude F distributed uniformly over the strip x = h, -a ~ y ~ a, 

and in the direction of the negative x direction, and to show that Sneddon's 

result is identical to equations (2.2.3), (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) obtained by 

integrating the point force result derived from complex potential theor,y before 

Sneddon's paper was found. 

Introducing the notation 

then Sneddon's results are 

.. 

I J. ~-o. , .. ., r, = 
:X:+lo 

' 

90 

I ~+" 

' 
t .. ., <92 = 

:x-1.. 

(Rl • 
., 

(R1.2.) 



The notation of equations (2.2.3), (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) may be converted to that 

of Sneddon by substituting (-y) for x, x for y, h for v and CF) for L. Putting 
2a 

also (3 - 4o-) forK into equation (2.2.3) and transfoil:'llring both sides of the 

equation gives 

" ,.. - F [ ( :"'f t x-\. _ t- :ul, J _ 2 (x-1.)(-!3-0 ·•.n- "":x..,. 2 1- :Zcr; a.n. .. .., 0/'f'C. ..., -:,-.. -
'i!~'11'(1-o) -'j-<4 (-!j- ... y· ... (x-l.)ll. 

S :.h (-!1- ... )(nl..} 

f (-'!1-... )2-+ c~ ... ~.yr 

So 

which can be seen to reduce to the fom. of equation (.Al.3). 

2{ ("-+cr)x-hJ (-!1-..) 
(-~- ... )2-+ (x+l.)ll. 

, 

Similarly 

transform equation (2.2.4), remembering that~ transforms to -yx. 
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Thus 

j.; ,£'~; ... : +(•-•) [ (•-••) [.~ c:: :~) -2 1·4 ( ~ .. - ~·)- z { (•-•· )·-~! 1••9( ~: - ~.·) 

..... [ •.'-z.~·;•l' _ •··-;~·;•l' J } ' 

which reduces to equation (Al.l). 

Finally, transforming equation (2.2.5) gives 

.,.. " - F { l_ :.::-h 1 ~-It :> [ l_ :x+h t :x+l. ] - ""+:.:::~: = ( - ~"l::a.w- + Q~n..\: ... w- - ("!-4v ~"COW' ::--y ... - cvrc. cuv ~•"' 
.JJ 41T<L a-cr) -y-... -y+o.. - - .. 

+ E_ f (·:uh)(~j+ ... ) _ (:~t-+1.)(~-..) ~]] 
':lt+" L c~ ...... )2...c~·")'3. c~-... )2.+(:~:+'-) 

' 
which is equivalent to equation (Al.2). 
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APPENDIX 2 

The half-space stress computer programme 

A. Lucas Halfspace stress programme; 

begin £2!! pr, density, k, scale, conl, con2, con3 1 con4, con5, 
conS, con7, gravity, x, y, xx, yy, xy, sxx, syy, sxy, 
ppl, pp2, pp3; 

integer nl,n2,n3,n4,n5,p,q,px,qy,check,ll,l2,13,14,15,16,17, 
18,19,110,111,pxstart,pxend,pxstep,qystart,qyend,qystep; 

!!!! procedure invtan(x,y); 
!.2!! x,y; 

comment the numerical constants herein are particular to this problem 
overflow and underflow error indicate possible inaccuracy; 

pegin checks(£enter invtan?); 
!! abs(y)>ro20 ~begin print ££13?y overflow error?,x,y; 

invtan:=sign(y)*1.57079; 
~ 

else if abs(x)<l then begin 
--i! abs(y),S_l then begin print££13?invtan indeterminate?; 

invtan::O; 
end 

,!!!.2. ,ll abs (y),S_lOOO t.h!.!!. begin 
print££13?y underflow error?,x,y; 
invtan::sign(y)*l.57079; 
end 

!!!! invtan:=sign(y)*1.57079; 
end -.!.!!!.!! x<o !h!,u begin 

i! yz.o am!, y,S.l t,h2 .-b.-e,...e: ... i-.n 
invtan:=3.14159; 
!! x>-1000 ~ print££13?x underflow error+?, 

end 
!!!! !!--;bs(y),S_l then bee:in 

invtan:=-3.14159; 

x,y; 

i! x>-1000 ~ print££13?x underflow error-?, 

end 
!!!! invt~sign(y)*3.14159+arctan(y/x); 
end 

x,y; 

!.!!.! invta;:;arctan (y/x); 
checks(£exit invtan?); 
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procedure inside(a,u,v,sx,y,y1,y2,inxx,inyy,inxy1,inxy2); 
value u,v; 
!!!! a,u,v,sx,y,y1,y2,inxx,inyy,inxy1,inxy2; 
comment inner procedure of procedure rectangle; 

begin real xlessu,ylessv,bigr2,litr2,theta,epsi,lgbr2,1glr2,ff; 

xlessu: ::sx-u; 
ylessv:=y-v; 
bigr2:=xlessut2+(y+v)t2; 
litr2:=xlessuf2+(y-v)t2; 
theta:=invtan(xlessu,y+v); 
epsi:=invtan(xlessu,y-v); 
lgbr2:=ln(bigr2); 
lglr2:=ln(litr2); 
ff:=4*y*v*xlessu/bigr2; 
inxx:=con1*xlessu*lgbr2+eon2*xlessu*lglr2-(con3*y+con4*v) 

*theta+con5*ylessv*epsi+ff; 

inyy:=con6*xlessu*(lgbr2-lglr2)+con7*ylessv*(theta+epsi)-ff; 
inxy1:=con2*ylessv*lglr2+(con1*y+con2*v)*lgbr2 

+con7*xlessu*theta-4*y*v*(y+v)/bigr2; 
if sx+a<o and y2>y and y>y1 then 

inxy2:=-xlessu*invtan(-xlessu,ylessv)•con7 
.!!!.! !! y>y2 .2!: y<y1 .2!: sx>a then 

inxy2:=xlessu*epsi*con7 
else if u>o then 
---- -rnxy2:=-(xlessu*invtan(-xlessu,ylessv) 

+(sx+u)*invtan(sx+u,ylessv))*con7 
.!!!.! inxy2:=o; comment zones in order b,c,a,dummya; 

end of procedure; 

procedure rectangle(a,y1,y2,sx,y,dcon); 
value a,y1,y2,sx,dcon; 
real a,y1,y2,sx,y,dcon; 

begin rear inxx,inyy,inxy1,inxy2,ff; 
In;ide(a,a,y2,sx,y,y1,y2,inxx,inyy,inxy1,inxy2); 
xx:=inxx; 
yy:=inyy; 
xy:=inxy1+inxy2; 
inside(a,-a,y2,sx,y,y1,y2,inxx,inyy,inxy1,inxy2); 
xx:=xx-inxx; 
yy:=yy-inyy; 
xy:=xy-inxy1-inxy2; 
inside(a,a,y1,sx,y,y1,y2,inxx,inyy,inxy1,inxy2); 
xx:=xx-inxx; 
yy:=yy-inyy; 
xy:=xy-inxy1-inxy2; 
inside(a,-a,y1,sx,y,y1,y2,inxx,inyy,inxy1,inxy2); 
xx:::xx+inxx; 
yy:=yy+inyy; 
xy:=xy+inxy1+inxy2; 
ff:=dcon*gravity/(con7*6.2832); 
xx:=ff*xx; 
yy:=ff*yy; 
xy:=-ff*xy; 

end of procedure; 
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proced~e insurect(sx,u,v,inxx); value u,v; 
£!!! sx,u,v,inxx; 
comment inner procedure for surfa.ce stresses for rectangle; 

begin!!!! xlessu; 
xlessu:=sx-u; 
inxx:=2*con7*xlessu*ln(xlessut2+vt2)-8*con2*v*invtan 

(xlessu,v); 
~of procedure; 

procedure surect(a,y2,yl,sx,dcon); 
value a,y2,yl,sx,dcon; 
!!!! a,y2,yl,sx,dcon; 
comment surface stress for rectangle; 

begin .!!.!!, inxx ; 
insurect(sx,a.,y2,inxx); 
xx:=inxx; 

insurect(sx,-a,y2,inxx); 
xx:=xx-inxx; 
insurect(sx,a,yl,inxx); 
xx:=xx-inxx; 
insurect(sx,-a,yl,inxx); 
xx: =xx+inxx; 
xx:=dcon*gravity*xx/(con7*6.2832); 

~of procedure; 

P.rocedure substratum(y,yl,y2,dcon); 
value yl,y2,deon; 
r!!! y,yl,y2,dcon; 
begin£!!! ff,fff; 

ff:=-dcon*gravity; 
fff:=ff*eon5/con7; 

..!! ~yl t,h!m xx:=yy:=O 
else if ~y2 then 
- b';gi; xx:;fff*(y-yl); 

yy:=ff*(y-yl); 

!!!! begin xx:=fff*(y2-yl); 
yy:=ff*(y2-yl); 

2; 
~of procedure; 
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procedure surface(a,sx,load); 
value a,sx,load; 
!!!!, a,sx,load; 

~/4 

comment uniform vertical load over part of free surface; 
begin !! abs(y)<1 ,!:!!2 abs(sx)<a ~ 

begin xx:=yy:=-load*gravity; 
xy:=O; 

end 
ei&e if abs(y)<1 then xx:=yy:=xy:=O 
else begin!!!! tb;ta,epsi,bigr2,litr2,ff0 fff; 

thetal=invtan(sx+a,y); 
epsi:=invtan(sx-a,y); 
bigr2:=(sx+a)t2+yt2; 
litr2:=(sx-a)t2+yt2; 

ff:=load*gravity/3.14159; 
fff:=2*a*y*(sxf2-at2-yt2)/(bigr2*litr2); 
xxz=ff*(theta-epsi-fff); 
yy:=ff*(theta-epsi+fff); 
xy:=-4*ff*a*sx*yf2/(bigr2*litr2); 
~ of inner block; 

~ of procedure; 

procedure inner(v,sx,y1,y2,inxx,inyy,inxy); 
!!!! v,sx,y1,y2,inxx,inyy,inxy; 
comment inner procedure of procedure terminated; 

begin !!!! yplusv,ylessv, 
bigr2,litr2,lgbr,lglr,theta,epsi,ff,theta1,epsi1; 

yplusv:::y+v; 
ylessv:::y-v; 
bigr2:=sxt2+yplusvt2; 
litr2:=sxt2+ylessvt2; 
lgbr:=ln(bigr2); 
lglr:=ln(litr2); 
theta:=invtan(-sx,yplusv); 
epsi:=invtan(-sx,ylessv); 
theta1:=invtan(sx,yplusv); 
epsi1:=invtan(sx,ylessv); 
ff:=4*y*v*sX/bigr2; 

inxx:=-con1*sx*lgbr-con2*sx*lglr 
-(con3*y+con4*v)*theta+con5*ylessv*epsi 
-f.f+ 12.56636*con2*v; 

inyy:=-con6*sx*(lgbr-lglr)+con7*ylessv*(theta+epsi)+ff; 
!! sx<o ~ y~y1 and ~y2 t~ 

ff:=-sx*epsi 
else ffl=+sx*epsi1; 
inxy:=-con2*ylessv*lglr-(con1*y+con2*v)*lgbr 

+con7*(v-sx*theta1)+4*y*v*yplusv/bigr2-con7*(v+ff); 
~ of procedure; 
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procedure terminated(sx,y1,y2,dcon); 
value sx,y1,y21 dcon; 
!!!! sx,y1,y2,dcon; 
comment terminated substratum for nonzeroy; 

begin!!!! inxx,inyy,inxy,ff; 
inner(y2,sx,y1,y2,inxx,inyy,inxy); 
xx:::inxx; 
yy:::inyy; 
xy:=inxy; 
inner(y1,sx,y1,y2,inxx,inyy,inxy); 
xx: =xx-inxx; 
yy:=yy-inyy; 
xy:=xy-inxy; 
ff:=dcon*gravity/(con7*6.2832); 
xx:=ff*xx; 
yy:=ff*yy; 
xy:=-ff*xy; 

~ of procedure; 

procedure surterm(sx,y1,y21 dcon); 
value sx,y1,y2,dcon; 
!!!! sx,y1 1 y2,dcon; 
comment surface stress for terminated substratum; 

f!!/5 

begin yy::xy:=o; 
xx:=-dcon*gravity*(con7*sx*(ln(sxt2+y2f2)-ln(sxt2+y1f2)) 
+2*con2*(y2*(invtan(-sx,y2)-invtan(sx,y2))-y1*(invtan(-sx,y1)
invtan(sx,y1))))/(con7*3.14159); 

~ of procedure; 

procedure principal stresses(xx1 yy,xy,pp1 1 pp2,pp3); 
real xx,yy,xy,pp1 1 pp2,pp3; 
comment calculates and prints principal stresses for plane strain 

model; 

end of 

begin!!!! great,least,dif 1 ff1,ff2,theta; 
ff1:=(xx+yy)/2; 
ff2:=sqrt((xx-yy)t2/4+xyt2); 

pp1::::ff1+ff2; 
pp2::::ff1-ff2; 
pp3:=(pp1+pp2)*pr; 

g pp1~pp2 tl!!!!, begin great:::pp1; 
least:::pp2;end 

!!!! begin great:=pp2;least:::pp1; 
if pp3>great ~ great:::pp3 

else if pp3<least then least:=pp3; 
dif:~at~east; ----
theta:=invtan(xx-yy,2*xy)*28065; 
print ££11?ps?,pp1,pp21 pp3,theta,dif; 

procedure; 
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procedure mises(xx,yy,xy); 
.!:.!.!! xx, yy' xy; 
begin !!!! zz,function; 

zz:::pr*(xx+yy); 
function:=((yy-zz)t2+(zz-xx)t2+(xx-yy)t2)/6+xy; 

print ££11? von mises criterion?, function; 
~ of procedure; 

procedure classify(pp1 1 pp2,pp3); 
!!!! pp1,pp2,pp3; 

begin!!!! greatest,inter,least,sum,par1,ff,par2; 
switch qqq:=q1 1 q21 q3,q4; 
!! pp1~p2 t~ begin greatest:::pp1; 

least: ::pp2 ; .!!!,!! 
else begin greatest:=pp2; 

least:::pp'U; ~; 

!! pp3>greatest ~ begin inter:=greatest; 
greatest:::pp3; .!.!!!! 

.!!!!, !! pp3>least ..!!:!!.!! inter:::pp3 

.!!!!, begin inter:=least; 
least:::pp3; ~; 

sum:=pp1+PP2+pp3; ff:=greatest-least; print ff; 
if pp3=least ~print ££11?1? 
!!!! !! pp3=inter ~print ££11?i? 
!!!! print ££11?g?; 
!! greatest<o ~ begin print £a?; 

goto q1; ~ 
!!!! if inter<o ~begin print £b?; 

goto q3; end 
!!!! if least<o then begin print £c?; 

goto q3; ~ 
!!!! begin print £d?; 

goto q2; ~; 
q3: !! sum<o ~ goto q1 .!!!.!, goto q2; 
q1: par1:=(greatest•1.732-least•o.578)/2; 

par2:=(greatest*3.172-least•o.316)/2; 
print £cn?,par1 1 par2; 
goto q4; 

q2: !! 3*greatest+least~o t~ print £ga?,greatest 

~/6 

else begin par1:=-(greatest-least)t2/(8*(greatest+least)); 
print £gb?,par1; 

end• _, 
q4: end of procedure; 
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sealed(4);sameline; 
read n1,n2,n3,n4,n5; 
begin array a1,x1,y11,y12,dcon1[o:n1], 

y21,y22,dcon2[0:n2], 
a3,x3,htxdens[o:n3], 
x4,y41,y42,dcon4[0:n4], 

cx[o:n5]; 
switch ss:=p1 1 p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7; 
wa.i t; 
~ pr,density,gravity,scale; 
wait; 

A2/7 

if nl*O _!h!!! begin ~ p:=l step 1 until n1 ~ 
begin !!!2 con1,con2,con3,con4,dcon1[p]; 

a1[p]:=con1*scale; 
x1[p]:=con2*scale; 

y11[p]::con3*scale; 
y12(p]:=con4*scale; 

,!!!!!; wait;end; 
.!! n2~ ~begin~ p:=1 step 1 until n2 ,22 

begin read con1,con2,dcon2[p]; 
y21[p]:=con1*scale; 

y22[p):=con2*scale; 
~;wait;~; 

if n34=Q ~ begin~ p:=l step 1 until n3 .!2 
begin read con1,con2,con3; 

a3[p]:=con1*scale; 
x3[p):=con2*scale; 

htxdens[p]:=con3*scale; 
~;wait;~; 

!! n4*0 ~ begin for p:=1 step 1 until n4 ~ 
begin~ con1,con2,con3,doon4[p]; 

x4[p]::con1*scale; 
y41[p]:=con2*soale; 
y42[p]:=con3*soale; 

end; wait; ~; 
!! n5*0 ~ for p:=1 step 1 until n5 ~ ~ ox[p); 
k:=3-4*pr; 
con1:=(3*k+5)/2; 
con2:=(k-1)/2; 
con3:=5*k+9; 
con41=3*k-1; 
con5:=3-k; 
con6:=(k+3)/2; 
con7:=k+1; 
wait; 
p2:~ 11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,110,111; 

wait; 
!! 11=1 ~ goto p1; 
read pxstart,pxend,pxstep,qystart,qyend, qystep; 
~k:=(pxend-pxstart)/pxstep; 
if pxend~xstart+cheok*pxstep then 
-- begin print ££13? px step ;;;Dr?; 

end· _, 
wait; 
goto p2; 
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check:=(qyend-qystart)/qystep; 
if qyend~ystart+check*qystep ~ 

begin print ££13? qy step error?; 
wait; 
go to p2 ; !,!!!! ; 

px::pxstart-pxstep; 
qy:=qystart; 

p1: if 11=1 ~begin~ x,y; 
x:=x*scale; 
y:=y*scale; 

end; 

if y<o ~ begin wait ; goto p2; !!!!! ; 
end 

else begin !!. px::pxend and qy=qyend !!!.!!! 
begin print ££13? end of x,y scan?; 

wait; goto p2; 
end· _, 

.!! px::pxend then 
begin px: :pxstart; 

qy:=qy+qystep; 
end 

.!!!! pxJ ::px+pxstep; 
x::px*scale; 
yJ=qy*scale; 

print ££12??,x,y; 
s:xx:=syy:=sxy:=o; 
if n1::Q then goto p3; 
~ p:=1 step 1 until n1 do 
begin if y~1 tl!!!! 

begin surect(a1[p],y12[p],y11[p],x-x1[p],dcon1[p]); 

end 
else rectangle(a1[p],y11[p],y12[p],x-x1[p],y,dcon1[p]); 

~; 

s:xx:=sxx+xx; 
syy:=syy+yy; 
sxy:=sxy+xy; 

if 12•1 ~print ££11??,p,xx,yy,xy; 
principal(xx,yy,xy,pp1,pp2,pp3); 

p3:!,! n2::Q then goto p4; 
for p:=1 step 1 until n2 ~ 

begin substratum(y,y21(p],y22[p],dcon2[p]); 
sxx:=sxx+xx; 
syy: =syy+yy; 

if 13•1 ~ print ££11? sub?,xx,yy; 
,!!!!; 
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p4:,ll n3=0 !h!!l &oto p5; 
for p:=1 steo 1 until n3 do 
---- begin~face(a3[p],~3[p],htxdens(p]); 

sxx:=sxx+xx; 
syy:=syy+yy; 
sxy:=sxy+xy; 
!! 14~1 ~ print ££11? surface?, xx,yy,xy; 

end· _, 

p5: .!! n4=0 .!!!2.!!, go to p6; 

p6: 

12.!: p: =1 step 1 u.!lll!. n4 !!2, 
begin!! abs(y)<1 ~ 

surterm(x-x4(p],y41[p],y42(p],dcon4 p]) 
!!!! terminated(x-x4[p],y41[p],y42[p],dcon4[p]); 

sxx:=sxx+xx; 
syy:=syy+yy; 
sxy:=sxy+xy; 

1! 15~1 ~ orint ££11? term?,xx,yy,xy; 
end• _, 

if 18~1 then mises(sxx,syy,sxy); 
if 16~1 ~ orint ££lls4??,sxx,syy,sxy; 
~~ =sxx~si ty*gra.vi ty*con5*y /con7; 
syy:=syy-density*gravity*y; 

i! 17~1 ~ orint ££11?17?,sxx,syy,sxy; 
if 19~l then mises(sxx,syy,sxy); 
p;incipa~1 syy,sxy,pp1,pp2,pp3); 
if 110~1 ~ classify(ppl,pp2,pp3); 
i! n5=0 !h.2!:!, goto p1 ; 
12£ p: =1 step 1 until n5 !!2, 

begin xx:=sxx+cx(p]; 

end· _, 

goto p1; 

i! 19~1 ~ mises(xx,syy,sxy); 
principal(xx,syy,sxy,pp1 1 pp2 1pp3); 

!! 111~1 ~ classify(pp1,pp2 1 pp3); 

~of inner block; 
~ of programme; 
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APPENDIX 3 

The specification of the half-space stress programme 

This is a detailed description of the use of an Algol computer programme 

(Appendix 2) which evaluates the algebraic expressions derived in Chapter 2. 

This programme, which has been run on an Elliott 803 computer, has already been 

described in section (ii) of Chapter 3. 

(i) Data input 

This programme calculates the plane strain state of stress at points (x,y), 

in the positive y elastic half-space, which has a specified density and Poisson's 

ratio, (identifiers "density" and "PR"). The state of stress is made up of 

additional components due to 

nl rectangular density anomalies, each defined by (al, xl, yll, yl2, dcon 1), 

n2 plune substrata, each defined by (y21, y22, d con 2), 

n3 uniform surface loads, each defined by (a3, x3, htxdens), 

n4 semi-infinite substrata, each defined by (x4, y41, y42, d con 4), 

and one of n5 tectonic stresses, each defined by (Cx). 

The definitions of most of these parameters follow immediately from a 

comparison with the notation of Chapter 2 and, in particular, figure 2. The 

parameters x1, x3 and x4 are the values of x at the centre of symmetry of the 

component of the model, which corresponded to x equal to zero in Chapter 2. The 

parameters d con 1, d con 2 and d con 4 are density contrasts; the parameter 

htxdens is a surface load which is represented as the product of a density and a 

height, for multiplication by the acceleration due to gravity occurs in the 

procedure SUFU7 ACE; the parameter Cx is the horizontal tectonic stress component. 

Two other parameters which have to be given values are 11 gravity", which is the 

acceleration due to gravity, and "scale'', which is a factor by which all linear 

dimensions (including 'htxdens') are multiplied at the time of input. 
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The values of x and y may either be read in pairs from a data tape, in 

which case they are of type real, or be defined by a rectangular grid which is 

itself defined by six integer parameters, (px start, px end, px step, :gystart, 

gy end, gy step), whose names clearly indicate their functions. Both (x,y) and 

these six parameters are scaled by the factor 'scale'. A set of values (x,y) 

must be ended by a negative value of y, and each new set of (x,y) or x - y grid 

parameters must be preceded by a set of control parameters. If it is required 

to define a line rather than a rectangular grid, then either PX STEP or QY STEP 

has an arbitrary value. This value must not be zero. 

The input and output functior~ of the programme are controlled by the 

eleven integers 11 to 111, which have the following functions, 

if 11 I 1, use x- y grid; otherwise read (x,y), 

and 

if 12 I 1 , print xx, yy, xy for each rectangular anomaly, 

if 13 I 1, print xx, y-J, xy for each substratum, 

if 14 I 1, print xx, yy, xy for each surface load, 

if 15 I 1, print xx, yy, xy for each terminated substratum, 

if 16 I 1, print xx, yy, xy for total supplementary stress system, 

if 17 / 1, print total stress system (no tectonic stress), 

if 18 I 1 ' print MISES for total supplementary stress, 

if 19 J 1 ' print MISES for total stress system (with and without tectonic 

if 110 i 1' CL..4..SSIFY total stress system (no tectonic stress}, 

if 111 I 1 ' C 1!-illS IFY total stress systems vcith tectonic stresses. 

In addition to these optional forms of output, there is also output of 

PRHTCIP.AL STRESSES for each rectangular anomaly and for the total stress system 

(without tectonic stress and with each tectonic stress in turn). 

stress 

The programme has been run using data e~~ressed in c.g.s. units. This is not 
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a fundamental requirement of' the programme, because no dimensional parameters 

are as signed fixed values Within the programme, but if' other units are used 

it may be necessary to change the values of' the arbitrary constants used in 

the INVTAW procedure. Similar precautions might be necessary if' models of' 

smaller linear scale than geological f'eatures are to be considered. In 

practice it would be simpler to change the units in such a way as to make the 

linear dimension between grid points and the values of' the stress components 

greater than a thousand. Note also that since x and y are of' type real, the 

condition 'y - 0' is always replaced in the main programme by 'abs(y) < 1 1 • 

The most corr~on c.g.s. data tape-f'ormat has been with 'scale' equal to 105, 

so that all linear dimensions (including 'htxdens') are punched in units of' 

kilometres. If' it is required to use a x - y grid where x or y are not integer 

numbers of' kilometres, the value of' 'scale' must be reduced because the grid 

coordinate parameters must be of' type integer. 

(ii) Running the programme 

Programmed 'data waits' occur between each read instruction, so permitting 

the easy use of' separate data t~es. A 'data wait' also occurs at the end of' 

a x - y grid or of' a set of' (x,y) read from adata tape. The end of' such a set 

must be indicated by a negative value of y. An entirely new model represented by 

a complete set of' data tapes may be considered by 'manually restarting' the 

programme, or a new set of' coordinates (x,y) f'or the same model may be con

sidered by reading in a set of' control integers and a corresponding coordinate 

data tape by continuing the calculation. Continuation af'ter a 'data wait' is 

ef'f'ected by changing the most significant F2 bit on the computer keyboard. 

A 'data wait', accompanied by an Algol compiler 10~ ERROR message, occurs 

if' (x,y) is located at a corner of' the rectangular model (or at an equivalent 

singularity of' another model). The INVTAN procedure avoids a compiler TiiN ERROR 
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in these circumstances, but a programme message IIW'rAN INDETERMINATE is also 

printed. The calculation should be continued, and it appears from comparison 

with results at points adjacent to the corner that the calculated stress is 

probably acceptable. 

Warning messages (PX STEP ERROR or QY STEP EIL~OR) and a 'data wait' are 

generated if the x - y grid parameters are not consistent. The programme may 

then be restarted with a new model or a further set of (x,y) in the manner 

described above. A message ~~ OF X,Y SCAN occurs immediately before the 

'data wait' at the finish of the calculations for a complete x- y grid. 

The II\TVTAN procedure was written to eliminate the possibility of stoppages 

due to 'floating point overflow' which is caused when a real identifier is given 

a magnitude greater than 5.8 x 10
76• If lYt is greater than 10

20
, the message 

OVERFLOW ERROR is printed. If J:x:J is less than one and y is greater than one, 

then the inverse tangent is given the appropriate value 

message followed by the values of x and y is printed if 

+ ..2L and a Y UNDERFLOW 
- 2 ' 

IY/is less than 103 , 

in order to warn~ the possible inaccuracy of this value of the inverse tangent. 

If I xl ~ 1 and I yl ~ :1 the message IIWTAIIJ INDETERMINATE is printed. In 

the region, I Yl L... 1 x <. 0, of the discontinuity of the inverse tangent 

function, INVTAN is again assigned a value, because the general formula breaks 

down if y is equal to zero. An X IDID:illFLOW MESSAGE indicates possible inaccuracy 

of this assigned value. 

The approximate time taken to calculate the stress components at one point 

(x,y) using this progranune on an Elliot 803 B computer and generating a minimum 

of output, (i.e. 12 to 111 equal to one), is 

est + 9. n1 + n3 + 4. n4 + 3. n5) seconds. 

The time trucen to evaluate the plane substrata contributions is not significant. 
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If the five integers n1 to n5 are each set to one, the minimum computing time 

is 22~ seconds for each (x,y); if all possible output is generated, (i.e. 

12 to 111 equal to zero), the corresponding running time is 42 seconds. For 

a production run such as the compensated mountain chain model, for which more 

than 220 grid points were used, the five minutes taken to read in the 'dumped' 

version of the programme and the model parameters are relatively insignificant. 
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(iii) Data tape ~ormat 

model parameters 

n1 n2 n3 n5 

PR (Poisson's ratio) DENSITY (Hal~- space) GRAVITY SCALE 

n1 sets of (a1, x1, y11, y12, d con 1) 

n2 sets 0~ (y21, y22, dcon 2) 

n3 sets 0~ (a3, x3, htxdens) 

:n4 sets of (x4, y41' y42, d con 4) 

n5 values o~ Cx 

x - y parameters 

11 12 13 14 15 16 . 17 18 19 110 111 

0 -1 

or (11 .J 1) PX START PX END PX STEP QY START QY El'J1) QY STEP 

Note that ~urther sets o~ x- y parameters may follow without repeating the 

model parameters. 
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(iv) Sample date tape 

The :f'ollowing is a sample data tape f'or the compens'ated mountain chain 

model with a hydrostatic natural state and tecto1uc stresses of' 400 bars and 

-400 bars. 

1 0 1 0 2 

0.25 0 981 @ 5 

300 0 30 51 -·4 

Note:-

300 0 8.4 

4 @ 8 - 4 @ 8 

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

0 450 50 100 0 -10 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

300 5 300 15 300 

n @ n represents x 10 • 

1 

1 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

20 0 -1 
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(v) Stress programme flow diagram 

Start of programme 
t 

Read model parameters 
t 

P2 read control integers 11 to 111. 
t 

if 11 J 1 , read x - y grid parameters and set initial values 
't 

if 11 = 1, read (x,y), and scale, 

t 
else calculate next grid (x,y) and scale. 

.....__ ____ if y < 0 
t 

print (x,y). 

or end of grid, wait, then go to P2. 

t 
set stress totals to zero. 

r 
if n1 = 0, go to P). 

for each rectangular anomaly:-

if y = 0 calculate SURECT, else RECTANGLE. 

add stresses to stress totals. 

PRINCIP.A.L STRESSES. 

if 12 J 1, print stresses for each model. 

P3 if n2 = O, go to P4. 

for each substratum:-

calculate SUBS'l'RATIDli. 

add stresses to stress totals. 

if 13 J 1, print stresses for each substratum. 

P4 if n3 = 0, go to P5. 

for each surface load:-

calculate SURFACE. 

add stresses to stress totals. 

if 14 J 1, print stresses for each model. 
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1 
P5 if n4 = 0, go to P6. 

p6 

for each semi-infinite substratum:-

if y = 0 then calculate SURI.'ERM else TERMINATED. 

add stresses to stress totals. 

if 15 J 1, print stresses for each model 
L-------1 

if 16 J 1 ' print stress totals. 

t 
if 18 J 1, ]USES of stress totals. 

I 
add half-syace components to stress totals. 

t 
if 17 J 1 ' print stress totals 

I 
if 19 I= 1 ' MISES of stress totals. 

t 
PIUNCIPA.L STRESSES of stress totals. 

I 
if 110 J 1 , CLASSI:FY total stress system. 

t 
if n5 = O, go to P1. 

for each tectonic stress:-

add stress totals to tectonic stress. 

if 19 J 1, MISES. 

PRINCIPAL STRESSES. 

if 111 J 1, CLASSIFY. 
\...------1 

~--~----go to P1 • 
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